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This thesis is a posmiodem criticai interpretation of the environmental ethical 

discourse of two outdoor leaders/scholars (Bob Henderson and Leo McAvoy) to 

understand some of the discursive effects ofpower. It positions both deep ecology and the 

land ahic (identified as central by each participant) as having positive and negative 

consequences in comection with 1)  how the human subject and naturMdemess is 

positioned, constnicted, and legitimated, 2) what is seen as the "correct" relationship 

between humans and the earth/environment, and 3) what is promoted as the ''pro@' 

behaviour while in the outdoors. Both participants' discourses were explored for the sites 

of resistence each ofcupied toward more dominar~t discourses of environmental ethics and 

traditional education. The cyborg image was also employed as a means ofiUustrating some 

of the discursive positionhg each environmental ethic enacteci, as weii as suggesting some 

altematives ways outdoor prof&ods CM engage the ecologicaî problernatic. 
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Chapter One 

Introduction 

Like many fields, outdoor recreation and education can be thought of as trying to 

improve the quality of human life. Even if it is shply through engaging in enjoyable 

recreation activities, research in outdoor recreation and education points to the 

restorative, re-creative benefits for individuals (Csikszentmihdyi and Kleiber, 199 1 ; 

Haggard and Williams, 1991; McDodd and Schreyer, 199 1). This field has another 

distinguishing element: outdoor recreation and education is also about the environment. 

Not only do practitioners and scholars in the field need to be conscious of the impacts the 

field has on participants, but dso, 1 wiii argue, we need to pay attention to the impacts the 

field has on the environment. 

The question 1 wish to explore is: What ethical fhmeworks, in relation to the 

environment, do two outdoor leaders/scholars employ and how do these &arneworks 

exercise power as manifestai in discursive fields. The analysis I brhg to bear on this 

question proceeds on the assumption that there is no accessible Reality' in the sewe of a 

world independent of human construction; reality is constructeci but it is not idiosyncratic. 

That is, as humans, we ai i  participate in a conventional Ievel of reaiity that to some ment  

is shared with others. This conventionai level of reality is the discursive; it pre-exists our 

individuai entq into it and continues on afîer our departure. "Proponents of discourse 

theory.. . never say that the real is inexistent, especially in the sense of nature, but that no 

tnith, no hunirm burh can prevail and that- it must be emphas'd-the world is not 'out 

1 capifalizc the word "Reaiity" in this case to dishguish it &om "rdty"; the fomer 
referriag to the notion that there is sornething outside of human constnicts that language 
can access, whik the later refers to the construaed dimension of teality. 



there' waiting for huaian symbols to make sense of it" (Conley, 1997, p.3 1). Discourse 

and discursive fields2 do not refer 

to 'text' narruw1y dehed, but to the ensemble of the phenornena in and 

through which social production of meaning takes place, an ensemble 

which constitutes society as such. The discunive is not, therefore, being 

conceived as a level or even as a dimension of the social, but rather as 

being w-extensive with the social as such. This means that the discursive 

does not constitute a superstructure (since it is the very condition of d 

social practice) or, more precisely, that al1 social practice constitutes itself 

insofar as it produces meaning (laclau, 1980, p.87). 

Reality, then, is created or constructed, and our access to it is only through 

discursive fields. Discursive fields have the dual effeas of enabüng and constraining how 

reaiity is constructed. Because it is in discursive fields that reaiity is constnicted, the 

reality we create is powerfully influenceci by whatever field we manoeuver in. Outdoor 

professionals, Wre everyone, are not entirely fiee to choose whatever discursive reaiity 

they want. What outdoor professionals have available to hem, in t e m  of different 

meanings toward nature, is conditioned by what other people have thought before, by 

prevailing political views and attitudes, and by other bodies of knowledge. These larger 

systems/forces are discursive fields that condition, not dictate, the meanings we give to 

In this thesis, discourse and discursive fields both refer to a conventionai level of reaîiîy, 
however, discourse refers s p d c a i i y  to the meanings a particular individuai engages in 
and consauas, while discursive fields are larger, pre-existing structures to which 
individuai discourse wmects. 



ternis. We understand meaning in reference to partiailar discursive fields. People Famüiar 

with the sarne discursive field communicate with one another through more or less shared 

systems of meanings. 

When we, as humaas, create meaning (in the discursively constrained sense of 

"create"), we create a frameworlc for viewing the world and makllig our choices. To the 

extent îhat these frameworks influence how we see thingq the choices we make, and the 

values we assign to the world around us, they are about power. Without the ability to 

ground meaning in Reaiity, power becornes the ability to alter meanings, values, actions, 

and to mate both ourseives and the objects we value (although even this notion of 

subjectlobject split will later be problematised). in short, power creates, maintains, 

dismpts, or challenges what we take as reality and how we see the world. Laciau (1980) 

reminds us that everything social is discursive as it produces meaning, and, hence, it is in 

discursive fields and discourse (or society) that power is deployed. 

The coiiapse of an accessible Reality raises important questions in relation to what 

is R d  about the seif or any object as we know it. Discourse theory begins to blur and 

destabilw what we mean by Real and props up, instead, created categories and 

meanings-more or less s h e d  categories and meaalligs, but created none the less. In this 

discursive wodd, subjects and objects eicist as discursively shared entities on a 

conventionai levez not aa ontological givens or absolutes we uui directîy acass. 

Discourse presxists the subject/object distinction, and, in fàct, creates these poles, while 

at an ontologicai level works to disrnantie them. Discourse is larger than the Plligie abject; 

it creates and props up the subject ogainst the chasm created by the reahtion tbat 



discourse (and owse1ves) has no recourse (at an ontoiogicai level) to Reality (Conley, 

1997, p.34). 

The value of discursive theory lies with the ability to perceive alternatives that 

previously were not visible. When reality is given as an ontological absolute, meankg 

becomes the quest for Tmth. Even though we might ask oudves  how a particular 

constniction of the world is constraining or enabling, it becomes much harder to challenge 

or resist these views because they are the Truth about the world. It becomes a meanlligless 

question to ask how one might imagine the world in other ways as the world is a static 

entity that we have accessed directly. The task, then, becomes the rehement of the 

precision with which we access that world, not an exploration of how we might reassess 

or resist certain meanings in an anempt to become more ethicai in our view of the world. 

Shifting to "reaiity" fiom "Reality" reafbms human agency 's role in the playni1 re-creation 

of the future. It becomes possible for hurnans to engage positively or creatively in the 

construction of themselves and the world, rather than simply seeking out an already 

existing world. 

As an example in outdoor recreation literature of the shfl fiom "Reality" to 

"reaiity", Dustin, McAvoy, and Schultz (1 995) spegk of the power of language to alter the 

way we thllik about things, even create the very L'things" we think about. These authon 

use the term "reificaîion" to describe the process of "thinsifying." Dusth, McAvoy and 

Schultz (1995) quote Codon who says: "The term 'reification' is used to descriùe the 

tendency to thinlr that because there are certain words there must necesdy be certain 

'thiags' that cornespond to them. To reify is to 'thirinifv'" (p. 79). These authon state, for 



example, "that there is no such 'thing' as a natumi resource. Thae mer  has been and 

there never will be. That modern Western people behave as though there were is a result 

of many factors, not the least of which is our pattern of speech" (p. 78). Western people 

have created "natural resources" and seek evidence to support the idea of "naturd 

resources" as thuigs. As long as "naturd resources" is taken as an ontologicai given, it 

becornes harder to undentand how this constmcts the world, or what consequences this 

reification has for other definitions of the world; it simply is the way the world is, no 

questions as ked. The discourse of ''naturd resources" restncts other discourses by 

molding the world intc pre-arrangeci, absolutely given categories. 

For example, if certain types of land are naturai resources, and we begin to see 

that this kind of land is in short supply, Dustin, McAvoy, and Schultz (1995) point out 

that, "we have been led by definition to believe that the wildemess resource is also 

lirnited" (p. 80). Seeing wilderness as being in short supply has lead to conservation 

organizations being "highly defensive. ..in ar@g for the preservation of those remahhg 

few areas that quaifi for Wildemess desigiiation" (p. 80). What constinites bWdemess" 

is reitied and restricted to certain meanings; other, differing meanings do not obtain 

saliency or currency within the framework of "natural resources." 

Efforts to protect a reified notion of wildemess are not lirnited to conservation 

organizations. In outdoor recreation and education, there is often an emphasis on 

miaimum impact as an expression of environmental ethics (Bonney and Dwy, 1992; 

Cockrell, 199 1; Cole, Hammond, and McCooi, 1997; Dnuy & Massari, 1994; Hall, 1998; 

and Simpson, 1993). In these writings, ecology is ofta appealed to for the groundhg of 



minimum impact. Ecology can also be seen as re-g a certain view of the worid. 

Ecology reifies ideas ofecosystems, and, by extension, what d e s  a healthy ecosystem. 

Ecosystems no more dst than do natural resourcdt is an abstract term applied to the 

world. Given the assurnption that ecosystems an Reai, environmental ethics can becorne 

the quest to understand the ecology of the ecosystern in question. Environmental issues 

now get bottom-lined in ecological terms. For example, ecology is ofien used as a 

grounding for concepts such as carrying capacity, if the capacity is exceeded, darnage wül 

be done to the ecosystern (see Asimov and Pohl, 1991 for an example). What is needed, 

accordhg to an ecological approach, is limitations on development and impact (what 

Zimrnerman [ 19941 has called the refom environmentalist approach). Refonn 

environmentalists feel Euro-North Arnericans need to curb their conswnptive impulses and 

tread lightly in wildemess because science tells us this is what is good or nght for the 

ecosystem. This has lead to the popular maxims of "take only pictures, leave only 

footprints" and "no trace camping." 

The positive results for making a shift to a constmcted reaiity are that we can 

change the way we view naturai resources, wilderness, and ecology. Perhaps 'Wdemess" 

is not as limited as our language has lead us to believe. This is, in fact, wbat Dustin, 

McAvoy, and Schultz (1995) suggest. As long as ddemess stays reifieci, it remains in the 

restrictive realm of the Real. Humans do not have the ability to alter it, because it is 

something outside of our language, it Really exists, and what we think about it cannot 

aiter it. Dustin, McAvoy and Schultz argue that seeing wildemess as an abstract concept 

appkd to the worid by hurnans means we can change it to include other areas beyond the 



narrow specifications of the Wddemess Act (in the United States). "Recognition of this is 

cruciai for those who are charged with the responsibility of planning wildemess reaeation 

opportunities because it means that the wüderness resourct is not as limitai as we have 

been lead by our language to beüeven (p. 80). 

In terms of the reification of wildemess through the language of ecology, the shift 

to a constructeci reality makes it possible to ask how minimum impact poïices position the 

human subject. As van Wyck (1997) iiiustrates, when minimum impact policies are 

promoted, wildemess can get defineci as being something without the antitheticai human 

presence. The po pular rn& of "tale only photograp hs, lave only footpints," then, 

cornes dangerously close to an ethic wbich states: Behave in wilderness as if you were not 

there-act to deny your presence. If this is the case, then humans become unnaîural, 

sornethuig damaging to the world. This, in mm, is not fa fiom seeing human beings as a 

blight upon the earth. A Iess extreme result is to see human action as inherently non- 

natural and urbanization as an expression of tss non-naturd or non-wilderness dement of 

human action. There can be some serious effkts to this thinking For example, if dies are 

inherentiy non-naturai, why try to Uiaease the naturai spaces within them? Should we 

wony about individuai trees inside cities? Tnbe (1986) asks some provocative questions 

about this very issue. If cities are Uihaently unmmd, is there anything wrong with plastic 

trees lining city boulevards? From a practical level plastic tries rnake some sense; they do 

not require water (a serious coacern in California whae water is scarce); they do not die; 

and they always remnin grm. Probably most outdoor profdonals would inherently rebel 

against such a proposition, yet if our discourse nifies what nabue is or what humans are, 



this may lead us to foais so exclusively on wiidemess as to dismiss d a n  space. When 

decisions are made about plastic trees in Qties (and other related issues), wül outdoor 

recreatiodeducation profcssionaîs be one of the voices at the table? 1 suggest that if we do 

not examine how the discursive fields we engage in consmict the wodd, we may not be. 

Perhaps one way arowid the problem of conceptualizing cities and human adon as 

n o n - n a d  is to blur the distinction ofwhat human and non-human is. For example, 

Haraway (199 1) employs the image of a cyborg (part human, part technology) as a means 

to blur the distinctions surroundhg wildemess, nature, human, non-human, physical and 

non-physical. As technology begins to Uifiltrate the outdoor education and recreation field 

(i. e., high-tech gear and equi pment, electronic locating devices, and bener, more 

technologically advanced clothing), outdoor professionais have the opportunity to 

incorporate this technology into how we see ourselves. Setting wildemess as a pristine 

place without technology is to claim a clear distinction between nature and nomnature* 

and between humans and technology. The cyborg begins to question the certainty with 

which we can use the distinction between humans and technology as a defining 

characteristic of the human subject. This questionhg re-positions a de-cemed human 

subject in the midst of a shifting, constructed, and contested world rather than as a reitied, 

static concept in a stable world. The details and implications of this and other discursive 

manoeuvres are the abject of the literature review and are an attempt open the world to 

king re-conceived in dEerrit ways. 

Shifting to a constructed and contcsted discursive view of the world dm 

problematises issues of power, because power is now not the purYiew of a person or an 



object, as even this distinction is blurred. Power moves through discursive fields in 

creative and formative ways that are not reducible to a sitigie originary position.(see 

Clegg, 1989; Dreyfus and Rabinow, 1982; Foucault, 1977; Oriie, 1997 for a more in- 

depth discussion of power). Attempts to locate power in a single person need to be 

abandoned, and the focus should instead aim toward the effêcts of power, the way(s) 

power is used, snd the way(s) it is brokered by individuais, systems, and discourses. 

Power positions ourselves and things around us. It is productive; it produces 

meanings, opportunities, and legitimations of certain views; it draws up, maintains, and 

challenges discursive boundaries. These boundaries have real physical effkts in the world. 

As Conley (1 997) rernarlcs of Lévi-Strauss, 

without denying the existence of a 'reai', he shows how it is dways 

organi2eû through language that changes no less than the world it is 

said to represent. It foiiows that different ideologies, or ways that 

language imagines the world, have dinering impacts on nature. And 

the ideology upon which the autonornous, rnasterful subject was 

founded in the post-Cartesian era has proven disastrous to many 

humans and nature (p.4243). 

Grand nanatives (Zimmezman, 1994), such as the Cartesian ideology, discursively m a t e  

the world in powerful ways. They influence not only the way the world is seen and valueci, 

but aiso actions taken in that world. It is part of the powa of discursive fields and grand 

narratives to proscribe certain actions and value systems. Grand narratives give weight to 

certain h e w o r L s  and reduce the mency of others. For outdoor professionais, these 



narratives constnict certain views of nature (as in a definition of wildemess and human that 

make each one exclusive to the other) and &afl certain proscriptions about proper 

(ethical) behaviour in wildemess (as in minimum impact policies). 

As we shd see, there are possibilities for resisting or challenging such 

proscriptions regarding nature or any other discursive element. Sites of resistence or 

rupture prove very ~~ in understanding how power is deployed to create meaning, for 

it is here that new couplings can take place. When proscriptive notions of meaning are 

resisted or mptured, what can emerge on the other side are new meanings and new 

understandings as ideas, images, and thoughts not n o d y  assuciated together are 

brought into proximity. For example, by resisthg the discourse of "natural resources," we 

can now associate other areas as "wildemess," which ailows us to act to protect other 

spaces not previously thought of as "natural resources." It should be mentioned that the 

choice here is not an eitherlor. We do not either accept unethical discursive proscriptions 

or challenge them. Rather, in corning to see how it is that a discursive field conditions the 

way we constnict the world, we can then decide more consciously whether and in what 

ways we Mght wish to support this constniction. It might very weîi be that I continue to 

support minimum impact practices even though sume aspects ofit might lead to a 

construction of humans as umatural. What has c h g e d  is how 1 support these pfactices 

and how I work to re-define what it means to be human whiîe di attempting to t red  

lightly in the dderness. 

Let us tum now to a hypotheticai example of a situation many outdoor leaders 

have faced and explore some of the implications of a discursive deployment ofpower 



through environmental ethics. A leader of a trip may be enforcing minimum impact 

techniques as an attempt at ethicai behaviour toward the environment, yet requiruig people 

to behave in ways that cause stress and/or fear (Le., enforcing a distance of 150 feet back 

in the bush for washing dishes at night in the bugs) may not be ethicai toward humans. As 

an alternative. this leader, being concemed with the negative reactions in the participant 

toward late Nght dish washing in the bugs, might ailow 50 feet instead. As another 

possibiiity, dhe might feel that facing issues of fear and/or leaming that wiiderness is not 

always codonable is positive for the participant and, thenfore, be more strict with the 

150 foot policy but include a debriefing session on managîng fear and stress. Or, she 

rnight suggest washing dishes in the moming in order to avoid the night entirely. A Wh 

possibility would be to open the discussion up to the group. The leader in this case would 

serve as a resource, providing information and suggestions, but leaMng the decision with 

the group. 

There are many possible responses to the issues of washing dishes at night. What 1 

wish to draw attention to are how each response defines wiidemess humans, naturai, and 

good; how these choices have embedded in them partidar m e r s  to questions of what a 

wildemess experience shodd be; and how humans should be behavhg when out Ui the 

wiidemess (however defined). Answers to questions like these begin to access an 

enwonmentai ethic-a oystem or hmework for srniauring, acting, and making decisions 

in the world around us. 

Ethicai âameworks mate  ad &tain meanings, an4 in so doing, draw 

boundaries that Say nature, for example, includes hardsbip and discodort (Le., hardsb.jp is 



a naturai process because many animals M e r  hardship d d g  lem winters). This meaning 

of nature positions it opposite to cities and other human constructs that seek to remove the 

hardships of "the wilâ" (i-e., heated houses in winter, air conditioned cars in the summer). 

Given a meaning for nature that includes hardship as integral, the leader in the above 

scemio might feel that it would be good for the participants to endure washing dishes at 

Nght in the bugs as a means to separate the exp«ience M e r  ffom life in the city. 

The meanings a leader constructs for nature or wiîdemess form the foundation 

fiom which to choose actions. In this sense, how we structure the world is more than just 

ide talk or beiief- there are real, physical, and politicai effects. McLean (1997) cautions 

that leisure behaviour (which includes outdoor recreation and education) fan be judged 

ethical based on unacceptable border lines or criteria for what is ethicai (Le., anythuig 

freely chosen is good), which can lead to foms of deviant leisure behg seen as ethicd 

(Le., vandalism). McLean suggests that one way we can begin to understand what ethicai 

border lines we have painted around leisure is to examine leaders in the field, experts, and 

people with expenence to see what kind of ethic they hold. If outdoor professionals wish 

to be ethical, it is not enough to simply decide ifa certain action is ethical or not; we also 

need to explore the criteria we set for what is ahid in the ht place. The 6rst step is to 

bring to light the ethical âameworks leaders in the field have and investigate some of the 

comquences of these frameworks-What are the border lines we paim around *hicai 

outdoor behaviour? As outdoor professionais, we need to be examinllig the way(s) we 

"world" the world through our imagination (Ridd, 1994). How are we putting together the 

world? Whaî m&gs an we giving to oufse1ves and to things amund us? And W y ,  



how are these meanings connected thtougb exercises of power? Examining these questions 

can help us see the ways in which we are d i d v e l y  constrained as weii as open up 

possibüities for resistence or rupture of those conditions. If we decide to change our 

ethical heworks ,  it occurs through exercises of power that resist or disrupt m e n t  

frameworks3. As this discursive constraining and resisthg has real, political effectq 

examining discursive fields and power is crucial for those outdoor professionais who wish 

to live in a world (and even help create one) less nddled with environmental oppression 

and abuse. 

The two leadedscholars in this study (Bob Henderson and Leo McAvoy) both 

perfonn an ethic in a discursive field, and both are prominent members in the realm of 

outdoor recreation~education discourse. Each of the participants hold tenured positions at 

universities, teach outdoor education/recreation, lead trips with University students, and 

publish writings on wildemess/environrnentai issues. Bob Henderson is based out of 

McMaster University (Kinesiology department), while Leo McAvoy works at the 

University of Minnesota (Department of Recreation, Park, and Leisure Studies). 

The writings of both leaders/scholars are varied. Bob Henderson, for example, has 

written on applying deep ecology ta environmentai education (Hendenon, 1994,1996). 

He has also been developing notions of how language influences our perception of nature 

(1997b, 1998), how games can be used to deliver outdoor education programmes (1997a), 

and how historical stories iüustrate various relationships with the land (1993). These 

Even if we stiU decide to act in support of certain beüefs or aspects of our âameworks, 
the re850ns behhd our support can change. In this seme we still are exercising power in a 
resistive sense, although our d a c e  behaviour has not changeai. 



different aspects of Bob's writing revolve arouud attempts at creating a relationship with 

nature or the earth and, as such, promote an environmental ethical fhmework(s). 

The second leaderkcholar in this research project, Leo McAvoy, has written on the 

need for a worih ethic for park and recreation profdonals (Dusth, McAvoy, & Schukz, 

1995; and McAvoy, 1990a), the need for undeveloped wildemess areas (McAvoy, 1987 

and McAvoy & Dustin, 1989), integrated outdoor education programmes (Schleien, 

McAvoy, Lais, & Rynders, 1993), and the responsibility of park and recreation 

professionals to promote ethical use of wildemess (Dustin & McAvoy, 1987; Dustin, 

McAvoy, & Rankin, 199 1 ; and Dustin, McAvoy, & Schultz, 199 1). Recently, McAvoy has 

focussed attention on Native Arnerican land ethics, suggesting park and recreation 

professional need to gain more understanding of the ways Native Americans relate to 

nature (Jostad, McAvoy, & McDonald, 1996; McDonald & McAvoy, 1996). 

Because of the amount of their pubfished writing, the courses both participants 

teach at university, and the trips each leads (di of which are markers of infiuence and 

position), Bob and Leo can be positioned as exempiary in the outdoor educatiodrecreation 

field. Through an anaiysis of leaders/scholars that our field deem influentid and exernplq, 

this thesis has the potential to shed iight on the overail values and discursive systems of 

our field. In e x p l o ~ g  how Bob and Leo deploy power in their discourse, other outdoor 

professionais may ah gain insight(s) into ways they deploy power in their own discourse 

and some of the consequences that rnight resdt. In any case* by raising issues such as 

these, this thesis provides an opportwiity to increase o v e d  sensitivity and depth of 

understanding of power in disausive fields, and the attempts to extend legitimation of 



privileged discursive constructions ont0 the worid. 

Chapter Two of this thesis is a literature review of the discursive field of outdoor 

ducation and reneation designeci to situate the discourse of the two leaderslscholars in 

the study, an oveniew of the environmentai ethics iiterature that the two participants use 

to ground their own ethical fiwneworks, and, thirdly, an examination of literature that 

engages environmentai ethics in an attempt to excavate how power is deployed. There are 

numerous connections that nui between these three areas (outdoor education/recreation, 

environmentai ethics, and cntical analyses) that suggest investigating outdoor 

educatiodrecreation's use of ethical frameworks in ternis of power could increase Our 

understanding of sorne of the consequences of power. The literanire of outdoor education 

and recreation illustrates a number of current topics surroundhg environmental issues such 

as minimum impact, wildemess protection and designation, park and recreation 

professionais' responsibilities toward the natuml environment, and outdoor educaton's 

attempts at developing a comection between people and the environment. These topics 

have much in comrnon with the philosophical literanire in environmental ethics, which 

often set out a tiamework for a relationship between humans and the environment and our 

responsibilities toward that envirotment. This thesis seeks to extend the literature that 

examines how power is deployed in environmental ethics fhneworks (i.e., Conley, 1997; 

Haraway, 199 1; van Wyck 1997; Zimmerman, 1994) into an acaminati . . 
on of powa in 

outdoor education and recreation. For example, Zierman (1994) has argued that deep 

ecology can be read as containhg grand narratives tbat rely on progressive reacüngs of 

history and are at odds with some of its very basic tenets. One of the main tenets of deep 



ecology is the ôettering of humadchd through an identification of the selfwith aü of 

creation. This beiief in bettering hurnankind is a prcgressive notion, which Zimmemÿui 

argues rests upon Enlightenrnent ideais. Enlightenrnent ideals, Zimmerman continues, have 

contributed to seeuig nature as resource for the productions of culture and are exactly 

what rnany deep ecologists are seeking to escape. Some of the same concems rnight be 

raiseci toward aspects of the outdoor education/recreation discourse. 

Both outdoor educatiodrecreation and environrnental phiiosophy are discursive 

fields and as such exercise power. If discursive fields in environmental philosophy are 

subject to a critical analysis in ternis of the deployment of power and production of 

meaning, it makes sense that discursive fields in outdoor education and recreation could 

aiso be subjected to a sVNlar analysis. In addition, both fields define what nature, 

environment, and human is, and an analysis that has explored how environmentai 

philosophy consvuas the world, might aiso shed light on outdoor education/recreation's 

constmction of the world. Thirdly, as professionals in outdoor education/recreation use 

tenns and concepts fiorn environrnental philosophy as the grounding for action and values, 

we should be aware of critiques of the fkameworks we ground our discourse in. And lastly, 

the world that outdoor professionals inhabit is a shifting, multidtural, technologicai 

world. The literature that criticaiiy d y s e s  sorne of the effécts of discursive power in such 

a world can be applied to our own field as a means of understanding in more depth the 

implications of our &cal fhmeworks. In b ~ g i n g  some of the critiques of h w a y  

(199 1), Orlie (1997). van Wyck (1997), and Zimrnerman (1994). this thesis begins to 

explore some issues surrounding the ethicai h e w o r k s  and ethicd actions of the outdoor 



education/recreation professon. 

The fourth and fifth chapters of this thesis attempt a difltidt wak betweni 

reagnizing the individual elements of the work both Bob and Leo are engaged iR while at 

the same t h e  examining some of the larger discursive issues of power. Not only i s  there a 

distinction between individual and discursive field elements, but, as Orlie (1997) has 

suggested, ail actions contain consequences that cm be seen as good and bad, and the 

outdoor professional is no exception. In order to both act and theorize in a mon ethical 

mamer, outdoor professionals must engage both the discursively created good ~d bad 

aspects of their individual discourse as weU as that of the discursive field. We need to look 

for sites to resist and rupture what we perceive as the negative elements witho~t becuming 

despondent. As an outdoor leader and scholar myself, 1 sympathize with the need to 

become more ethical in Our thoughts, actions and beliefs toward the environment, and one 

way to do so is to examine Our discourse in a more cntical light. 

The discourse produced by the two individu& in this shidy provides an e q  point 

into the discursive field of environmentai ethics and outdoor education/recreatiod. This 

type of critical interpretive approach complexifies the issue of etbics; it suggests lhat the 

participants of this study, like al1 outdoor professiomis, produce and are producd by 

discouse that contains mixed r d t s  and implications. Just üke the welî intentiond deep 

ecologists Zimme~nan (1 994) speaks oc outdoor professiods replicate both positive and 

negative elements of larger disainive fields. Such an exnmination of the discou* of 

environmentai ethics and outdwr educatiodrecreation suggests that *hical action 

be more about carefd thinLing and asking tough questions of ourseives, tban tiridkg the 



one right answer or h e w o r k .  

Both Bob and Leo live and operate in a cornplex worid, and the search for simgle, 

wiitiuy answers becomes a mythic fantasy (and a potentially darnaging one as dtematives, 

complexity and diversity are overshadowed in the quest for unity). Bob and Leo carefùiiy 

employ discourse and position themselves sensitively in relation to the environment. To 

see theu discourse (ancilor they thernselves) as othenvise is an injustice to their stniggles. 

These issues of environmental concem and ethical action are, for both of hem, crucial. 

Any d y s i s  that sees Bob or Leo as either good or bad people, or seeks to place blame 

and responsibility in a direcdy culpable fashion, misses the complexity of the discursive 

level and is a miss-reading of this focus of this thesis. The anaiysis 1 undertake is of the 

discursive field as manifested by and through the two participants, not an analysis of either 

of them as individuals. The discursive field of outdoor education and recreation is played 

out through Bob's and Lm's discoune. Even though both are important individuals in this 

field, the discourse of Bob and Leo is constrained in ways beyond their control by the 

larger level of the discursive field. Both Bob and Leo engage a discourse, engender sites of 

resistence, and mate meanings that are enabiing and seek to reduce the dominations of 

class, race, gender, and status. But equally, meanings can have unwanted and unknowable 

consequences, negative outcomes, or limit other's possiities in the wodd. These 

outcomes resuit, in part, because discourse is larger than an individual, and power 

circulates through action. It does not reside in people, hence, actions can contain powen 

and effkcts not of out choosing, and beyond our control. 

Before moving into the literature review, a few words need to be said concembg 



language. This thesis is an analysis of discourse, hence, words and language becorne of the 

utmost importance. Words we use to descn i  the world around us and ourseIves are not 

neutral. They have contesteci and unstable m h g s  and mobüize power to disainively 

position the human subje* and objects around it. Some discourses even problematise the 

dualistic split of object and subject, suggesting difndties in perceiving the worid in this 

way. Different discourses consmict ternis like human, nature, and a i l t u e  differently. A 

discursive field analysis, such as the one 1 am undertaking, is more about investigating the 

various ways the meanings of these tems are construaed rather than uncovering their 

'Tme" meaninp. As such, it becomes critical to be clear on the partiailar mobilization of 

such terms. Whenever terrns such as "nature," "wildemess," "backcountry," or "urban" are 

used in this thesis, 1 will endeavour to situate how they are used and to what referent(s) 

each term is attached, before moving to an examination of the power exercised through 

such discursive positioning. 



Chapter Two: 
Literature Review 

Introduction 

This literahire review has three main parts: an examination of the discursive field of 

outdoor education and recreation, an overview of the relevant philosophical writings on 

environmental ethics, and an investigation of some postmodem discourse as it bears on 

environmental ethics. The first part focuses on the discursive fields of 

environmentdoutdoor education, wbch speaks of the importance of developing a 

personal co~ection with nature as a means for encouraging an environmental ethic. The 

literature of outdoor recreation, a h  reviewed in this section, emphasizes minimum impact 

praaices as an outgrowth of an environmental ethic and the responsibiiity of park and 

recreation professionals in helping develop and cornmunicate an environmental ethic to the 

public. Some of the ethical frameworks in the outdoor education and recreation literahire 

are denved from philosophy, and, hence, an investigation into the literature fiom 

environmental p hiloso phy is warranteci in order to better understand these fkameworks. 

The second section of the iiterature review focuses on the relevant environmentai ethics in 

philosophy in order to provide a background against which to begin to analyse the 

environmentai ethics found in the discursive field of outdoor ducation and recreation. 

There are numerous environmental ethics in philosophy and only those fhneworks which 

the outdwr leaders/scholars in this study bring into their own discourse will be coasidered. 

The two fiameworks that are relevant for this thesis, and, therefore, the only mes included 

in the literature review, are deep ecology and the land ethic. In the third section, 1 examine 



some of the insights fiom severai critical postmodern authors. These authors have engaged 

various environmentai ethics discourse in critiques sunilar to my project with the discourse 

of outdoor leadedscholm. As Chapter Five wiu show, these critiques of the discu"sive 

field of environmentai ethics «ui fÎuitfùiiy be applied to environmental ethics in outdoor 

recreatiodeducation as iliustrated through the two participants. 

The Literature fiom Outdoor EducationiRecreation 

Outdoor Education 

Teachers and leaders who focus on the educational value of nature Eequently place 

an emphasis on environmentai ethics, which are ofien thought to be best developed 

through direct contact with nature (Cohen, 1995; Kraft, 1992; Matthews, 1993. 1994; 

Matthews & Rüey, 1995; McRae, 1985, 1986; Parker. 1993; Priest, 1993; Quinn, 

1992/93; Wdliams, 1989; Yaple, 1993). These authors beüeve that leaming about nature 

can develop an appreciation of and relationship with the environment.  qui^ and Scott 

(1997) cite growing evidence that personai contact with nature "is the single most 

important fmor in the development of a perwnai conam for the environment" (p. 64). 

Coupled with th is  is Simpson's (1996) assertion that "outdoor recreation is contemporary 

Society's most direct contact with the naturd world" (p. 19) (see ais0 Ewert, 1996), 

making outdoor reaeation and education a powerful twl  in developing personal concem 

for the environment in the wider public. Whüe an environmenta ethical fiamework is more 

than just ConCern of nature, solicitude does sean to operate as a wmerstone in many 

ethicai fiameworks that outdoor leaders and scholars espouse in this üteranire review. 



The type of and rationaie for direct contact with na- that outdoor educaton 

espouse cornes in dif5erent forms. For some educators, p e s  and observation provide the 

means for experiencing nature (Comell, 1979, 1989; Hendenoa, 1997b, van Matre 1974, 

1979; van Matre & Johnson, 1987). For Corneil (1989), nature is a magical place that 

through exploration chddren can corne to love and respect: 

If we want to develop an attitude of reverence for life, we need to begin 

with awareness, which in tum can lead to loving empathy. As we begin to 

feel our common bond of life with living things around us, our actions 

become mcre hmonious in an unforceci, natural way, and we become 

concemed for the needs and welI-being of aii creatures (p. 14). 

Comeii suggests a number of activities designed to introduce students (mostly chiidren) to 

the joys and wonder of nature in an attempt to foaer a sense of caring and respect. The 

contact Comell promotes is designed to have students begin to understand nature, which is 

seen as Ieading to respect and are. An ethic grounded in love, respect and an 

understanding of a common bond with nature can be developed through personal contact 

with nature, but Comell does not explain why or how these Illiks occur. Introducing 

people to nature is seen as necessary in developing respect, but what exactly respect iq 

how it should be mobilized, and why it arises 6om contact with nature is unclear. Cohen 

(1995) also suggests that personal ~mect ion  with nature is needed to develop care and 

respect. He encourages students to find M area in nature they are attracted to and "sit in 

that area, or explore it for 10 minutes ... try to reaiiy h o w  it in as many ways as possibk, 

hcluding with your eyes closed" (p. 10). For educaton Wre Cohen and ComeU, direct 



semry contact with nature, coupled with sorne interpretation fiom the leader, develops a 

personal relationship with nature. This relationship is an emotionai one gmunded in love, 

respect, are ,  wonderment, and dosity,  which can lead to reverence for a l i  living 

creatures. 

Van Matre (1974, 1979) and van Matre and Johnson (1987) have developed 

programmes that c o n m a  an ecological necessity out of living lightly on the earth, and 

then teach children (and aduits) to recognize this. The programmes, Acclirnatization, 

Sunship Earth, and Earth Keepers, are promoted by the group Earth Education whose 

goal "is the process of helping people live more honiously and joyously with the 

natural world" (van Matre & Johnson, 1987, p. 5) .  Eanh Education is needed "simply 

because the human passengers on board the planet earth are endangering other living 

things that share the planet with them and their Me support systems in the process" (van 

Matre & Johnson, 1987, p. 5) .  Earth Education uses certain metaphors in its discourse that 

makes it distinct f?om the approach that engages a participant emotionaliy or 

psychologicdy with nature. For Earth Educaton, the earth becomes a spaceship, a vessel, 

we are dependent upon. This powerfid metaphor enables Earth Educators to position 

humans alongside other passengers. Any creature (human or othenuise) is now on an equal 

footing with respect to the spaceship (the e h ) .  Human activity that endangen the 

spaceship becomes unethical because at a larger level we are just passengers and have no 

right to destroy the vehicle that other passengers depend upon. The metaphor of 

"spaceship d' owes much to the discourse of ecology, particulvly the concept of Gaia. 

The word "Gaia" was developed by the ecologisi, James Lovelock, to explain his theory of 



a planet-wide organisrn (Asimov and Pohi, 1991). Lovelock suggested that the whole 

earth could usefully be describecl as one organism, exhibithg some of the sarne qdties as 

other organisms (i. e., seKordering and a seeking of homeostasis). Earth Educatioa 

programmes have adopted the theory of Gaia and added a moral overtone to it. For Earth 

Educators, with the acceptance of Gaia, cornes the ecologicai necessity of living lightiy on 

the earth. Earth Education programmes focus on increasing understanding of Gaia among 

theu participants and fostering a sense of responsibility for Ieaàing a type of life that will 

reduce the damage to other pasmgers on-board spaceship earth. 

A similar approach to Earth Education, the Rediscovery programme, has also been 

run at camps. The focus of this programme is on direct sensory contact with nature, but, in 

contrast to Earth Education, the goal is teach ecology secondariiy to Native culture and 

hiaory (Henley, 1989). Participants need not be Native, however, the programme was 

origuially designeci around a Haida village on Vancouver Island and incorporates the 

wisdom of the Elders in the comrnunity. Based on the premise that rnany young Natives in 

urban areas are loshg touch with their vaditional roots and culture, Rediscovery sWs the 

focus to recove~g this connedon. Ecology and environmental ethics become tied to 

Native spirituality and world view. The Medicine Wheel, the four directions, and stoiy- 

telling become important parts in developing an environmental ethic. (Although it must be 

emphasid that to separate out environmental ethics h the spirituai, culturai, and 

hisioric aspects of the Rediscovery programme may not be simple as Native d t w e  uui be 

more integrated than this division wodd suggest) On the surf=, the Rediscovery 

programme, with its emphasis on direct contact with nature, rnay look similar to the 



approaches of Corneil (1 979, 1989), Cohen (1 999,  and van Matre (1974, 1979, but, by 

focusshg on cultural connections, historic roots, and spirituaiity, the rationale behind the 

contact with nature is profoundiy different. 

Outdoor education dm focuses ofien on curridum development I schools and 

developing knowledge related to the naturai environment (i.e., Attarian, 1997; Caudeii, 

1996; Knapp, 1992, 1996; KroU, 1995; Teutsch, 1998). Outdoor educators who tum more 

toward schools and curriculum often defhe schools as "any public or private institution 

with a mandate to educate people over a reasonably long term" (Horwood, 1996, p. 9). 

Coupling this with a broad definition of outdoor education as including any attempt to 

educatc people in the out of doon lads to the inclusion of grade schools, universities, 

colleges, and technical institutes as sites for outdoor education, but not organktions such 

as Outward Bound as they have the students only for a reiatively short duration. A 

curriculum-based approach places these outdoor educaton closer to more traditional 

educators (i.e., teachers), because the duration of contact otten spas an entire year (Le., a 

grade or university year), and the goal is more heavily the creation of howledge in the 

students. 

Knapp (1996) is one example of such an approach toward outdoor education The 

curriculum topics Knapp discusses Vary, but a central one is teaching ecologid concepts 

and issues. The methoci for teaching about these issues "is best described as experientiai 

leaniing, and it consists of four distinct segments: (a) active -dent involvement in a 

rneaningfid and chailenging experience, (b) rdection upon the aperience individdy and 

in a group, (c) the development of new knowledge about the worid, and (d) application of 



this knowledge to a new situationn (Knapp, 1996, p. 2). Cohen's (1995) reflections d e r  

the solo and Comeii's (1989) games and adVities, which briag children into direct contact 

with nature, are outgrowths of Knapp's cunidum-based outdoor education. Outdoor 

educators such as Cohen (1 999, Corne1 (1 989)' and van Matre (1 979) have taken the 

more fonnal curricuium approach of Knapp and applied it in less stnictured settings such 

as camps and interpretive programmes. Outdoor educators who work within the formal 

educaîion system have more of an emphasis on creating knowledge. Certainly experiential 

education in schools needs to be engaging, but the goal is not just to create a relationship 

based on love and a sense of magical wonder. Rather it is engaging ecological knowledge 

that lads to awareness and appreciation that is sought. 

Knapp (1996) relates didactic elements of the programmes to areas such as math, 

sociai studies, language arts, and science, to which Honvood ( 1996) adds "co-operation, 

creativity, fitness, cr&-ship, [and] community" u.9). For these authon, the emphasis is 

on creating knowledge in diverse areas, less curriculum-based outdoor educators aiso seek 

to create knowledge, but it is less stnictured, and the focus has shifted to include more 

emphasis on the emotive aspects of outdoor education. School-based outdoor educators 

focus on engaging leamhg: "knowledge is so much more than the mmorization of 

chemicai tables, species lists, or geographic boundanes. It is that which cornes nom 

touching, tasting, srnehg and feeling a 'loved' environment over an extended paiod of 

tirne. It is not studying 'about' something, it is fahg in love 'with' something" (Kraft, 

1992, p. 10). Direct contact with nature over an extended pend  of time kads to the 

creation of a type of knowledge quite different âom maiastream educational institutions. 



For Knapp (1 992), there is an emphasis on the role enpenence plays in teachiiig the 

students which separates him from more abstnict types oflearning in school. School- 

based outdoor education is aiso distinct fiom the approaches of outdoor educaton who 

have less of a cumculum to contend with and are, therefore, more fiee to emphasize the 

creation of emotional and psychologid bonds with nature. It is this quest for a particular 

type of knowledge that separates curriculum-based outdwr educators ffom more 

culturaVspintual or psychologidemotional approaches. 

The divisions between these approaches are not aiways clear and definite. It should 

be noted that although there are some differences between the above mentioned outdoor 

education approaches, there are also overlaps and similarities. As an example, it would be 

unfair to say that Earth Education, for instance, has no comection with more curriculum- 

based approaches. Both Emh Education and outdoor educators like Knapp and Kraft seek 

to create knowledge that moves the person. Knowledge needs to be engaging rather than 

just memorization; ecology becomes more than simply knowing the what and why's of an 

ecosystem. For Eanh Education, the reasons are clear-if we do not stop destroying 

spaceship earth, we will ail perish. Curriculum-based approaches can also ground their 

approaches with similar reasons (Le., Krapfel, 1989). Education is the concept that links 

many of these approaches. Most outdoor educaton seek to educate peopk in ways that 

are distinct fkom traditional schooling. The goal is learning, but the leanllng for outdoor 

educators needs to be engaging and emotionai, not just ecological. 

Another approach used to help participants develop a pasonal relationship with 

nature is based on deep ecology (e-g., Hendason, 1994, 19%; Horwood, 1991 a, 199 1 b; 



Honvood & Henderson, 1995; LaChapdle, 199 1; Prochaska, 1994; WI@ & Hendemn, 

1994). This approach is ctiaracterized by an overt l inhg to the laiiguage of deep ecology. 

ûutdoor educators who support deep mlogy wish to dwelop a personal comection with 

nature (which is sirnilar to the emotionai/psychologica type of connections Comeii 

encourages); yet a deep ecology approach ties the rationale behind developing this 

personal relationship with nature to Iarger and more theoretical issues. Lachapelle (199 1) 

suggests that &er the industrial revolution, the Western world began to see reaiity as 

substance, and "dehed human good as the production and buybg of more 'things' and 

this has been going on for at least the last four hundred years" (p. 18). She argues, instead, 

that we should focus on our entire history in which "human good was the finding and 

celebrating of ever deeper ties to the surrounding land hcluding the animals, the sky, and 

the plants" (p. 18). When this attitude is transfened to outdoor education activities, one of 

the results is a recognition of "afKordances." Instead of seeing climbing as conquering the 

mountain, Lachapelie prefers to "help people to see that the mountain 'afFords' their 

passage. And when they have done a particularly diflicult move we say the mountain lets 

them do it. Such experiences deveiop a very intense love for the mountain and often 

change their lives" (p.20). Simiiarly, both H o m d  and Henderson (1 995) and Wignall 

and Henderson (1994) desaibe the ciifferences between the type of co~ections with 

nature developed through more science-based approaches and those based on stories and 

parables (which they suggest are relaîed to a deep ecologicai view of the worid). 

According to these authors, science proceeds under the inquiry of power. It aks "why" 

questions and thus h e s  the answas in certain ways, while stories ask "how" questions 



and proceed under the inquiry of woader (Horwood and Henderson, 1995). Both 

Horwood and Hendemn (1995) and Wignall and Henderson (1994) feel that the 

merences between science and story stem fiom Western d ~ t i o n ' s  quest for 

knowledge. The Cartesian world view of a rationai, order universe leads to an inquiry of 

power, while reducing other types of knowledge to "mere" story or fable. These authon 

wish to revive alternative methods for creating knowledge, methods that promote ans 

develop a penonal connection with nature. A deep ecology perspective can lead to the 

view that science splits the person fiorn nature. Scientists study nature; they are not part of 

it. As Henderson (1998) States, even the very language of science and Euro-North 

Arnerican culture separates the human subject fiom the world. He proposes that outdoor 

educators look for ways to change our langwge (or incorporate tenns from other 

languages) to refiect that humans are one with the world-we are of the sarne miff as 

nature, we are not separate or above it. 

Outdoor Recreation 

The next a r a  of the fiteranire review centres on outdoor recreation, specifically 

trip leaders and guides, programmes designecl to train leaders (e.g., Wddemess Education 

Association and The National Outdoor Leadership School), as wel as land and resource 

managers. This literature has two foci that are relevant here: (1) Research into the 

importance and role, for outdoor leaders, nsource managers, and recreation professionais 

of ahics generally and environmentai ethics specifically, and (2) literatwe that indicates an 

emphasis on minimum impact techniques as an enamnent of an environmentai ethic. 



The literatwe on outdoot leaden supports the importance of &CS in various areas 

inchiduig: professional etbics (Hunt, 1995; Priest & Gass 1997), feminist ethics (Mitten, 

1995), leadership ethics (Fox & McAvoy, 1995; Fox & -Reed, 1994; Lehmann, 199 l), 

ethics surrounding culture and ethnicity (D~stin, Knopf, & Fox, 1993; Ewert, 1993), and 

ethics related to 1iabilit.y (Priest & BaiUe, 1995). In addition to these areas, some 

researchen have suggested that environmental ethics are also important. 

Priest and Gass (1997) have indicated that with the recent participation in outdoor 

recreation increasing at a dramatic rate, we can expect more regulaîion by governhg and 

accrediting bodies (i.e., Arnerican Mountain Guides Association) in efforts to protect the 

wildemess areas hit most heaviiy by increased users. For Priest and Gass, environmentai 

ethics takes the fonn of extemai (and sometimes internai) regdations and restrictions on 

users and programmes in wilderness areas. Another type of ethic Priest and Gass outline 

responds to issues of crowding and the loss of feeiings of remoteness in wildemess. The 

popularkhg of wildemess brings more people h o  it. Paradoxically, many of these people 

are seeking to escape denseiy popdated urban centres but now face large crowds on 

hiking trails and rivers. In response to this Priest and Gass Say, some outdoor recreation 

scholars have proposed no resaie wildemess areas (i.e., Dustin and McAvoy, 198 1; 

McAvoy, 1990b) that hopefùiiy would cut dom on the iunount of uses through a given 

area. A no resare wildemess ara rnight increase the risk enough to stop many people 

tiom travelling there: oniy experts and those wüiing to pay the money for a private rescue 

would venture out. Although a relatively short section, Priest and Gass indicate the 

importance of taking care and giving thought to environmentd issues as user leveis 



iacrease. They have clear fedings on the state of the environment: "No question about it, 

the environment is 'reeling' fiom the d o n s  of many untrained people" (p.297). For these 

authors, environmental ethics are mainly issues about no rescue areas, but there is more to 

ethics than this as other researchers have indicated. 

Ewert and Priest (1990). Priest (1987), and Fox and McAvoy (1995) conducteci 

research into the important quaiities and ettics of outdwr leaders. One area these studies 

identifid as important to outdoor leaders was environmental ethics. While inte~ewing 

nine outdoor leaders in Canada and the United States to explore their ethical frameworks, 

Fox and McAvoy (1 995) found that We definition of an environmental ethic ranged 

widely among the outdoor leaders interviewed. Some saw the natural environment as a 

locale for other activities in need of protection whde othen described a deeper, more 

spiritual comection with the naturd environment" (p.71). Hunt (1990) nippons this 

diversity in ethical fiameworks regarding the environment by explaining, through the use 

of hypothetical examples, how diEerent ethical h e w o r k s  might lead persons to respond 

difXerently to ethical dilemmas. These studies suggest that environmentai ethics is an 

important area for outdoor leaders to be versed in and that there are a variety of 

~ e w o r k s  outdoor leaders ernploy. The next step wouid be to foUow this up with an 

exploration of what the ethicai h e w o r k s  some outdoor leaders do engage in-a step this 

thesis be-. 

Organizations that train outdoor leaders also write about environmentai ethics. The 

Wdderness Education Association (WEA) is an important oqpization for the trainhg and 

c e m g  of  outdoor leaders, and scholars have written on its program, philosophy, and 



specific ski11 units for its courses (Bonney & Dniry, 1992; CockreU, 199 1 ; Drury & 

Massari, 1994). Through such material, these authon show how the WEA supports an 

environmental ethic in the forrn of rninimwn impact wilderness travel. The WEA 

cunicuium includes lesson plans covering minimum impact techniques on aii of its trips 

and speaks of the value of minimum impact techniques in preventing damage to the 

wildemess, thus ensuring the continued existence of wilderness areas. Including sections 

on minimizing the impacts to the wildemess on aU trips is more than just smart business 

sense; a minimum impact policy is ofien based on the notion that nature itseifis worth 

treating carehlly. Valuing nawe for its own sake is part of an environmentai ahic (in 

addition to a business ethic), and, as Simpson (1993) nates, a marker for the 

intemaiization of that ethic is minimum impact wildemess use. 

The National Outdoor Leadership School (NOLS), which is one of the larger 

outdoor organization, coiiects and sponsors research into the importance of minimum 

impact (Cole, 19954 1995b, 1996; Cilimburg & Monq 1997; Hammitt, Freirnund, 

Watson, Brod & Monz, 1994; Mom, Cole, Johnson & Spildie, 1994; Mon& Meier, Cole 

& Weiker, 1 994; Warren, G., 1998; Watson & Niccolucci, 1995; Williams & Monz, 

1994). Much of this research fonises on the impacts of various types of visitor use on 

wildemess areas. One of the main areas of study is the tramphg impacts that hkers and 

other users have on vegetation. Monq Cote, Johnson, and Spildie (1994) conducted an 

experiment on the Wmd River Range (an area used by NOLS to train outdoor leaders) of 

the effects trampling has on the recovery nues of five native plant species. They mnrked 

off plots of land and conducted controUed tramphg to test the recovery rates. This and 



another study by Monz, Meier, Cole, and W e k  (1994) on arctic tundra response to 

tramphg were designed to udevelop low-impact backcountry recommendations, provide 

BLM [Bureau of Land Management] and other agencies with additionai information for 

the conhued development of management strategies" (on-bel. 

Cole (1995a, 1995b) has a h  conducted research into the effkcts of trampling on 

vegetation. Cole (199%) extends the Monz, Meier et al (1994) and Monz, Cole et al 

(1994) studies of trampling to include specincations for weight and shoe type of users. In 

the other study (Cole, 1995a), Cole conducted ovemight stays ranging fiom one to four 

nights on specific plots and then measured the impacts immediately &er camping and then 

one year following. The efforts of studies on tramphg effects are to determine acceptable 

use and impact levels on various wildemess areas and provide management strategies to 

reduce these impacts to acceptable levels. 

In a review of the trends in wildemess use and impacts, Cole (1996) found that use 

has increased six fold since the Wildemess Act of 1964, but the impacts on long- 

estab lished, hardened sites has changed linle. It is the aggregate campsite impacts that 

have increased d r a m t i d y  (53-123%) due to the extraordinary increase in nwnber of 

campsites. As Cole notes, "these findings suggest that problems with wildemess recreation 

are pronound and increasing. Mon investinent by management and cornmitment to 

dealing with problems is needed to meet wildemess recreation management goals" (on- 

line).Wamn (1998) also found that in the recreational use of the Bob Marshall, Great 

Bear, and Scapegoat Widemess areas the nwnbef of impacted sites and a i r c d  landings 

was above recommended limits. Wanen indiCates that the primary tool for rcducing these 



unwanted impacts is through the encouragement of "leave No Trace" camping practices. 

He advocates educatiod methods by resource managers to Uiform wildemess users of 

low impact practices. SUnilarly, Cole, Harnmond, and McCool(1997) investigated the 

impacts that trailside bulletin board messages containhg Mnimum impact idonnation had 

on users and found that education was more effective ifnumber of messages remained 

low. As the number of minimum impact messages Vicreased, user retention rates 

decreased. Cole, Hammond, and McCool suggest that although education about minimum 

impact practices is important, it is not always a guarantee of behaviour. The goals of such 

wilderness management strategies, recommended by Cole (1996), Cole, Hammond, and 

McCoo1(1997), and Warren (1998), are to preserve wildemess areas as a state consistent 

with their designation as wilderness by the Wildemess Act. 

W e  there is a heavy emphasis in the outdoor recreation literature on minimum 

impact practices as an enactment of an environmental ethic, there has been some 

rnovement into other areas. One pubiication in particular stands out amidst the literature: 

Stewards of Access/Cuaodians of Choice @usth, McAvoy, & Schultz, 1995). In this 

book, Dustin et al set out an ethical h e w o r k  that extends beyond the pracUce of 

minimum impact and into the rationale behind why we would want to and why we should 

relate to the environment in certain ways. These authors suggest that what is needed is a 

"Worth ethic." 

Starting with Garrett Hardin's (1 %8) concept of the "tragedy of the commons," 

Dusth et al illustrate how indmdualist notions of mawaiPng the benefits of common 

anas (Le., any pubiic land or wildemess ara) lead rapidly to a depletion of that land's 



resources. The tragedy is that ifeveryone acts in ways to bmeM themselves, the coUective 

action leads to an unustainable level of resource depletion. In essmce the issue i s  

increasing demands made on limited resources. '%t each villager M s  to recognize, 

however, is that every other villager is foiiowing the same logic, and that the cumuiative 

effeas of theu independently logical action is bound to be the destruction of the pasture" 

@istin et al, 1995, p. 10). 

Dustin, McAvoy, and Schultz (1995) transfer this tragedy of the cornmons to a 

recreation setting suggesting that h e  individuaiistic perspective will lead an individuai, 

who wishes to escape the heat and congestion of the city, to pack up his or her family and 

head out to the nearest public recreation area. But consider the implication of the thousand 

others who aiso wish the same escape, and you have the tragedy of the cornmons. 

Compounded here is the reiuctance of park and recreation professionals to limit or exclude 

people fiom visiting places that legaiiy belong to everyone. Notions of individual fieedom 

(something heavüy emphasised in Amencan culture) d e  public restriction a difiïcult 

concept to justify. Ln addition, the park and recreation profession prides itself on being 

sensitive to and strivhg to meet the demands of the public (Dusth et ai, 1995, p. 25). and 

hence is caught between wanting to protect the land and serve the public'. Dustin a al 

suggea that one aiternative wodd be to develop a "worth ethic" in the American public. 

' This notion of Uidividd fkeedom complicates the padc and recreation profession in the 
United States of Arneriq however. in Canada individual f k i o m  is emphasised las. Park 
and recreation prof&onais in Cana& must contend with a mandate in Nationai Parb to 
ôoth presewe the environment, yet also encourage tourism and dmlopment. MMy of the 
issues and deûates surrow1ding National Parks in Cariada concem the cornpethg demands 
oftourist development and p rmat ion  of the naturai area (Hanson, 1996). 



The foundation of a "Worth ethic" consists in developing a different sense of 

community within the American public. Park and recreation profesionals can contribute in 

an important and meankgfui way to developing this comrnunity and helping the public 

embrace it as its own. The type of wmmunity Dustin et al (1995) wish to develop is based 

on three main tenets: respect as a birthright, ffeedom to grow, and opportunities for 

choice. Respect as a birthright entails a SM h m  "measuring the value of people by their 

productivity or utility [to measuring their value] by their tenderness, by their compassion, 

by their degree of humaneness" (p.37). In an atmosphere as such, people would not be 

compelied to earn other's respect. On the contrary, they could only eam disrespect since 

respect is a given. 

Respect for hurnans is ody one pan of respect as a birthnght. Park and recreation 

professional also need to extend respect to include all living things. Non-humans would 

stiil have M economic value (Le., trees for timber), but they wouid dso have a meta- 

economic value. The grounding for such a claim is that because humans did not mate the 

non-human workl, it is presumptuous to thuik it was created expressly for humans. The 

non-human wodd must be viewed as an end-in-itself, as having intrinsic value beyond what 

it can do for people. This does not negate the economic value of resources for humans, but 

it adds to it a deeper understanding of our co~ections and responsibiiity to that non- 

human world. Humans might stiii have "dominion" over the Mtural world, but with that 

cornes certain obligations and respect. 

Freedom to grow is a nahiral outgrowth of mch a respect and sense of obligation. 

if the natunl world and ourseIves are intrinsidy vaiuabIe, it foîiows that both shouid be 



aiiowed the fieedom to grow. As Dustin a a1 (1995) point out, the leisure profession 

aiready accepts the ideal of freedorn of growth toward the human wodd. Humans have the 

right to leisure activities as a meam for personai and spiritual growth; a "Worth ethic" 

extends this logic to include the non-hurnan worid. Given respect as a birthnght, leisure is 

no longer needed to assume status (and thereby respect) in society through conspicuous 

wnsumption. Leisure is now fieed to becorne aesthetic, psychologid, reiigious and 

philosophical contemplation. "Growth, consequently, would also be free to take on new 

meaning.. . . Growth would refer to the accumulation of knowledge. Its direction would not 

be outward but inward" (p.38). 

The Iast tenet, oppominities for choice, is perhaps the most important. The first 

two tenets only have meaning if they can be exercised through opportunities for choice. 

Park and recreation professionals have an obligation to do everything in their power to 

ensure continued oppomuiities for choice. For Dustin et ai (1995), ''the element of choice 

is a precious comrnodity, one that is central to the value of leisure expenences" (p.39). 

While fieedom of choice is important, it is a fieedom to exercise choice within the 

M e w o r k  of respect as a birthnght and opportunities for growth, both of which need to 

include the non-hurnan world. Choice now becornes tempered with obligation, not an 

obligation imposed extemaüy, but one arishg i n t e d y  £kom a "Worth ethic" that has 

becorne integral to the human psyche. 

The responsibility park and recreation professionals have in managllig opportunities 

for choice is three-fold. First, park and recreation professionals have a responsibility to 

increase the amouat of choices available. This is based on the philosophy thnt more 



choices are better than fewer. Second, park and recreation professionals have an obligation 

to intemene in cases of conflict or collisions between and among recreation users, or 

where that use jeopardises recreation in its whole. Dustin et al (1995) recomrnend the 

rehement of indirect and direct means of intervention to address recreationist conflicts. 

Interventions should be conducted in as inoffensive a manner as possible so as not to 

impinge upon the quality of the recreation expenence. Thirdly, park and recreation 

professionals have a responsibility to educate the public regrading recreatiod choices that 

are in hamiony or disharmony with the larger existence of recreation as a whole and the 

type of society we wish to create. "Ideally, we should educate people in such a way that 

their recreation will Iead to socid and environmental awareness, sensitivity, responsibility, 

and protection, and that they will k e  it" (Dustin et ai, 1995, p. 63). The type of education 

Dustin et al advocate is based on enhancing the public's capacity to choose, rather than as 

a strategy for Siting choices. 

Minimum impact practices can be an important part of a "worth ethic," but they do 

not quai  it. Education through inoffensive means to help the public make informeci 

choices, whiie protecting and promoting the expansion of choices, is far more 

comprehensive than minimum impact guidelules, and marks the importance of Dustin, 

McAvoy, and Schultz's (1995) work The notion of a "Worth ethic" begins to ask the hard 

questions of what exactiy is meant by the term "environment," why s h d d  the 

environment be treated in a certain way, and wbat are human's responsibilities to other 

humans, to themselves, and to the non-human worid. OAen thes the literanire on 

minimum impact takes for granted that m e r s  to questions such as these are simple and 



similar for evexyone. It is assumed that tr&g lightly in wildemess is desùed because to 

do otherwise will destroy the wildemess. The 7vort.h ahic" does not assume that 

destroying wildemess is bad; it explores why it is bad to destroy the environment and what 

obligations stem h m  this. 

A "Worth ethic" is a philosophical system or fhnework that sets out what good 

behaviour is or what ought to be in the world. hisin, McAvoy, and Schultz (1995) are 

promoting an ethical fiamework and suggesting that park and recreation professionals 

adopt it as their own. While a much needed addition to the literature of outdoor 

recreation, there stiii is little understanding of what âameworks are being used by outdoor 

leaders, park and recreation professionals and outdoor educators. If Dustin et ai (1 995) 

feel the need to argue for the "worth ethic," it makes sense they feei outdoor 

recreatiodeducation professionals have not yet adopted it in any systematic fashion. What 

frameworks are outdoor educationkducation professionais working with? What are the 

implication of such heworks?  As this was not their intent, Dustin, McAvoy, and 

Schultz (1995) Ieave unanswered these types of questions. As evidenced fiom the 

literature in outdoor education and recreation, environmental ethics is an important topic. 

Ethical fnimeworks give us grounding for our actions and help us assiga value to the 

world. Adopting a "worth ethic," for example, would lead an individual to see nature as 

inherently valuable possibly causing him/her to re-think how nature is treated. Dusth et al 

(1995) argue dire consequences, in the form of the tragedy of the commons, arise when a 

"Worth ethic" is not adopted. As a wide variety of *hical hmeworks exist, rnany of whkh 

have not been as clearly stated or examined in the context of outdoor edueation and 



recreation as the 'brorth ethic" has, one rnight ask what the CoIlSeQuences of these other 

frameworks are. Can outdoor recreation professionals ciaim to reaiiy understand how they 

are ethicai if they simply adopt a set of minimum impact policies and do not explore some 

of the harder questions of why minimum impact is needed (beyond the construction of an 

ecological necessity)? Likewise, can outdoor educaton redy understand the implications 

of sorne of the h e w o r k s  they adopt (i.e., deep ecology) without asking hard question of 

themselves and the ethical framework they work with? 

Environmental Ethics fkom Philosophy 

The second part of the Literature review examines ethical theories in philosophy 

related to the environment. The philosophical literature is quite diverse with many différent 

fiameworks, and ihis review is limiteci to (1 )  those ethical fhneworks that the outdoor 

leaders/scholars in the study use to ground their own ethic and (2) those fiarnework(s) that 

can inforni discussions of whichever system the participants use to ground their own ethic. 

Within the two participant's discourse can be seen elements of the land ethic, deep 

ecology, and Christian spirituality. These three fhmeworks form the buik of the literature 

review of environmental philosophy. 

Rinhts-based Views 

Rights-based environmental ethics can be eraced back to Kant's deontologicalism. 

Deontological theuries are sometimes called nonconsequennialist theories, because these 

theories place less value on the goad or evii mnsequences of action. In other words, 



actions are deterrnined to be ethicai or not irrespective of wbat the efféds of the decision 

will be (Regan, 1984; VanDeVeer & Pierce, 1986). Ethicai words and actions becorne 

those that are in accord with the rights of entities, while wiahicai words and actions 

violate someone's (thing's) right. Competing morai clairns are adjudicated based on two 

factors: where one entity falls on the hierarchy of rights and the importance of the daim of 

each entity. For example, a hwnan would have more rights than tdi grass prairie if 

consciousness was what counted in conferring rights to entities; however, a human's right 

to extra space rnight not outweigh the taii grass prairie's right to exist. 

Rights are an arbitrary human constmct, and there is quite a range of theories. 

Determining what entities have morai standing and are worthy of moral consideration 

determines the shape and scope of the circle of rights. Entities that meet certain critena are 

ail accorded rights, whiie those beings that do not meet the cnteria fd outside the circle of 

rights. The h g e  of an expanding circle can be used to illustrate some of the dserences 

between various rights theones. Staning with the most exclusive view, which accord rights 

only to humans based on a cntena of the ability to reason (Dower, 1989; Giiiroy, 1992; 

VanDeVeer, & Peirce, 1986) , nghts Mews expand to include whole species and 

ecosystems (Callicott, 1989; Leopold, 1949/1989; Rolaon III, 1992). Entities that fd 

within the circle of rights are usually thought to have UnMsic vaiue; thaî is, they are 

vduable regardles of what they can do. Entities that fbii outside the cùcle of rights am 

ais have value, but this value is dependent upon wbat they can do and is d e d  

iostnunental value. For example, if one of co&ousness (Regan, 1986). abüity to fel pain 

(Singer, 1986, 1999, or wiii to üve (Hooker, 1992; Johnson, 1984; Taylor, 1986) is taken 



as the critena for an entity having rights, then a mountain or forest couid not be said to 

have any rights. That mountain or forest can stiU be valuable if it has recreation potential 

or economic value, but this is an instrumental value and does not accord inherent rights to 

that entity. These debates sumounding what counts as a moral patient and deserves moral 

consideration all have one similady: the nghts and subsequent moral duties are al1 

conferreci to individuals. 

Meta-individual rintits views. 

Aldo Leopold is often credited with deveioping the concept of the land ethic as a 

base for moral action (Callicott, 1989). The land ethic that Leopold (1949/1989) espouses 

dEers nom rights-based views that accord rights to individud entities. Leopold expands 

the circle of rights to include whole ecosystems, and with this SM cornes a SM in the 

charaaenstics that determine how rights are assigned. individualistic rights theones 

priviieged notions of consciousness sentience, and will to live as the basis for rights (i.e, if 

an entity could be said to exhibit a wiii to tive, it could also be said to have a right to 

pursue that life it was striving for.). When Leopold suggested that ecosysterns should be 

protected, he changed the criteria for how rights were assigned. In the land ethic, 

ecosystems becorne valuable becaux of the traits they aemp& and duties to them are 

accorded bas& on these traits. Leopold's land ethic emphasises characteristics he saw in 

healthy ecosystems? It was in A Sand County Almanac: And Sketches Here and Therq 

' Leopold's discourse on '4ecosysterasn determines the characteristics he used in conferring 
rights ont0 what he saw as "healthy" ecosystems. How ecosystems are defhed wiU 
detennine what "healthy" means, and, hence, what traits are seen as "healthy." 



that Leopold (1949/1989) layed out the foundations for the land ethic: "A thing is right 

when it tends to preserve the integrity, stability, and beauty of the biotic community. It is 

wrong when it tends otherwise" @p. 224-225). Here Leopold emphasizes the concepts of 

integrity and organization of cornmunities over individualistic concepts. Of course 

individuals can exhiiit these traits, but, with a holistic view, rights are not restricted to 

notions of reason, rationality, consciousness, or the will to live, which usually are aii 

atomistic in nature. The land ethic shifts the focus toward the land coliectively by 

priviieging notions of organization, complexity, and comrnunity and accords the nght to 

protection to the land based on these traits. This has profound effects for the role humans 

play in the world: "In short, a land ethic changes the role of Homo q i e m  from conqueror 

of the land-comrnunity to plain member and citizen of it. It implies respect for his [sic] 

fellow-rnembers, and also respect for the community as such" (Leopold, 1949/1989, 

p.204). Becoming a mernber, instead of conqueror, of the biotic comrnunity has some 

sllnilarities with the wonh ethic (Dustin, McAvoy, and Schultz, 1995), because both 

propose to change the way humans value the land. Foiiowing a worth ethic, humans would 

begin to respect the land and give it the fieedom to grow, thus becoming more like a 

member of a biotic community than a conqueror. C e d y  humans have a 

disproportionate power to drasticaiiy alter the biotic comcnunity, but with both a land ethic 

and a worth ethic cornes an obligation to aercise that power carefbiiy based on an 

understanding of the interconnections of aii things. Humans become a powerfùi member, 

not conqueror, of the nahiral community. 

Both the land ethic and the worth ethic value the land intrinsidy. For Leopold 



(1949/1989), k t y ,  integrity, and stability an valuable as ends in themselves and deseme 

respect simply because they are worth it. histin, MCAVOY and Schultz's (1995) worth 

ethic also d u e s  the environment intrinsicdy and suggests nature is worthy of respect and 

care. Simply stated, since humans did not create the wodd, we should not presurne to 

think that it was created for us; it has meta-economic value. The environment has value 

above human concems for both Leopold (194911989) and Dustin, McAvoy, and Schultz 

(1995), marking a distinct shift fiom other rights based view that coder right exclusively 

on individual humans. 

Another meta-individualistic nghts-bas& view is Caüicott's (1989) holistic 

approach. For Cailicott, entities do not have independent or intnnsic vaiue (Le., bas& on 

beauty, integrity, and stabiiity) fiom which they denve rights, nor are they vaiued 

instnunentally for what the can do. Instead humans, as valuers, confer inherent value on 

entities (including systems), and thus it becomes important to give moral consideration to 

those entities. Instrumental value only values something for what it can do and is based on 

a process independent eom humans, while hherent value must be confierred by humans. 

Whiie this is somewhat dserent fiom previous nghts views, there still must be criteria that 

systems meet that make them worthy candidates for humans to confer inherent value. 

Rolston Iii (1 988, 1992) is another example of an ethical h e w o r k  used to 

extend rights p s t  the individuai. He disthguished baween intriasic and instnrmental vaiue 

in much the same way as Callicott (1989) does, but argues that whiie intrinsic and 

instnunental value might work to justify nghts in wme cases 

neither of these traditional ternis [intrinsic and instnimentat] is satisfactory 



at the level of the ecwystem. Though it has value in itseE the system does 

not have any value for itself. Thou@ a value producer, it is not a value 

owner. We are no longer co&onting instrumental value, as though the 

system were of value Uistnimentally as a fountain of me. Nor is the 

question one of intrinsic value, as though the system defended some d e d  

fonn ofitself. We have reached something for which we need a third tenn: 

systemic value. Duties arise in encounter with the system that projects and 

protects these member components in biotic community (p. 144). 

This, for Rolston III, forms the basis for the rights of systems and Our subsequent duties to 

them: systems project and protect the members withur them. Ecosystems are organized 

systems and are selective just as much as an individual. Instead of perpetuating the 

individual, or perpetuating more of its kind (as with species), the ecosystem makes more 

kinds. The systernic value the ecosystem has means humans should give moral 

consideration to the environment in respect of that value. 

The basis for valuation in meta-individual rinhts-based views. 

As both of the participants in this study value the natural environment, rights views 

that move past confeming rights to only humans have played a more important role in this 

review. There are three different pphilosophicai h e w o r k s  that extend moral 

consideration, through an extension of rights, past the individual to species and 

ecosysterns: (1) Leopold (1949f1989) who uses intrinsic vahie, (2) Callicott (1989) who 

uses the concept Uiberent value, (3) and Rolston III (1998, 1992) who uses systemic value. 



From these diffkrent types of value, each philosophicai h e w o r k  is able to derive rights 

for certain entities. Intrinsic value accords moral standing based on traits that are 

independent of human use. Inherent value, unlike intrinsic value, depends on the human 

process of conferring value. Humans have to do the valuing, but this value is  still based on 

characteristics beyond human use. Similady, systemic value does not rest with what a 

system (rie the ecosystem) can do for humans, nor d a s  the system posses some intrinsic 

value. Rather, ecosystems are value producers, not value owners. The last type of 

valuation in rights views is instrumental, which values only those things that have some use 

to humans. Entities are valued because of what they can do. This type of vaiuation can be 

extended to include cornrnunities (i.e., the value of a forest becomes based on its tirnber 

value). Leopold' s (1 949/1989), Caliicott's (1 989), and Rolston iIITs (1 988, 1992) theories 

confer value in slightiy different ways and for slightly different reasons; however, aii of 

them are similar in that they move past human and individual centred rights. Depending on 

what kind of vaiuation one foiiows, different entities wili be accorded the statu of moral 

patient for different reasons, but running through aü of these environmentai ethics is the 

push to extend mord consideration p s t  the narrow bounds of human beings and individual 

entities. 

Christian Environmental Ethic4 

A Christian environmental ahic has a very different grounding from the nghts 

views so E u  considered. There has been n o h g  in any ofthe rights theories indicating a 

mysticai, magical, transcendentai, or supernaturai element. In Christian environmenta 



ethics, îhese elements becorne distinctive. 

In monotheistic religions üke Judeo-Christianity, God provides the supernaturai or 

transcendent grounding for enWomental ethics. Ddes to God provide the motivation for 

caring for the environment and are associateci with notions of stewardship, custodial roles, 

or dominion towards the environment (Kaza, 1996; McDaniel, 1990; and Steffen, 1992). 

Thus, it becomes humans' responsibility to care for creation as it was commanded by God. 

Love is often associated with this duty (Bratton, 1992; km, 1996; and McDaniel, 1990). 

It is the responsibility of human beings to love in the marner of God, that is, a love infinite 

in %ope and suffering (partaking in the both the joy and pain in the world) (McDaniei, 

1990). This love creates a duty for ali humans that is based on a spiritual foundation and 

manifested in notions of stewardship. Humans have a divine duty to creation to respect it. 

This duty is closely co~ected  to rights. AU of creation has a right to be treated in a certain 

manner, but not because of characteristics discovered or conferred by humans. Creation's 

right to treatment is a divine right conferreci by Gd, and this sets up a different kind of 

grounding for the relationship with nature. Bratton (1988). for example, disnisses how 

monks' relationships with nature were seen as markers for their spirituai progress and thus 

duties to nature became grounded in spirinial progress, not rights. 

Humans' duties toward nature stem fiom many dinerent passages in the Bible 

(partidarly in Genesis) where God is said to have created humans in His image. Because 

God loves aii of His creation, and humans are akh to God, we have divine duties to love 

al of Creation in a simiJar manner. Passages, iike the oaes in Genesis, Plso place a 

responsibility on humans to act as stewards for G d ' s  creation. In Genesis God speaks to 



huma~s and sayq "Be h i t f l u l  and multiply, and replenish the earth, and subdue it; and 

have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over every living 

thhg that moveth upon the earth" (Genesis 1 :28). The notion of dominion sanctifies 

hwnanity's stewardship of all of Creation. We have a divine obligation to W3.i our duty to 

God by looking after or tending God's creation. Notions of stewardship also inciude an 

obligation to r e m  to God His creation in the condition it was entrusteci to us in 

(McDaniel, 1 990). 

D e e ~  Ecolom 

Deep ecology is about a wider identification with nature. At the core, deep 

ecologists see the need for identification of the self with "the broder, inclusive, 

cosmological Self that identifies with al1 of nature'' (Curtin, 1994; see also Reitan, 1996). 

As opposed to Taylor's (1986) rights-based view that suggests people should respect 

nature because it "is an attitude we believe al1 moral agents ought to have simply as moral 

agents, regardes of whether or not they aiso love nature" (Taylor, 1986, p. 172). deep 

ecology is about co~ecting with and developing feelings for nature. For Devaii (1988), 

"the term &ep ecology refers to fincihg our bearings, to the process of grounding 

ourselves thrwgh M e r  experience of our comection to earth" (p. 1 1). 

Through this comection with nature, humans develop feelings of love and respect, 

and learn to act and behave in manners that are ecologicaliy fiiendly. Devaii (1988) d s  

this the ecological self: "As we discover our e d o g i d  sdfwe w d l  joyfiilly defend and 

interact with that which we i d e n e  . . . we wiii d y  respect, love, honor and protect 



that which is our seIf' (p. 43). Beringer (1997) calls this process the re-animation of the 

world soul. It is not the same respect bon from the disinterested p~cip le  that Taylor 

(1986) wishes humans would adopt. It is a respect that cornes from seeing the whole 

environment as part of your seIf: "Ifa person can sincerely say d e r  careftl ~e~evafuation 

and prayer that 'this earth is part of my body,' then that person would work naturaüy for 

global dismament" (Devall, 1988, p. 46). 

Part of the recognition that al1 things are one is the recognition that aii things are 

intercomected. As Mathews (1988) says, "If the intercomected eiements are seen as 

constituting a greater whole, then each element . . . is conditioned by the whole. The 

elements are given simultaneously with the whole" (p. 349). Mathews (1 988) clarifies this 

by adding that the individual eiements do not lose their distinctiveness; "their fundonal 

utility confers on them an essentid ontologicai disthmess and integrity, but this 

uidividuality is arictly relative [to the function of the whole]" (p. 350). 

Deep ecology consists of eight platform statements (Devall, 1988; Devaü & 

Sessions, 1985; Zimmerman, 1994). which, paraphrased, are: 1)  the well-being and 

flourishing of aii  Me has vaiue independent of its use for humans, 2) richness and diversity 

in these life forms contribute to their vaiue, and are also values in themseives, 3) except for 

vital needs, humans have no right to reduce this diversity, 4) reducing the human 

population wiil help hurnan life flourish and is essentiai for non-human We to flowish, 5) 

there is too much interferhg with non-hwnan life by humans already, 6) policies must 

change to reflect these revelations, 7) an ideologid change is needed toward appreciating 

We q d t y  not adherence to an ever inmasingly higher standard of living, and 8) those 



who accept the preceûing have an obligation to act to bring about the neceSSary changes. 

It is through the development of an ecologicai selfthat humans can come to see the 

htercomection of nature, value this interco~ection and diversity, and foster the desire to 

work to prevent the destruction of the environment. 

It should be noted that the tenn "We" in these platfonn statements is taken to 

include not only animals, but also rivers, mountains, dirt, whole ecosystems; everythg 

that exias is part of the nchness and diversity that deep ecologias feel have value. The 

ecologicai selfmust come to see the interconnections and equality of aü these elements in 

order to be fully expanded. 

Aithough deep ecology has been presented here as if it were a single movement or 

school of thought, there is actually a fair arnount of diversity within it. Arne Naess (1 990), 

for one, has supported the idea of many different philosophies within deep ecology (see 

also Devd, 1988 and Zimmerman, 1994). Deep ecology is more a way of thinking than 

ultimate philosophical premisses that everyone mu& adhere to in order to be a deep 

ecologist. That the environment is part of one's self and al elements of nature are 

interco~ectd and equal in worth dinerentiates deep ecology from other environmentai 

philosophies, however, how these t e m  gets operationaliKd may be different fiom deep 

ecologist to deep ecologist. 

A Critical Postrnodem Pers~ective 

Both outdoor recreatiodeducation and environmentai philosopby constnia 

discourses that draw boudaries a r o d  what it means to be humaq what wüdemess is, 



where culture stops and nature beguis, and what constitutes the non-human realm (to 

name but a few boundaries). As van Wyck (1997) points out, 

the construction of boundaries-because arbitrary and motivated, and 

thus both ethical and irreducibly political-Unplies a responsibility. 

Boundary-making is a politicai act. In the absence of stable, etemai 

and transcendental authorizations for the humadanimal distinction, the 

boundaries 'we' make g~ be the result of active and aflhnative 

human engagement in the very act of boundary-making (p. 108). 

"Cm - be the resuit of active and afhnative human engagement", but not necessarily m. In 

the literature of outdoor recreatiodeducation, there has not been much of an attempt to 

excavate the ways in which power is deployed to consma boundaries (Le., what 

motivates such consmictions and what the consequences of such constnxtions are). And 

if boundary-making is an arbitrary political and ethical process that is not necessarily 

affirmative, we, as outdoor leaders, scholars, and professionais, can examine this process 

through adopting a cntical postmodem perspective. A criticd postmodem perspective 

recognizes the discursive nature of reaiity and asks questions designed to examine the 

effects of power in discourse, which wi l  help the outdoor reaeation and education field 

move toward more ethical action. 

Diuwsive fields have impacts that move off the page, go beyond "text" narrowly 

defineci and enter into our physicai, social, economk, and politicai lives. This, indeed, p 

the power of the discursive. To recontigun a popular sayiag: It is not that names can 

never hurt me but that names m a t e  the sticks and stones that do hurt. The power of 



discursive fields is purely discursive, which in no way n-tes the teal elements of its 

deployment. In fact, this accentuates those elements. If discursive fields have no direct ties 

to any particuiar referent (Reality), if they becornes degorical, then it becornes the ab* 

to inscribe upon the body and mark various structures, dennitions, conceptions, 

limitations, and behaviours that is power. A discursive field is not powerful because it is 

True, but because its eEects have real implications and these implications are more or less 

pervasive and taken for granted, beneath visibiiity, operathg at a level to structure our 

very imagining of the world around us. "Rather than saying that 'there is no real,' that 

there exists no physical world that calls into question 'symbolic' foms that are unable to 

account for it, we can acknowledge that hurnan speech [indeed dl forms of discourse] 

constructs or composes the world, and gives meaning to a real that has no essence outside 

of various discursive forms" (Conley, 1997, p. 3 1). 

How we position subjects and objects and how we draw boudaries is an ethical 

and political endeavour not only because there are no fixe4 eternai, and transcendental 

narratives, but also because what we think about things, how we define things, has redts  

that reach out beyond our theorking. To be ethical, then, requires attention to the 

implications and consequences of the discourse one mates and the discursive field(s) one 

participates in. 

The Cyborn I m a ~  

One theury that begins to examine the ways nature, humans, good, bad, physical 

and non-physid have been constructexi is Haraway's (1991) image of the cyborg. The 



image of the cyborg is one of Merence, ofboundary transgressi011~-it is part machine, 

part humas; part real, part fmtasy; natutal, yet amficial. 

Haraway (1991) sees Western society as based upon a mythic quest for W2ity and 

wholes. For example, the category "womanY' is ofien taken to be singdar-the diversity 

within it reduced to a homogeneity offonn without much relief. Another mythx whole in 

Western culture is that of nature. Nature is seen as pure, innocent, and those beings that 

are one with nature are kewise pure and innocent-the biblical Garden of Eden. Those 

that are one with nature (organic wholes) can remain in the Garden and hence in the grace 

of God. For Haraway, "the cyborg skips the step of original unity, of identification with 

nature in the Western sense" (p. 15 1). nie cyborg does not drearn of salvation through a 

restoration of the Garden. It does not long for unity with rnythic wholes like a 

heterosexual mate, an organic family, or a finished whole such as a city or the cosmos. 

Haraway suggests that by questionhg and aibverting mythic wholes "the certainty of 

what counts as nature-a source of insight and promise of innocence-is undermineci, 

probabiy fataly. The transcendent authorization of interpretation is lost and with it the 

ontology grounding 'Western' epistemology" (p. 152). Wthout an ontological grounding 

in organic wholes, the image of the cyborg begins to blur certain boundaries. When nature 

is taken as a whole, as cornpiete. as opposed to that which is ariificial, there is little 

question of what it r d y  is. However, when the concept of nature is more ciosely 

examineci, the certaine by which we know it is challenged. For example, is a National 

Park naturai? Can it be n a d  ifit is manageci? If no fires are allowed to bum, does this 

make it naturai? Yet on the other han4 it can hardly be said to be unnanirai or artificiai. 



nie division of parks and wildemess into either completely naturai or completely 

unnatwal is the quest for organic wholes, which the image of the cyborg brings into 

question. By bluning three main distinctions, the cyborg image makes it unclear &y 

what is meant by na- and unnaturai in relation to parks and managed land. 

The first boundary that becomes blurred by the cyborg myth is that of human- 

animal. Where once we "knew" what the distinction was between ouselves and animals, 

when we think about a cyborg, the boundary becomes much more muddied or leaky. The 

ontologid grounding for animais as opposed to humans gives way the more clearly one 

tries to maintain this distinction. What exactly does constitute a human as distinct from 

animals? 1s it sentience? 1s it language? Or perhaps self-consciousness? Not ody have 

developments in science corne to question whether humans are the only creature to 

dispiay many of these traits, the cyborg questions our ability to know ourselves in any 

definitive and commanding fashion. Are we self-conscious and what counts for seK 

ccinsciousness in the fkst place? The cyborg is composeci of 

ourselves and other organic creatures in our unchosen 'high- 

technoiogicai' guise as idonnation systems, textq and ergonomidy 

controiled labourkg, desiring, and reproducing systems. The second 

essential ingredient in cyborgs is machines in their guise, dm, as 

communication systems, texts, and ~e~acting, agonomidy designeci 

apparatuses (Haraway 1991, p. 1). 

The unchosen aspects of cyborg questiom our abiity to know ounelves as if we were 

some transparent, unidimensional entity, while the sesacting machine crosses the 



boundary into wbat humaas alone are supposexi to be. The cyborg is not an animal, yet is 

not W y  a human- Indeed, the very categories ''human" and "animal" become less 

meaningfùi and the dividing line between them blurs and shifts. 

This combination of machine and human destabiiizes the second boundary for 

Haraway (1 99 1 )-that of machine and organism. Early machines aiways had the possibiiity 

of behg haunted by a spectre: a ghost in the machine. They a u i d  be desaibed as 

mimicking human charactenstics, of even being animated by a souk but they themselves 

did not have one. Now we are not so sure where human ends and machine begins. Our 

bodies have become so inscnbed by the poiitics of technology that our very self-image is 

the embodiment of cyborg entities. It is impossible for most of us to conceive ourselves in 

innocent fashions any longer. Technologies have removed pieces of our body; we 

incorporate technology into our daily iives (glasses, W g s ,  various sons of body 

adornments); we create images of ourselves and transmit these through cybemetic space. 

Our self image is bound up in and inscribed by technology to such a degree that to remove 

it means removing aspects of ourselves. Who would we be without the level of technology 

we have today becornes an interesting question. 

The third boundary Hanway (1991) disrupts is that between physical and non- 

physical. Underpinaing the whole ontologicai challenge that cyborgs present is a challenge 

to w k  materid reaiity is. Technology has reached a point now where physicality is non- 

essentiai. The inteniet and cyberspace are examples of "things" that are not r d y  W g s n  

in a materid sense, yet stil i exist. What is known to be physical and Real becurnes 

contesied with the cyborg. Pdsinger Leonard Cohen sates it weii (in a di& ironically 



titled "The Future") by saying; "It's coming through a hole in the air,/from those nights in 

Tiananrnen Square./It's c o h g  from the f d  that it ain't exady reai,/or it's r d  but it 

ain' t exacti y there." 

As technology infuses outdoor recreation and education more and more, outdoor 

professionals begin to encounter this non-materiality oftechnology. Global Positioning 

Systems (GPS) are one example of the blurred distinctions between what is Real 

(physical) and what is not. Outdoor leaders today have the capability of knowing their 

exact position (within a few metres), no marier where in the wiidemess they are. Based 

upon satellite scanning ability, GPS can pinpoint the location of an individual and even 

retrace hisher steps back out of the wildemess. There is a grid overlaid upon the entire 

planet that is as inescapable as it is immaterial. The grid can neither be touched nor seen, 

yet its impacts on the feelings (and even actuality) of remoteness in wildemess excursions 

can hardly be understated. 

The cyborg image fiactures identities and categories in destabilizhg these three 

boundaries. No longer are "nature," "naturd," "human," "nilture," "gwd,""bad," 

" right," "wrong" (among othen) transparent catego ries; they are CO ntested and 

heterogenous. For Haraway (1991) "the dichotomies of mind and body, animal and 

humaq organism and machine, public and private, nature and culture, men and wornen, 

primitive and civiiited are al in question ideoiogicaiiy" (p. 163). Attention to the real and 

physical effects of boudary-making and transgressions form "an argument for pleasure in 

the confiision of boundaries and for ~egnonsibili& in th& construction" @. 150). Cyborgs 

make possible re-combinations of these boudaries in neariy idhite, polyrnorphouq ludic 



ways that have profound effects on various people-effects that Vary 6om person to 

person and place to place, yet are essentid "for people who need and hope to live in a 

world less nddled by the dominations of race, colonialism, class, gender, and sexuaiity" 

(p. 2). These re-combinations are 6üed with both potentid and danger: "Hope, b u s e  no 

order is stable or legitimate. Any order can be challenged and wiU change. Caution, 

because bifurcations may b ~ g  about unexpected and disastrous catastrophe" (Codey, 

1997, p.73). Chapter Five d bring some of these possible ludic re-combinations of 

discunive potentials to the field of outdoor recreation and education through the 

discourse of the two participants. 

Ordered EviI and Tres~asses 

This notion of hope and caution, of unexpected catastrophe, has been captured by 

Orlie (1997), and can be used to examine some of the effeas, consequences, or trespasses 

of the discursive field of outdoor education and recreation. For Ortie (1 997), 

harm and unfaimess are inevitable and ubiquitous in hurnan living, but 

contemporary power relations have transposed the 'problem of evil'. 

Although malevolent and malicious nime rernain, 'or-' evil is 

preponderant and mon pressing in present coatexts. Ordinary evii is 

the product of trespass, not sin; of thoughtlessness, not wickedness. 

Prevalent notions of ethicai conduct-pdorming contracts, being 

nasonable, behaving predictably-do not aecesParily diminish ordinary 

evii, but in fact oAen reidorce and extend it (p. 11). 



This type of harm (trespass) differs from more obvious forms of evil where the perpetrator 

not only knows what hm has been done, but ofien sets out to cause it specifically. 

Trespasses ocnir "under circumstances where we did not or codd not have known what 

we were doing" (p. 21). Furthemore, trespasses are inevitable in aii human action. As we 

set out to make our way in the world we, of necessity, close off other people's ways of 

making themselves; "we trespass against others when we pursue a living and create a 

home" (p. 2 1). 

While trespasses are in many ways unknown and unknowable, that is not to say 

they are without pattern. Because trespasses arise from well intentioned, well behaved, 

responsible people who act in accord with the social order, it is the pattern of social order 

that is replicated in trespasses; "good and harrn are done shultaneously and in ways that 

perpetuate power relations.. ." (Orlie, 1997, p. 3). Sirniiar to Hutcheon's (1 989) 

"cornplicitous critique," we are implicated in power structures and relations we can 

neither escape nor avoid. We are complicit even in our critique, because we often use 

hegemonic power stnictures to make the critique, or we benefit ftom the very things we 

are opposed to. For instance, many outdoor leaders may be opposed to war, yet the very 

technology that made Global Positionhg System (GPS) devices possible is the sarne 

satellite teduiology uscd in much of modem warfiire. The use of GPS devices on outdoor 

trips does not cause modem w&e, yet both are supported by the same technology and 

are not t o u y  unconnecteci. The discursive field of outdwr recreation is comected, 

through its use of the GPS technology, to hprmtiil coasequences, whik at the same t h e  

benefitthg from that technology. 



How rnight we recognize and respond to the past and present, 

collective ami individual, harms and wounds that Sunuse our relations 

with one another? If h m  and injustices an to some degree an 

unavoidable effect of human iiving, how shouid we achowledge these 

grievances? What does it mean to live responsibly and fk ly  in such 

contexts? (Oriie, 1997, p. 169). 

These difficult questions about power and responsibility are among those we outdoor 

professionals need to ask ourselves ifwe wish to start examining our ethics. 

D e e ~  Ecolom and the Will to Totality 

One of the main themes in deep ecology is that of Self-realiration-the expansion 

of human's seSidentity to include aii of nature. Deep ecologists urge humans to see 

themseives as part of nature and to start recognizing these comections. Without this 

recognition, deep ecologists argue, nature will continue to be used and abused for our 

ends, because it is not fundarnentally a part of ourselves. 

Seff'reaktion, as a discursive performance, moves the theoretical gaze to the 

outside (van Wyck, 1997). When the world is viewed as an interconnecteci whole, we 

need to situate our viewpoiot outside the planet-the earth is visible only from space. A 

move that s h i .  the gaze to the outside aiso reduces the differences on the inside. If 

everything is h t e r ~ ~ ~ e c t e d  and part of a whole, difference between the parts becornes 

less important than the similarity that binds 1 togaher. Everythîng becornes one. In deep 

ecology, selves merge into one lstga Ecologid SeK Part of the diversity thai gas  



reduced is the divisions between what is human and what is nature. Seif'keaüzation is the 

recognition of humanity's connections with, simüarities to, and oneness with nature. 

Distinctions and divisions which threaten this organic whole are shunted aside in favour of 

unity. 

Motivating this move to the outside is a wiil to totality (van Wyck 1997). The wüi 

to totality is the tendency to universalize at the expense of the particular, to make theory 

that accounts for eveqthmg, and to ground aich theorking in unassailable Truth claims. 

One example of a Truth c l a h  that deep ecologists turn to is ecological fact. Zimmerman 

(1994) has read the idea of Self-reaiization as resting upon a type of ontological 

phenomenalism (the belief that phenomena have some kind of ontological status beyond 

our cognition about and perception of thern). That al1 in nature is interco~ected is an 

ecological Tmth clah, based on ontological phenomenalism, that deep ecologists are 

reluctant to see as discursive because that "wouid presumably undermine the authority of 

such claims, thereby weakening deep ecology's presumption that its Mews are based on 

'scientific tnrth'" (Zimrnerman, 1994, p.101). The will to totality takes ecology's Tmth 

claims, statements about what is, and adds to it to a moral "ought". Ecology's claim that 

things in nature are interconnected in and of itselfdoes not prescribe any moral tenets, but 

deep ecology, motivated by a wül to totality, changes this statement into a Tmih clah 

with attendant moral prescriptions. In effect, deep mlogy adds that it is good to 

recognke that things are interw~ected and to act in ways cornmensurate with this 

recognition. Hurnanity should see its interconnections with nature and act to &tain the 

integrity of the pla.net. Here is the will to totaîity-di hurnanity shouid act according to the 



prescriptions of deep ecology. Deep ecologid claims, such as the previous statements, 

derive their moral strengtb fiom ontological phenomeoaüsm and are rnotivated through 

the will to totality. 

By tying the notion of Se*r&tioii to ecological Truths about nature, deep 

ecology creates a narrative that cüstinguishes between Tmth and Fdsity (Zimmerman, 

1994). Nature becornes something that is Red, that has an ontologid status d e c t e d  

by our knowledge of it. Furthemore, it is the science of ecology that reveals the Tmth of 

what nature R d y  is. Other definitions end up charitably labeiled as story, fable, or myth, 

or uncharitabiy as wrong, misinforneci, or incorrect. There is a certain amount of security 

in dualistic notions of the wodd, especidy a dualistic split between Tmth and Falsity. As 

long as deep ecology remains at the Truth end of this dualism, it is unassailable. 

Arguments against Self-realktion and deep ecology have flrst to contend with the power 

of ecological science to show nature's True form. 

The will to totatity and ontological phenomaialism, which result in a move to the 

outside that establishes an objective, distand gaze based on the science of ecology, 

produces accounts of nature that deny the authorship of the human subject (van Wyck, 

1997). When humans are seen as part of nature, as one with nature, passages like this 

arise: 

Ifa person can sincerely say &a caretid ~e~evaluation and prayer 

that "th earth is part ofmy body," then that person wodd naturaüy 

work for global disarmament and preservation of the atmosphere of 

the e h .  If a pason can sincerely gay, 'Tfthis place is destroyed then 



something in me is destroyed," then that person has an intense feeling 

of belonging to the place (Devail, 1988, p.46). 

Not ody is the totaiizing aspect present (people woding "natwally" for global 

disarmament is a moral prescription about what is good and right in life for everyone), but 

so, too, is a type of ventdoquism. When humans becorne nature, we authorize ourselves 

as agents able to speak for nature (which has becorne ourseif). We Lnow what is best for 

nature, because we are nature. Esornethhg in me is destroyed when nature is destroyed, 1 

have an obligation, a nght, and a need to speak out about this. Nature now becomes 

something in need o f  representation, it becomes an object we can and should speak for. 

The dBerence beîween the ventriloquist nature of deep ecology and other 

environrnentalisrns that speak about nature is that deep ecology denies, masks, or covers 

up the operation of speaiang for nature with a discourse that erases the human subject as 

distinct f?om nature. When deep mlogy makes the human subject one with nature, it 

masks the abiIity it gives humans to speak for naturenature is seen as speaking for itself 

through the human. lnstead of seeking to be a scientist who speaks for nature in a 

privileged sphere (as in ecology), the deep ecologist seeks to becorne natwe speaking for 

itself The process of embodying an Ecologicai Se& which leads to this venuiloquism, can 

be chronicled through the foîiowing series of identifications: '"1 am p r o t d g  the 

raidiorest' develops to '1 am part of the rainforest protecting myseK 1 am that part of the 

raidiorest recently emerged into thinkingn (Seed quoted in DevaU and Sessions, 1985, p. 

243). 



S w  

This chapter first outlined the disamive field of outdoor education and recreation. 

Outdoor education's emphasis on environmental ethics focussed d y  on developing a 

personai co~ection with nature. This literature suggested many different ways to develop 

this comection and many Merent groundings for that connection. For example, some 

outdoor educaton suggest an ecologicai based approach to expose people tu the wonder 

of nature, while others tuni to a more spirituai or Cultural approach (i.e., the Rediscovery 

programme). Cumculum-based outdoor educators aiso emphasize comecting to the 

natural world, but they do so through a more formai educationai process with more 

didactic elements. Outdoor recreation focuses on environmental ethics Iargely in the fom 

of minimum impact. Research in this area attempts to smdy ecosystems (or elements in 

ecosystems) to better understand the impact that hwnan usen have on them and then 

suggest methods to decrease unwanted or excessive impacts. Although minimum impact is 

ovenvhelmingly foaissed on in the literature, there are other elements. Dustin, McAvoy, 

and Schultz (1995) have proposed a "worth ethic" for outdoor professionais. These 

authon suggest that developing an ethic based on respect as a bah-right, the &eedom to 

grow, and the fieedom to choose is needed to protect not only wildemess, but also 

humans. The worth ethic goes beyond minimum impact studies to the extent that it 

explores the grounding for why the mvironment k worth protecting, and how to do so 

wMe di recognipag human rights and needs. 

The second section of the literatwe review highiighted certain f o m  of 

enviromenta1 ethics found in the literature that related to the discourse of the two 



participants in the study. Broadly defined, this literature has been broken d o m  into three 

sections: (a) rights-based viewq (b) spiritual or religious views, and (c) deep ecology 

views. Rights-based views were divideci into individualistic and meta-individuaüstic 

theories. The discourse of the two participants emphasizes the natural community, which 

makes meta-individualisfic theories of rights more gennane. These theories expand the 

circle of rights beyond a single entity and focus on mmmunities and species, conferring 

rights to those things that can be said to be a system. There were three groMdings for the 

valuation of rights views: intrinsic, inherent, and instrumental due .  The land ethic of 

Leopold (1949/1989) used intrinsic value predorninantly, and as we shall see, this conneas 

weil with the outdoor recreation's emphasis on minimum impact. 

Spirinial groundings for environmental ethics were restricted to Christian ethics. 

This ethic is grounded on notions of stewardship and divine duties to Creation. Humans 

are seen as having certain obligations to love and treat nature as a reflection of God. We 

are to take m e  of it, act as shepards or stewards of the environment as God commanded. 

This view dEers tiom rights views because rights stem from rational criteria that humans 

disceni, whereas, Christian ethics are grounded in transcendental forces and concepts. 

Lady, deep ecoiogy was expiored. Deep ecology encourages hurnans to begin to 

idenm with ail of nature. Humans need to develop an Ecological Self If we leam to see 

ourseIves as inherently part of the earth, and it part of us, we wüi stop our destructive 

actions and behviow toward it (now ourselves). Deep ecology presents itseff as a non- 

duaiistic h e w o r k  that attempts to re-unite the human selfwith aü of the earth. 

No d ~ c a t i o n  system captures everything, and this one is no exception. Thae 



are many theories that combine and cross over the aiegories of this system. For example, 

it is not entûely incompatible to think that a deep ecologist muid also believe in God and 

notions of stewardship toward the environment. As well, the merence between land ethic 

and deep ecology is not always a clear line. For example, DevaU (1988) calls Callicott a 

deep ecological thinker, wMe Callicott (1989) seems to distance h l f  from deep 

ecologists, &g them ''the self-styled Deep Ecologists" @. 4). These categories are fluid 

and blurred at the edges and some aiiowance for this must be made. 

Thirdly, this chapter covered some of the critical postmodemia writings relevant 

to environmental ethics. The purpose here was to illustrate the ways in which discourse! 

manoeuvres, positions, and creates subjects (both human and non-human). The ways 

environmental ethical fiameworks deploy power to create a reaiity that has a discursive 

force to it can dso be appiied to the discursive field of outdoor education and recreation as 

seen through the discourse of two leaciers/scholars. This project will comprise Chapter 

Five in which 1 wiii endeavour to excavate how the discourse of two outdoor 

leaderdscholars serves to prop up constructions of hurnan beings, nature, wildemess, 

technology, as weli as notions of g d ,  bad, and better. This propping up defines, 

confines, and coilapses the poles of hurnan/non-human, naîurdnon-nahue, subjdobject 

and in this sense has some senous " r d  effects on the world. 



Cbapter Three: 
Methodology 

Intemetive Research 

This study uses an interpretive approach that deals with discursive fields and 

meankg: "That is, particdar actors, in particular places, at particular tirnes, fashion 

meaning out of events and phenornena through proionged, cornplex processes of social 

interaction involving history, language, and action" (Schwandt, 1994, p. 1 18). The 

production of meanhg Uwolves both meta-human forces and individual agency; it is a 

creative process, and aithough embedded within history and language (discursive fields), 

humans have some agency within this process. For D e ~ n  (1989). "meaning is always 

triadic, involvhg interaction between a person, an object, and action taken toward the 

object; meaning is interactional, interpretive, open-ended, often ambiguous, inconclusive, 

and contlictuai" (p. 143). Meaning is rarely, if ever, transparent. Meaning's open-ended 

nature, its ambiguity and inconclusiveness, suggests a need for interpretation. 

Interpretation, in this sense, is the process by which a meanhg is located in a segment of 

discourse and a particular disairsive field. The nurnber, icind, and consquences of 

meanings locatable to any given discourse are not, of necessity, limiteci to those intended 

by the author or actor. As Orlie (1997) points out, our actions and ways of making it in the 

world have coIlSequences and results we can neva for-, nor foreclose, which oflen 

stem fiom unintended meanings. 

This thesis explores the discourse that was producd by two outdoor 

leaders(scho1ars on an outdoor trip, in their writiq, and during an interview. The intention 



of this analysis was to explore the effects of how the larger level disamive field of 

outdoor education and recreation deploys power as reflected in an individual's discoune. 

An interpretive approach was chosen as the methodology, because the first step in this 

process is an attempt to understand the meaning(s) of the discourse the two participants 

produced. It is the emphasis on the eEects of power that distinguishes this project as 

criticai interpretation. The anaiysis proceeds from an understanding of the rneanings the 

two participants intended to an examination of some of the consequences of how power is 

mobilized in a discursive field. These consequences can be unknown and unintended in the 

author's discourse, yet nonetheless exist as results of the discursive field(s) the two 

participants aiign thernselves with. 

Critical Intemretation 

Kvde (1996) uses seven canons to explain interpretive research in general. Of 

these seven general canons, some are particularly pertinent to a critical interpretive stance. 

The first canon is that of a back and fonh process between the parts and the whole that 

relates the parts of a discourse to larger discursive levels. How does a partiailar thexne 

relate overaii to the discourse that the individual produced, and how does the discourse the 

individual is engaged in connect to other discourses produced by society? Discourse is not 

created in a vacuum, and so investigation of how any particular theme that arises in one 

discourse connects to larger discursive forces is possible. Critidy reading text in this way 

requires the reaâer to see both the author's intended point and be "capable of moving 

outside the text and viewing it tiom several Merent perspectives with an eye to s&g it 



more completely" (Steele, 1989, p.224, see also Tesch, 1990, p.94). These larger 

discursive forces, which exist outside, surround, underlie, and infuse individual text and 

themes, can in tum be anaiysed in iight of a deeper understanding of the themes arising 

within, which in turn effects the understandings of the larger meaning. By relating themes 

to larger social interests and forces, aiticai interpretation "can be used to help individuais 

or agencies becorne aware of controlhg features underiying their aaivities" (Rothe, 1993, 

p. 61). 

The second canon of interpretive research is a striving to reach a "good Gestalt", 

or an inner unity of the text fiee of logical contradictions. The researcher attempts an 

interpretation that does not do violence to the text. Unity within the text does not 

necessarily reduce dinerence. Unity implies a certain coherence of interpretation; the 

difSerent elements of the text have been interpreted, but not forced into relationships. 

Coherence, in some cases, might mean that the unrelatable sections be lefl unrelated. 

Discourses are very complex and hardly hear in their deveiopment, so it should not be 

surprishg that some elements are not resolvable h o  others. This ciifference needs to be 

highlighted, brought to the surface and maintaineci, not explained away. There are ofien 

tensions as people seek to navigate through various, and sometimes cornpeting, discursive 

fields, and the construction of meaning is ambiguouq conflictin~ and inconclusive. A 

good Gestait of text will emb- these tensions and paradoxes, not omit or resolve them. 

Thirdly, interpretive research requites exteasive knowledge about the themes in the 

text so that the researcher may be sensitive to the nuances of meanin9 expressed. Fourth, 

the researcher uuuiot jump outside of the tradition that he or ohe cornes fonn. Iastead, the 



position fiom which interpretation is engageci in should be elucidated, and this itselfcan in 

tum be interpreted. Lady, "every interpretation involves innovation and 

creativity.. hterpretation goes beyond the immediately given and enriches the 

understanding by b ~ g i n g  forth new differences and interrelations Ui the taa" (Kvale, 

1996, p. 50). It is in this last canon that some of the larger levels discursive effects and 

unintended meanings can be explorai which make this project a critical fonn of 

interpretation. 

My interpretation of the discourse of the two leaderdscholars in this study wiIl 

begin at a descriptive level (the est reading). Here 1 employ some of Kvale' s ( 1 996) 

interpretive canons in an attempt to arrive at a "good Gestalt" ofboth participant's text. 

By movhg back and forth between the parts of their discourses and larger wholes (both of 

their discourse and other discursive fidds exerting influence on hem), 1 will paint a picture 

of the major themes of the discourse both participants produce on environmental ethics. 

From this vantage point, it is possible to begin inquiry into how power is deployed in the 

Ieaders7/scholars' discourse. A focus on power's e f f i s  through discourse distinguishes 

this thesis as critical interpretation. 

Critical interpretation often sees meanhg as "ustable, never ked, never 

determineci or determinate" (Schwandt, 1997, p. 122). Critical interpretation assumes that 

reality d a s  not relate isomorphicaliy to concepts w i t h  the mind of the perceiver. Rather, 

images and concepts relate togetha in an endless play of meaning, which eees discourse 

fiom notions ofontologicai determinism. Reality, wMe out there, is not capturecl by our 

discourse in an absolute mamer. Iastead, discoune creates a conventional level of reality 
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that has r d  effêcts, but is not in itself Reality. These conventional representations give 

meaning and value within certain discursive fields, and as such are politid and tied to 

power. Without an absolute ontological grounding, discoune is fieed fkom the confines of 

a single one to one relaîionship with the tmth and now becornes attempts at positioning 

and re-positionhg oneselfand others in relation to created tniths. 

Hey (1998), in a study of the discoune produced by school girls, illustrates the 

power and effkcts that discourse can have in a manner simikr to my use of critical 

interpretation. As the girls in Hey's study spoke about and to each other, they created 

relationships and discourses that "can and do try to position and out-position each other 

through their access to differentiai resources of social, eeonomic and cultural power" 

(p.3). This positioning and out-positioning had rd effects. It was more than simply how 

the girls thought about each other. When one was out-positioned she became an outcast 

60m the group, lost (at lest temporady) her social nippons and f?iends. Hey (1 998) 

found that the dEerent girls mobilized their power based on differentid access to various 

forms of cultural capital, that i s  markers that couid be created a d o r  emphasized that 

wodd position its owner in a place of desirabiiity against which other girls would be 

measured. By tying into these larger forms of cultural capitai, the girls in Hey's study were 

engaging in powerfui discursive fields that were lorger than themselves. As Hey suggests, 

there is a need "for a language that captures girls making themselves 'but not nec~ssarily in 

conditions of their owii choosing'" (p. 12). The discourses that the girls engage in intluence 

how they m o b k  cultural capitai, gain accegj to power, and because they are not of th& 

making, confine their movements. 



As the girls manipulate discourse and produce themselves and other girls around 

the- they play with and manoeuver boundaries between nonnal/abnormai7 

appropriatefinappropriate, goodfbad, rnaldfemale, d d f e m i n i n e ,  and others. These 

borders 

signZy an expressive space (that is sllnuitaneously public and personai) 

around the edges of the boundaried public space of schooiing.. . .Borderlands 

are one of the places in schooiing where afhities are coerced or 

rehsed-where allegiances are traded and identifications secured 

within/against the hegernonics of power. Here normaiity is extracted by girls 

fiom each other. It is not that girls cannot resist these injunctions, d e r  

more that few were prepared to pay the socio-econornic costs of deviating 

fiom the correct 'difïerence' that was being insiaed upon (p. 12). 

In, around, and across these borders* the girls enforced conceptions of each other onto 

one another and attempted resistance of such definitions. Whenever one lost out in this 

contest, the results were often harsh (i.e., loss of fiiends, loss of status, denial of self 

respect). 

Hey's (1998) study is an exanilnation of discourse's ability to mate legitimation 

of certain views of what a good girl iq and then to extend that definition ont0 others. Hey 

uses a critical interpretive approach to explore some of ways the school girls attempt this 

legitimation through discursive employments of niltural capital (power) and the effects of 

that deployment. The discourse that the participants in my study employ caa aiso be rad  

as exksing various f o m  of cuiturai capital in attempts to extend the legitimation of 



ceriain const~~ctions of the world ont0 others. Like Hey's (1998) study, the discursive 

effécts of the discourse of the two leaders/scholars in the thesis have real effects. How the 

various boundaries are constnicted and how information rate and flow across these 

boundaries is controiîed begin to determine what is good in the world, what is right, and 

what is acceptable behaviour. For example, if the envimunent is seen as sornething 

pristine and valuable because of ihis pristine state, certain behaviours such as minimum 

impact practices and recycling will be encouraged while others such as industrial 

development wili be harder to juste  and support. Hey's (1998) study explores how 

power was embedded in various discursive utterances of school girls. This thesis examines 

various facets of the discourse produceci by two outdoor leaders/scholars to show how 

individual discourse can be connected to power at the larger discursive field level. 

The discourse of the outdoor leaderslscholais in my study are engaged in also 

positions the human subject and creates boundaries around humans, nature, good, and 

bad. Both participants' discourse can be read as a re-positioning of certain boundaries in 

an attempt to extend a particulas type of legitimation ont0 the world. Following Hanson 

(1996), I wiU examine how nature, hunians, culture, technology, and notions of good and 

bad are coristniaed, contesteci, positioned, and some of the political and reai e f fa s  of 

this. Hanson asks: ''Wb counts as nature? Who determines what nature is? What form of 

nature and body politic is estabiished or authorid on the one han4 and excluded on the 

other, by spedc appropriations or wnstnicàons of knowledge? F M y ,  how are power 

and science intertwined in these constructions of nature?,, (p.3) in this Light, the discourse 

of the outdoor leaders/scholars on environmental ethics can be seen as attempts, in ways 



similar to Hey's (1998) school girls, to convince others (and oaeself) of certain 

constructed reaiities (although these realities may be perceiveci by some as baving direct 

access to the referents-i-e., as & truth). A critical interpretive approach seeks to 

understand how this leBitirnation is enacted and what some of the effects of it rnight be. 

It is through discourse, then, that üuth is constnicted, contested, and rnaintained. 

Power becornes the ability to fix the ways in which this is done. As CIegg (1989) says, "to 

the extent that meanings become fixed or reified in certain f o m ,  which then articulate 

partidar practices, agents and relations, this fwty is power" (p. 183). Discursive 

manoeuvres that establish a fixity of meaning have extended legitimaîion to a large extent 

by convincing others that that discourse accurately portrays the world as it Really is. 

There is an assumed connection between the symbols used in a discursive field and the 

things that those symbols refer to. Discourses that can clah such a connection become 

priviieged and can exercise greater power to fix meaning in wider circies. Because tmth is 

constructed, this thesis will focus on "how certain forms of representation are constituted 

rather than upon the 'truth' or 'fdsity' of the representation themselves" (Clegg, p. 158). 

Because discourse (and power) is a creative process, we a n  ask: Whose interests does a 

particular discourse serve? Wholwhat is privileged by a certain construction of truth? 

What assumptions need to be accepted before this particular wnss~ction can be adopted? 

Rothe (1993) adds to this List: "What knowledge is selectdneglected? Who has the 

power to control the knowledge selection? .... To what extent do people act as presaibed 

or as they wish?. .. . [and] How is a situation physically and sociaiiy smictured to reflect 

certain interests?" (p.6 1). 



This type of critical interpretation assumes that people's actions are based on 

fundamental views, ideologies, value stances, and interests: 'These basic and possibly 

hidden perspectives undergird our thinking and acting. Critical anaiysis asks questions 

which probe, uncover, and make explicit such foundations" (Rothe, 1993, p.59). 

The view that meanings are open-ended, ambiguous, and constnicted leads me to 

agree with S t. Pierre (1 997) in "prefemng thought inspued by disjunction, ciifference, 

deindividuaiization, multiplication, displacement, disunity, mobile arrangements, and so 

forth over unitary, totalizing, sedentary, and systematic thought" (p.408). This emphasis 

on disjunction and disunity provides direction for the investigation of the discourse of the 

two leaderdscholars. The meanings 1 seek to uncover are those that stand apari, that offer 

differing explanations for the world, and contest previously given meanings. These are 

powerfùi sites of resistance. By putung forth meanings that are not totalinng, Bob and 

Leo attempt a discursive manoeuver that re-presents the world (or part of it) in a new 

light. For example, rather than focus on one explanation for what is vaiuable about nature, 

1 move instead to look at multiple explanations and do not try to resolve these dxerences. 

How Bob and Leo constnict the world around them often has this resistive element. As an 

example, Leo teaches a wiidemess course in which he is one hundred percent in favour of 

wildemess areas, regardes of the costs and outcornes. He feels the students are 

inundateci with other stories about the management vdue of laad or about the resowce 

value of the land in the rest of their lives and courses. For Lm, this course becornes a 

form of resistence and of re-presenting the world to students. This thesis emphasizes 

sbeams and cumnts, simüar to this exampie, within Bob's and Leo's discourse that 



demonstrate a resistive charaaer. On the other band, there are Uistances where both 

participants engage in discourse that perpetuates social power structures and has 

unwanted and unknown effécts and coasequences. For example, Leo sometimes employs 

a dualistic division of the world into wildemess and urban. This dualism has some effects 

and corwquences that he may not be aware of and probably would not support overtiy. 

The privileging of discontinuity and discordance, as St. Pierre (1997) does, influences the 

direction of anaiysis by shifting the focus to where Bob's or Leo's discourse is different, 

where it is inconsistent, where it supports rather than challenges given notions and power 

structures, as well as where it resists. 

Met hod 

Some of the titerature on outdoor education and recreation reveals an overt 

cornmitment to environmental ethics and so one would expect that individuah involveci in 

outdoor activities in an educational role wouid have developed (or are developing) a sense 

of an environmental ethic. The two leaderdscholars selected for this study teach outdoor 

courses with an emphasis on the educationai value of the environment and lead trips in the 

outdoors that focus on outdoor education and environmental ethics. The fkst participant, 

Loo McAvoy, has been teacbg and leadhg out of the University of Minnesota for 25 

years, and through the supavision of numerous graâuate students, has had the 

opportunity to affkct a nurnber of ftture practitioners in the kld. Bob Henderson, the 

second participant, has been leading trips for 18 yean £rom McMaster University and as 

the editor of Pathwavs: The Ontario Journal of Outdoor Education, aiso has had a 



signiscant idluence in the field. In addition, both participants wurite on the importance and 

value of nature and wildemess, thus contributhg to the evolution of the field through the 

development and promotion of theory and ideas. Both of these individuais are airrently 

leading trips with students as part of university courses, which dows for an exploration 

of how they perform theù ethics in action as weii as written discourse. These activities 

and accomptishments make both leaders/scholars logical choices for this research in part 

because of the nchness of their discourse, but also because they have been positioned by 

the field as leaders, experts, and influentid. 

To d y s e  both the indiviâual discourse or' the two outdoor leaderslscholars and 

the relevant discursive fields, 1 have stnichired the research to include written, oral, and 

behaviourai data. The collection of the data included a review of the literature both 

participants had written, which helped in the formation of questions used to gather the 

orai data. The orai data was ~ilected in the fom of an open-ended, semi-structureci 

i n t e~ew done with both Bob and Leo. Questions in this in te~ew ask the individual to 

reflect on his writing and behaviour and to explain 6rst what he feels to be his 

environmental ethic and second how he mobiüzes his ethic, that is, how does he achieve 

the goals of his environmatal ethic with a group? For instance, if one aspect of the 

leader/scholar's ethic was creating an awareness of minimum impact techniques, M e r  

interview questions ask bim to iiiumiaate ways he boped to achieve this end. Both 

interviews were conductecl in close proxhity to the participantsbservation portion of the 

&ta cdlection, which enabled a bock and forth process between the observation d e  of 

each leader/scholar on the out-trips and answers each gave to questions in the interview 



(or vice versa). There were occasions for both participms where issues that were r a i d  

either in the interview or the trip generated the need for clarification later. This back and 

forth process aiîowed for a deeper understanding of the discourse both Bob and Leo 

produced. Follow-up i n t e~ews  @y a m d  or phone) were done with each participant to 

ask questions and folow-up ideas that arose and needed expanding. The last type of data 

cokcted was observaiional data in the fom of participant-observation, which was used to 

address the routine, everyday trip behaviour of the leader/scholar (Jorgensen, 1989) and 

access some of ihe behavioufal elements of the leader's/scholar's discourse on 

environmental ethics. Informal discussions on the trip once a day (time permitting) to 

discuss daily issues that arose were also included as a means to expand on any 

observations made d u ~ g  the trip. 

The collection of al the data was guided by the parameters of the thesis question. 

For example, the readings selected for analysis were bounded to those that dealt with or 

comected to environrnental ethics or where identified by the participant as important in 

understanding his environmental ethic. Observation made on the trips were similarly 

focussed on elements of the participant's environmentai ethic. Those behaviours that 

wbile necessary for the organization and functioning of the trip but unrelated to how Bob 

or Leo viewed the environment are not included. AU of the oral and observationai data 

were transcribed by the author and coded with the NUDIST qualitative data analysis 

programme to generate themes and patterns. These themes and patterns were then used as 

the foundation for the criticai applicaîion of various leases to produce the readings of how 

power is deployed in the discursive field(s) each lder/scholar is C O M ~ * ~  with. 



The data are presented in the thesis beginnirig fint with a description of each of 

the participants' individuai &course6. It is mcessary to have an impression of what the 

ethicai discourses of each leader/scholar are before moving to consider how powa is 

deployed. This descriptive section is based upon any pertinent w&kgs of Bob and Leo, 

other supporthg literature that helps to situate their discourse in the field of outdoor 

education and recreation, observations of their behaviour while on the trip, and the 

interviews and conversations with each participant. The purpose of the descriptive seaion 

is to illustrate Mme of the beiiefs, values, and fiameworks of both Bob and Leo. This first 

reading of the discourse of each outdoor Ieader/scholar focuses on the auîhorys intended 

position (similar to Denzin' s [ 1 9891 tenns "capture" and "bracketing"). 

Mer the descriptive sections, various readings of the data are presented to amive 

at a critical interpretation of the leader'slscholar's discourse. The first of these readings, 

for the outside penpdves (Dentin's [1989] "constmction"), focus on the various 

frameworks in environmental ethics that fit most closely with the participant's discourse. 

The next reading focuses on themes and patterns arising fiom the initial reachgs and 

subject those themes and patterns to questions arishg 6om the criticai interpretive 

perspective (i. e., Whose interests are served by this framework? What knowledge is 

selected, and wbt  negîected? How does this discourse anempt to extend legitirnation and 

what are the effects of this?). 

The descriptive sections of the leader'slscholar's discourse were returned tu him for 
clarification of confusing elements and confirmation of accura~y on d d s .  AU of the 
fkc td  misunderstandings that were identifid by each leaderlscholar were resolved. 



Conclusion 

The research question explores the discourse on environmental ethics used by two 

leaders/scholars in outdoor recreation/education and how these fiameworks are mobilized 

in discursive fields. A review of the literature of outdoor recreation/education and 

environmental philosophy indicates the importance and diversity of environmental ethics, 

as wel as suggests the need to investigate wbich ethics are being used, how, and what the 

discursive consequences of their use are. There are dways effects of the various ways we 

construa the worid and our place in it. The frameworks we use to make decisions about 

the environment and proper environmentai behaviour (which fom our environmental 

ethic) can be d y s e d  to show some of these effects. A critiral interpretive approach 

examines the performance of environmental ethics by asking questions that address how 

environmental ethical discourses mobiiize power through their co~ections with larger 

discursive fields (i.e., Whosdwhat interests do they serve? Who/what gets excluded? 

Wholwhat gets included?). The answers to these questions are needed in order to see how 

it is possible for outdoor leaders/scholars to adopt an ethical discourse that has a myriad 

of consequences. 

To address these issues, this thesis investigates the environmental ethics of two 

prominent outdoor leadedscholars. The focus is on how the discursive field of outdoor 

education and recreation is played out through the individuals. Data includes a review of 

the Wntten material produced by the participants, semi-structureci interviews, and 

participant-observation during a wilderness trip. Ethics are at least a cornplex mix of 

values, systems of thought, epistemologicai and ontological positions, feelings, emotions, 



and power issues. The foais on how the effects of the power of discursive fields is played 

through an individual's discourse leads to this combination of m e n ,  o d ,  and 

behaviod data collection methods in order to capture the complex interplay of power 

and meaning inherent in the ethical discourses of hdividuals. 

There are some Limitations Ulherent in this type of research. For example, it was 

not possible, due to t h e  constraints, to observe the type of courses each leader/scholar 

taches. The type of knowledge created in the classroom relates to the individuai 

discourse produced by each participant, yet this data rernain unavailable for analysis. In 

addition, both leaders are quite complex with a long history of contributions to the field of 

outdoor education and recreation. This thesis should not be seen as an attempt to capture 

every aspect of their discourse. It is, instead, an examination of some of the themes and 

patterns that arose d u ~ g  limited exposure to each participant. Likewise, there are a 

plethora of effects of power as xen through discursive fields, and ail of these cannot 

possibly be exhausted here. The thesis focuses on certain effects and patterns that arose 

through an examination of these two particular panicipants during the window of 

opportunity provided by this research. Another limitation is that each of the participants is 

male and teaches in a North Amencan university. The partidar demographics of each 

leader/scholar excludes an examination of various cultural or gender elements (among 

others). it is not possible, for example, to include an analysis of how a woman outdoor 

leader/schoIar or a person fkom another ailture aügns himnierseif with any discursive 

field(s) and the wnsequences of such an alignment. Lady, as this is a qualitative type of 

research, the investigator is the lm through wbich any e f f ~  of power are seen. As the 



researcher and lem, 1 am located in Canadian society as Bob is and, therefore, am less 

famiiar with some of the pattern and trends in Leo's discoune as he is an Amenm. A 

Merent researcher might focus on somewhat different elements or see different patterns 

arising. A researcher from another culture or a female researcher could approach the 

analysis from a dEerent perspective for example. These various limitations serve to 

condition and situate the research. This thesis is not a totalizing account of each 

participant nor of the effects of the various discursive fields each participant connects 

with. The various readings and consequences of the effécts of power in discursive fields 

are offered here as a rneans to begin a dialogue on the subject. This thesis offers one 

particular perspective on some of the discursive effects. It brings another voice to the 

table; it does not replace or silence other voices. 



Cbapter Four: 
Description of Ethicai Discourse 

Introduction 

Chapter Four describes some of the mainStream elements of the ethicai discourse 

that both leaders/scholars engage in. There has been iittle attempt at interpretation in this 

section. Instead, the purpose of this chapter is to begin to understand some of the depth 

and complexity of both participants as they engage in creating meanings about who they 

are, what the natural world is, and how to assign value to the various meanings they 

mate. This chapter intenveaves elements of spoken discourse, observed behaviours, and 

d a e n  elements around the theme of environmentai ethics. The resulting tapestry is not 

intended to be a life hiaory of each individual and cenainly much has been Ieft out. The 

focus of this description remaineci largely with the main eiements determined by what the 

participant vocalized, as well as what the Literature in outdoor education and recreation 

reveals as predomuiant themes. Lady, this description and following interpretation are 

the resuit of one researcher, in one paninilar the,  o b s e ~ n g  two particula. individuals. 

The implications of locating myseifas a researcher d l  be exploreci more in Chapter Six. 

It is enough, for now, to keep in mind that this description is not a life history, but a 

product of particular questions brought to bear on particular issues. 

Bab's Discours 

Surfacing 

The min was coming d o m  hard-again. It was welî into the trip and not for the 



first time we were faceci with min. We were cold and wet and tired; the spirit of the group 

seemed d o m  1 can remember hearing what I thought was wind rustling in the trees over 

a nearby M. As 1 listeneci the wind got closer. ody it was not wind, but hail. Airnost 

instantly visibility was reduceû to less than a couple of metres. The person in the f ioa  of 

my canoe faded from visibilty, and the water danced with the impact of each bail ball. 

When visibility cleared, 1 looked over to the shore where Bob was standing in his bright 

yeilow rain suit. He had been explaining, just moments before the hailstonn broke, of the 

significance of an old abandon4 cabin beside him. Mer the stonn passed (and then 

circled back twice in twenty minutes!), Bob spoke a few words to the group. 

What he said was inconsequential. It was his energy, the way he taiked of the 

power of nature and the awesome spectacle we had just been witness to. It was as if the 

energy of the stom had done more than just pass over us; it had passed through us, 

1eaWig in its wake some residual charge. Watching Bob was like watching the aonn 

made Iive again through his words and actions. I thought about what Bob had said earlier 

of wanting to surface the already existing relationship with the earth that everyone has. 1 

could see in Bob's reaction to the stonn how closeiy he was affected by the rhythrns of 

nature, how near to the surface his relationship with the earth was. This was not an aa, 

nor was it rehearsed. It was an expression of the relationship Bob k, not only with the 

environment in generai, but more specificaiiy with the panicular area we were travelling 

through. Bob has been leading trips in this part of Canada for years, and this trip marked 

his eighteenth with university students through this particular lake and river systenwio 

wonder he feels a corneaion with the lad, a rnirroring of its rhythms. 



Shcing  the relationship one bas with the land is not somethhg Bob feels he can 

do for the group. As the leader, Bob clairns that he can only help structure the atmosphere 

to be more conducive for this relationship to surface, but the student needs to be ready 

and willing to do the surfacing. As Bob points out, "it should be added at the outset that 

people heal and leam eom their own wüî and needs. The guide and educator creates an 

ambience for possible outcomes" (Henderson, in press, p. 9). Although Bob wishes not to 

overly control the expenence and outcomes of the students, he does acknowledge an 

overt attempt on his part to create the curridum to be conducive to producing the 

outcome of surfacing a relationship between the earth and the audents. The process of 

creating the ambience and seeing what outcomes resuit for the students leads Bob to 

distinguish between instilling and distilluig. Bob distills, not instills, the relationship people 

have with the earth. He helps students to realize they are dready connected. It is a 

surfacing, or drawing up, ofthat relationship, not the instilling of one. He cannot instiil 

into the group this sense of relationship with the land, because it already exists within the 

student. Instead, he introduces the land to the students, lets it speak to them, and then 

watches what happens. Our relationship with the land stems in part fiom our historical 

connedon; we are comected by what has corne before. To help create an atmosphere 

conducive to SUrfacing an aiready existing relationship with the land, Bob throws into the 

mix various hiaorical elements, a short vignette about an old cabin on a deserted lake, for 

example. 



Storyiq the Land 

The story Bob was t e h g  moments before the hdstorm was of a rnurder that had 

occurred long ago and of the body that was found haifdecomposed in the bush. Bob 

conjectures that the cabin we stood next to was the very cabin in which the murder took 

place. The sudden fury of the stonn a fitting foi1 for the huma. drama. It is through these 

s d  vignettes that Bob hopes to distill in the students a deeper sense of the world around 

them. Distill, not instiil. The comection and relationship with the earth that Bob speaks of 

already always exists withln us. In this sense, Bob feels that he distiiis this connecrion, 

helps it surface; he never instills or creates it. 

Bob himself feels the depth of the land's history, and as he travels through it he 

wants the students to feel the layereû history of events that have transpired here. His 

writing on the travels and adventures of explorers (Hendenon, 1993) reflects his desire to 

story the land, as do the readings he chooses on the trip. For example, one evening he 

rads tu the group an excerpt f?om the aory of the Canadian arctic explorer Art Moffatt. 

Moffatt and crew speni three rnonths on the Barrens in the Nonh West Temtories in the 

1950's. Moffatt had devetoped a particular philosophy toward the land that Bob hopes his 

own group of students will appreciate, Ïfnot adopt to some degree. Moffatt encouraged 

the members of his group to leam to Iive with the rhythms of the land, stopping when it 

seemed right, takhg ki the beauty of the Barrem, and beiog far more concemeci with 

where they were than where they were going. 

MofEatt 's tale, and others Bob teiis, help to give the land a history, as weii as 

provide alteniative ways for travebg through t .  The land becornes more than a surface 



concept to be moved through as quickly as possible; it becomes a place with a beauty and 

depth that reaches badc to the past, then moves into the present, and on to the fiiture. The 

land is old, and to foUow in the fmtsteps of the people who have traveiied here in ages 

past is to begin to sdace this co~ection in the present. For Bob, shidents who look 

about in wonder and speak wistfiiUy of being the first people to ever put foot on the land 

miss the fùii wonder of the place. Bob wants to story the land, to unfold the land's rich 

tape- with the students. Etched on the earth, entandeci among the trees, and lying 

beneath the dark d a c e  of the water resides a nch and long heritage to explore. Bob 

introduces students to this depth so that they too can begin to feel the energy of the aorm 

as connected to the history of the people who came before. 

Cerernonv 

One example of the ceremonies Bob uses is the tea ceremony. Our tint night at 

the outpost, Bob divides the whole group into smaiier groups and sends each off with one 

leader. Bob takes his group back toward the woods and has us sit down on a tarp under 

the stars. Without sayhg a word, he begins to pass around cups of tea. He motions for us 

to d d c  and look around. We spend about Meen minutes in silence looking around 

before Bob leads us back to the main lodge. On the way back Bob puiis me aside and 

says that he hopes the students wiU corne to recognise the land as having an active role in 

their experience. Instead of going on a trip through the land, the land takes the students 

on a trip through itself. This is reflective of lob's notion that we already h o w  at a deep 

Ievel our bond with the eanh, and Bob hopes to re-awaken in us the howleûge and 



experience of that comection. 

Bob also uses ceremoniedactivities to accomplish this distilliDg of history and 

conneaion with the earth. At the end of a particularly long portage, Bob gathers our 

group around and tells us of one tradition of the Voyageurs. He speaks of the Voyageurs' 

legendaq (and largely exaggerated!) strength and starnina on portages, of their support 

for each other dong the trail, and of their ntwl ending for long portages. On our trip, Bob 

brings out a s m d  bottle of mm to re-enact the Voyageurs' ritual celebration of the ending 

of an arduous portage. We each drink a capfùl to celebrate our successfùl completion of 

the portage and mark this as a landmark on our trip. 

LI another instance, Bob includes a mini-vigil activity dong a short hiking t rd .  He 

asks the students to go off on their own for about ten minutes and just sit or lie down and 

relax. Bob's hope is that spending some time alone wiU help the group understand and 

begin to value nature without the distractions of other people around. Mini-vigils Ore this 

are an attempt by Bob to move the students in a certain direction, to help them see nature 

in ways they nonndy do not have (or rnake) the oppominity to do so. Bob stmggles 

against what he sees as a strong puil toward the social aspects on a trip such as this one; 

students ofien feei as though they are back at summer camp and want to spend tirne 

getting to know each other outside the confines of schwl. Bob would Wre to soften the 

puil to the social by having the students explore their connections to nature through 

activities such as mini-vigils. 

These ceremonies/8Ctivities (Voyageurs' portage ceremony, mini-vigils, and the 

tea ceremony), amoag others, are designeci to help d i d i  fiom the goup a sense of history 



and conneaion to the land. Through the use of ceremonies and adVities, Bob hopes the 

students will come to see the land as more thaa just a surfhce through which they travel; it 

becomes a living, evolving, changing story in which they are writing the most current 

chapter. 

Language 

Bob aiso uses words and concepts fiom other languages to convey some of his 

understanding of what wiiderness and nature can be for people. Two words in particular 

come to rnind: yugen andfrilpdiv. The k s t  is a Japanese te- which Bob explains to 

the group refers to that in nature which touches us deeply, yet remains jua beyond 

description in language. if language cannot fuliy capture the experience of nature, then an 

outdoor leader such as Bob cannot rely exclusively on language to distill an experience of 

nature frorn the students. In fact, Bob questions how much control a leader can have in 

bringing about ygen expenences: "as a leader you have the opportunity ... not to dictate 

where the trip's going.. .but to manipulate (I'm using that word carefully). . .the experiences 

toward certain goals-not to ceriain goals, because you don? control it." The termyugen 

suggeas that there are aspects of nature that wiil oniy disclose thernseives to a person 

through experience. Hence, Bob speaks of his role as a leader in analogies such as 

"throwing things into the mix" and ''creating an amiosphere," rather than as a tacher who 

directly instills a sense of comection. Establishg a bond with nature is more about re- 

membering tban teaching, more about finding younelf in m u r e  and ~ ~ S C O V ~ M ~  how you 

are ~ ~ ~ e c t e d  than bang told. Nature travel experiences for Bob have more to do with 



experiencing the inexpressMe than cleariy defining and deiineating the event. 

The other tenn,fnluflsiiv, is "a Nomepian word denoting a quality of outdoor 

ducation as lived experience in nature. It concerm an aspiration towards a genuine 

meeting face to face: nature in its primacy, as it genuinely is!" (Henderson, 1997% p.93). 

On this trip, Bob introduces the students tofnIuflsiiv, hoping they will corne to 

expenence nature as "home with a quietly celebrated, respecteci presence, not an awe- 

~ c k  spirit of worshipped othemess. The tonic offnlt~siiv is for a nature that gets 

(seeps) under one's skin, soliditjmg in our being, not for nature as a halo we worship 

outside ourseives" (Henderson, 1997% p. 93). The immediate concem ofjnuflsisliv is 

teaching the praaical skilis needed to live with, not against or over the land. Bob's trip is 

organized to reflect this emphasis. The first few days are spent at the outpost, adjusting to 

the new lifestyle and leamhg the skih necessary for the canoe trip portion (Le., canoeing, 

camp-crafl, packing food and pitching tents). For Bob,jhdurfiiv is more about coming 

home than leaving home. He hopes for a %ee, nature-inspired iifestyle, not a departing 

from a viUage/city but an a d  arrivai to authentic home" (Henderson, 1997% p. 93). 

Bob writes that FriItlPsiiv is mon about this authenticity than a vacationer's superficial 

sensibilities (Hendemn, 1997a). 

The words that Bob employs are an attempt to overwme some serious issues he 

sees in the English language. Language, as Heidegger States, "already hides in itseif a 

developed way of conceiving" (quoted in Henderson, 1998, p. 17). The English language 

hides in itselfa dualistic way of wnceiving of the world. When we use English to descnie 

nature, we are trapped into awkward dualistic representations of the world. We say "see 



the deer ninning by," instead, as the Hopi do, "see the deer passing through me" 

(Henderson, 1998). What Bob counsels is the adoption of "words to displace duaiity and 

psychic numbing. We need words that open our spirit toward a ' ddop ing  way of 

conceiving' linking our psyche with the earth" (Henderson, 1998, p. 17). Toward this end, 

Bob uses words âom other languages on his trips to give the students some cognitive 

alternatives for framhg the experience-altematives he advocates as less dualistic. He has 

a h ,  as editor of Pathwavs: The Ontario Journal of Outdoor Education, developed a 

column expressiy dedicated to "words fkom other languages that can help us express that 

which is poorly expressibie (in Engüsh anyway)" (Henderson, 1998, p. 17). 

The Second Tier 

For Bob, environmental ethics has two tiers. The first tier, Bob ventures, is the 

one which most people think of when asked about environmental ethics: minimum impact 

practices. Bob's trips and courses do inchde a focus on certain minimum impact 

practices. For example, he once brought the -dents to bis home to have them assess his 

Mestyle. The students found that Bob's lifestyle was fairly ecologically Wendly (Le., he 

recycles and re-uses when fidble), which, as we will see, is an outgrowth of Bob's 

internalization of environmentai issues. Bob values treading lightly on the earth and saives 

to accompli& these practices in his owa life, but there another tier to Bob's environmental 

ethic: culturai questioning. W e  minimum impact is an important area for Bob, he tends 

to spend more time on the culturai questioning tier of environmental ethics. Bob " r d y  

believe[s] we are king a socio-cultumi ecologicai c W s  that implores our nsponsible 



action as educators" (Bickerton and Henderson, in press, p.3). The respomibfe action Bob 

is advocating is more than just minimum impact practices. Bob is also urging North 

Americans to examine theu culture and values: 'Waming the environmental crisis as a 

mord crisis is to pinpoint the human value system which underiies the same political and 

economic decisions that serve to perpetuate large sale environmental degradation" 

(Bickenon and Henderson, in press, p. 5) .  Bob sees chdenging this value system as an 

ethical responsibility that shouid form the foundation of outdoor education as much as 

developing personal change and growth, which adventure education tends to highlight. 

When chdenging cultural values is included in outdoor education programmes, climbing a 

rock becomes more than an exercise in self4iscovery or trust. Rock cliibing, as weil as 

other outdoor pursuits, have value for seSgrowth, but they are dso vehicles for engaging 

in questioning cultural assumptions about humanity's place in the world. Bob recommends 

that outdoor educators see nature as more than a backdrop or an instrument for growth; 

they should see it as "a sustauiing place to which we are bound in responsibility, action, 

and celebration" (p. 8). 

Cultural questionhg is about creating "a way of being in the out of doors that 

disorients people so they can find theu.. .lest consciousness with the earth." From this 

disorientation, Bob hopes that people rnay begin to question their lifestyles and the ways 

they relate to the earth. One example Bob gives of cultural questioning in order to 

disorient students o c m e d  on an eariier trip: 

I write and tak about p u b 8  out my guitar and playing a Song just 

when people are getting amious about getting to the campsite, and 



I'm the only one that reaüzes how much work has to be done. So ... out 

cornes the guitar and the first t h e  1 did it 1 just thought, "Oh well, 1 

just feel Like this is the ngbt thing to do, and I wish we c d d  just enjoy 

the music and not have people wanting to get to the campsite, which 

we don? need to rush to." Now that's working culture ... and I'm 

always trying to create these scenarios to de-familiarize people from 

their conventional ways. 

In this example, Bob perceives the students as falling into the trap of rigid scheduiing. 

While on canoe trips, Bob encourages the students to exist in a world less ruled by the 

clock and schedules. There is no reason to get to the carnpsite if it means mshing and not 

enjoying the moment. Bob comects his playing of the guitar to more than simply enjoying 

the music; playing guitar at what is perceived as an inappropriate moment is a way of 

shaking the students out of habitua1 ways of being in the world. Bob specificaliy tries to 

include events and activities like this that wiil disorient people, that wiU help people 

question cultural assumptions. He wants people to see that perhaps they do not have to be 

dturally detennined: they can, instead, be seif determined. Cultural questioning is not 

aiways enjoyable. It "might be liberating, and it might be euphorie, but it might also be 

very disorienthg and very unpleasant. And maybe they [the students] don't want to go 

there; they make the choice." 

Bob hopes thpt the dhiral  questioning he engages in wiii be lEberating for the 

students. He wants people to surfàce their relatioaship with the earth, but he dso 

recognkes that not everyone will be cornfortable with this and that, in the en4 it is a 



choice each person has to make. This c o ~ e c t s  with Bob's emphasis on creating an 

atmosphere to d i d  a relationship rather than trying to instill one. The khds of ailturai 

questioning Bob engages in on his trips are designed to introduce the -dents to another 

way of being in the w~rld, through which their relationship with the earth can be distillecl. 

Techniques Bob uses to create the atmosphere on his trips are varied, but "in all, there can 

be the healing effort to disorient oneselffiom the culture cornfort zone for the resunacing 

of latent qualities within. The strength of one's ernbodied knowing of the earth, one's 

receptivity and durement for the earth are shockingly powerfui" (Henderson, in press, p. 

8). Bob hopes that at lest some of the students wüi see this new way of being as 

liberating and exciting. Bob certainly fiels this way hirnselfand supports a discourse that 

posits that exposing students to alternative ways of thinking about how they exist in the 

world may be liberating. While culturally chaiienging the students may be uncomfonable 

for some, the overail goal of Bob's environmental ethic, in relation to cultural questioning, 

is to create a "really great positive nveeping tirne." The dimurse that Bob engages in 

constmas the stwlents as cdturally detennined, and is based on the idea that disorienting 

them from this detenninism wiii be both unsettling and exciting. The grand sweeping time 

Bob promotes on his trips is both a r e d t  of cuituraily disorienting experiences and a way 

to draw the snidents into challenging their own culturai habits. Bob believes that if' people 

do not have a good thne, they wiU not corne to challenge their culturdy determined ways 

of being in the world and surf;lce their relationship with the earth. 

The feeling that some students do get Bob calls (part toque in cheek) 

"emamipatory euphoria," which is the only way he can understand why an hasdibly shy 



person is on top of the van air-guitaring "Born in the USA" "And 1 don't know exady 

what is happening to draw that feflow out that way, but 1 know that the central thing was 

the incredibly good tirne, and not just an incredibly good time socially." Bob's trips are 

designed to be an incredibly good the ,  but without the usuai conventions of most young 

university students (i.e., partying, music, drinking etc.). Instead, it is love for the earth, 

love for skiing, love for canoeing, or love of camping that Bob feels produces this 

emancipatory euphoria. Bob encourages this love: "1 want the people to love where 

they're canoeing more than the technique of canoeing." Wanting the students to love 

nature and to have emancipatory euphoria places Bob in the discursive field of outdoor 

education. This discourse regs on the idea that by placing students in nature in an 

atmosphere outside their regular lives, the joy and rnagic of nature will begin to impress 

itselfupon them. Outdoor educators like Bob often feel that love of nature and the 

outdoors causes an incredibly good time (not exclusively social) that in tum can provide 

the motivation for examining some of the nilturally disorienting questions Bob places 

before the students. The discursive field of deep ecology, which Bob works in, aims to 

expand students' self identity to include the whole earth, and Bob's culturaüy chaiienging 

questions and surfacing a relationship with the eanh are indicative of this goal. 

Bodv and mechanid time. 

As noted, Bob uses various readings during the trip to iiiustrate some of the 

concepts he hopes will be dturaiîy disorienting and to help create an atmosphere in 

which the seSidentity of the shidcnts can be expamled to include ail of the earth. One of 



the concepts that Bob fmses on in the readings is the distinction between body tirne and 

mechanical tirne. Mechanical time is based on clocks and schedufes; we eat when it is t h e  

to eat, not necessarily when we are hungry. Body the ,  on the other hand, deais with 

natural rhythms and flows; we eat when we are hungry, not when the clock strikes noon. 

For Bob, body t h e  is weU suited for trip Wein nature, there is littie need for a 

watch-whiie mechanical tirne is the nom when people live h the city. 

Body tirne and mechanical time is a theme that can be seen mnning through much 

of what Bob does on the trip. For example, the emphasis Bob places on body time can be 

seen in the pedagogid approach he takes. StartUig on the first night, Bob anempts to do 

things that "rernind [the students of] where they are and [to] stop and look around and 

view the place." One of these fira night activities is the tea ceremony that was mentioned 

eariier. Bo& never spoke in ours, never mentioned what time it was, nor how long the tea 

ceremony would take. He seemed to be trying to create a timeiessness during the tea 

ceremony by focussing the students on darkness and mist that surrounded them instead of 

the tirne. Another example is Bob's spontaneous puitar playing. Bob piayed not whm his 

watch said it was tirne, but when he felt it was the right the. Timing became more fluid, 

not bound by the cloc4 but by moods and patterns. It is experiences like these that Bob 

uses to culturaliy challenge the group by switching to the unfamiliar body time (used in 

nature) as opposeâ to the more familiar mechanid time (used in urban setiings). 

The warm and the cold. 

Another way Bob illustrates the ciifferences h e m  urban and wiiderness h g  



and tries to culhirally challenge the students is thmugh the distinction he makes between a 

wann expenence and a cold one. Part of the problem Bob sees in our wodd is that 

technology tends.. . to have becorne somethiag that 1 believe personaiiy 

tends to strip us a linle bit of ..[an] understanding and awareness 

because we tend to lose sight of the context of a resource and lose 

sight of the irnmediacy of a resource. We him on a switch-we have 

electricity . . . We' ve not, for a second, thought about where that 

elecuicity comes fiom, what resources are used. We're completely 

stripped fiom the procurement .... The means and ends are d lost for 

us. We live our lives this way for the moa part. We eat at a fast-food 

McDonaldYs restaurant and we don't stop to think for a second-why 

would we-where the food comes from, how it was handled. where the 

money goes? Whereas when you do bannoc around the campfire and 

you've packed that trip and you've baked the bannoc ... that's another 

whole experience. 

Bob uses the term 4 4 ~ ~ l d  experiences" or the word "device" to express a lack of 

co~ection between the means and the end. McDodd's and electric hmaces are cold 

devices because we use them without seeing any connections to larger forces or patterns. 

We are unconnected with how the food arrives to us and where the waste goes; we turn 

on a switch and we have elecaicity. A "warm expaiena" or "thing," on the other hancl, 

is something to which we are ~0~eCted. We h o w  intimately its history and, ofien, its 

finire. For example, Bob says, 



the canoe is a thhg for sure, because ifwe want to get from A to B, 

we're very much directly connecteci to the means. It's a pretty rich 

thing in people's tives. And that 1 think is one of the reasons that 

people are getting off on this experience.. . . We've lost track of 

something, we've lost track of direct engagement with the world [and 

the canoe is one way of recovering it]. And technology is dohg that, 

in my opinion, in the form of electric fùmces, which strip us of the 

means, the understanding of the context. 

9 0 b  is txying to mate  more warm things in people's Iives. He feels that we are already 

surrounded by too many cold devices and seeks to challenge the students to find more 

t hings in theù Lives. 

Switching to body t h e  and becoming ~ 0 ~ e c t e d  to things instead of devices are 

both ways that Bob attempts to create a culturaily disorienthg experience for the 

students. The discursive field of outdoor education, which Bob is both part of and helps 

to create, suggests that there are powerfiil emotions associated with contact with nature. 

These powerful emotions can, in tum, &el the students' desire to explore other ways of 

being in the world, ways based on a recognition of their connection to the earth. Whereas 

the discursive field of outdoor reaeation often emphaskes minimum impact practices, 

outdoor education moves (carrying Bob's discourse dong with it) into the creation of 

emotionally wmected howledge about who we an as ecological beings and what the 

implications of such a recognition are. 



A Rich Historv 

As 1 stepped ont0 the grass I could see the h e  of cars and vans in fiont of me. 

There were about 30 people milling around in various stages of packing; boats on the 

ground and on the vans; bags and gear ali over the place; paddles and Pm's everywhere. 

A trip in the initial stages of getting ready. It looked like chaos, but it was a familiar sight. 

1 searched for Lm amidst di this. He stood in the middle being bombarded with questions 

on everythmg 60m what was the right kind of equipment, to where was the bathroom, to 

how much longer untii we lefl. To ail of this 1 was going to add yet another element. 1 

felt a iittle like a loose canon-the wild card. Leo had enough to do without worryhg 

about a graduate mident &om another country. 1 half expected him to pass me over, 

filing rny presence away until things senled down and he could tum his attention my way. 

Instead, as soon as he saw me he came over, introduced himself, and helped me get 

o riented. 

1 had the task of coming to understand Leo's environmentai ethic, how he 

practices it, and how power is mobiîized within this ethic. No easy task, for Leo is a 

compücated individual with a long history in the outdoor education and recreation field. 

Perhaps this history helps explain Leo's abiiity to juggle the many diffwent aspects of the 

pre-trip stage. He had a way of directing without being overbearing, of dealing with al 

the loose ends, unexpeaed last minute details and n w e  bds that a trip like this can 

throw at you (i.e., ow student, just minutes before we were to leave, redhed that he did 

not have a PFD and the univmity did not have aay extras), yet wt appear stresseci or 



short tempered. 

As 1 got to know hun during the drive to the put-in, more about his history came 

to üght. It was 1970, on an National Outdoor Leadership School (NOLS) trip, that Leo 

had his first extended wildemess trip. Leo and the participants were loaded onto the back 

of a flatbed truck with some sheep and driven to the drop-off point. This was to be a 35 

day rnountain trip: the pimacle of NOLS7s programme. With little or no previous 

background, the participants were to learn the basics of self-sutncient wildemess travei. 

Leo remembers someone asking about the sheep and was told that they were merely 

bringing them dong to be dropped off later. Once they got to the start of the hike, the 

leaders told them to pack their stuffand that they were leavhg in 45 minutes. 

"What about food?" someone asked. 

"There" came the answer. 

Everyone looked over to the sheep that were tied to a nearby tree. Leo chuckles 

at the memory of the fafes of everyone as they reaiized what they were being told. With 

only 45 minutes, the group got starteci killing the sheep and puthg the meat in Ziplock 

bags. Whether they were ready or not, in 45 mimites the leaders left. "SeEsufficient 

travel" Leo emphasized again. That's what they were being taught. 

At the end of that 35 day NOLS course, the instructors put the participants hto 

groups of 3-4, took away all the food, and told them they were on their own for the next 

5 days on a hike through the alpine high-country to the traiihead (about 40 miles of traii). 

The purpose of this challenge was to show the participants that they had the capability to 

travel through the mountains without instructors and without food; it was a way to help 



them realize they had more capabilities and strengths then they reaiized. This was the final 

challenge for the group. Mer  some student deaths in the 1970's and 1980's. many large 

outdoor leadership schools had to change their policy regarding extended instnictor 

absence experiences. Any such organization now requires more s t a f f  supervision. 

Leo admits that he was one of the lucky ones on the trip. He had just corne back 

from spending two years at sea with the United States of Amenca Navy and was used to 

long days and arduous conditions. The thought ofkilling his own food or being thrown 

on his own resources in the bush was a challenge he could handle. Not everyone in his 

group was so forninate. Not that it was easy for Leo or that he would want to do it over 

again, and as 1 sat in the new, fully equiped Voyager van rented fiom the university, 1 felt 

very far removed from that first trip in 1970. He tells me that times have changed, and 1 

srnile at the understatement. 

Historical infiuences, like the trip in 1970, have contributed to Leo's passion for 

wildemess areas. Another influence in Leo's Life is Catholicism: 

Part of it is growing up Catholic, I thin&. Catholic religion is niil of 

fituais. Fuii of [aü] kinds of majestic, awe inspiring kinds of things. 

Everything nom the way the churches are designeû, to ... very 

ritudistic evening and night services,.. .vigils and the missions and the 

midnight mass and the incense and the candles, you know, a i i  of 

it ... tended to be awe inspiring. 

Leo uses rituais on his trips to highlight the sense of majesty and awe he feels in the 

wiîderness. One of the first thlligs Leo does on our trip is ask the students to find a place 



to themselves, have lunch, and just be with nature. Leo tells us it is the  to pay some 

attention to the special place (nature) we are entering. Too often, Leo relates, people in 

modem society go about their business without r d y  noticing where they are. During the 

next forty-five minutes, the only sounds are the birds and the wind moving slowly 

through the tress as we ail sit in silence and enjoy ow lunch. Near the end of our trip, Leo 

once again celebrates siience. He has the group sit at night on the shore of the river as a 

way of celebrating quiet and darkness-something Lm feels is rnissing fkom most people's 

lives. These events serve to create an atmosphere of ritual. By focussing attention on the 

beauty and tranquillity of nature, they demcate the space as special. Nature becomes 

somethhg unique and deserving of our attention, love, and respect. Like the Catholic 

rituals of Leo's youth, nature can become awe inspiring. 

Leo speaks fondly of growing up on a farm and of being "very close to the land, 

and in a very non-urban environment, a very rural, isolated kind of environment." 

Throughout his life he has been fascinateci by isolateci, large vistas and non-han space. 

Early on he felt the wondement large open expanses of land with littie or no human 

influence could mate in him: 

I've aiways been fascinated by large vistas .... And then going to NOLS 

[National Outdoor Leadership School] awakened my sense of wonder 

about the mountains and the West. And I've kind of had a love flair 

with the mountains and the West since. And 1 think that led to an 

attraction to wüderness, partiaiiariy wüderness in the west, and 1 

think then that personal amaction to wildemess bas led to my m t h g  



to pay attention to the environmental iategrity of those partidar 

kinds of areas. Even more so than where 1 live. 

Both growing up on a f m  and being exposed to the mountallis in the west helped to 

fom Leo's appreciation and love for large, uninhabited wilderness a r a .  These were 

fomiatve forces in Leo's life that helped m a t e  a sense of the awe and majesty that 

comes fkom spending t h e  in large uNnhabited landscapes. 

Lastly is Lm's expenence in the United States of Arnerica Navy. Leo's two years 

at sea helped to prepare him for his experience on that NOLS course in 1970, but it also 

was formative of s ine  of the values he holds dear: 

1 Ioved the sea. The sea was just a huge wilderness a r a  that was vast 

and powerfùl and serene and exciting and scary, d those things at one 

time: uncontrollable, unrestrained. And that7s what 1 like about 

wildemess. So that's part of what wilderness means to me that whole 

spiritual, awe, rnajestic, powerful greater than I am, greater than 

human's are. 

Again, the importance of uninhabited places and great vistas are central elements in 

developing Lm's attraction to wiidemess areas. Large, undisturbed areas are valued by 

Leo because of the emotions they can produce, and because of a comection to 

Catholicism. The discourse Leo employs mates a value system that is based on more 

than simply his personal iikes, disiikes, and feelings of awe. God's power is made visible 

for Leo in the almost incomprehmible vastaess of the ocean. The majesty that Leo 

expenences in large wilderness areas conneas to his Cathoticism; it is easy for him to 



connect the great expanse of the ocean or a mountain range with the power o f h d .  

To these ideas he adds another: wildemess is something that transcends humans. 

Wildemess, for Leo, is ideally large, unspoüed anas that manifest larger than human 

forces. Storms on mountain tops or at sea b ~ g  home how small a person is. We cannot 

stop the stonn; we have no control over it; and it cares nothing for us. These types of 

expenences (not to be found elsewhere) produce a sense of awe, majesty, and 

wonderment in Leo in part because they transcend the human. As Leo says, %me of the 

transcendentaiists believed that nature was a symbol of Goa and 1 thinlc that's probably 

the way 1 bdieve too." A transcendent wilderness also c o ~ e c t s  back to Catholicism. 

God transcends the human, and nature can be seen as either symbolic of or a 

manifestation of a d ' s  transcendence. Leo values large, untouched, non-urban 

wilderness areas largely because of who he is, and who he is, is comected to historical 

forces Iike Catholicism, growing up on a farm, sehng with the United States of America 

Navy, and eariy expenences with the western mountains. 

The Land Ethic 

Leo States that there is a separation between the historical factors that have 

innuenced him and his environmental ethic. Historical factors provide the background for 

his ethic and part of the motivation for him to head out hto the wildemess. Leo has a 

love for wilderness, it a very special place for him that provides unique experiences of 

awe, majesty, and spirituai encounters and this prompts him to want to care for it. For 

La, an ethicai fiamework is a system of moral guidelines that lead to certain actions 



taken toward the environment (McAvoy, 1990a), which he separates from the emotiod 

and spiritual benefits that fom the motivation for adopting a particular ethicai 

framework. In Leo's case, the desire to care for wildemess finds expression in Leopold's 

concept of the land ethic: 

1 think Leopold's expression of environmental ethics seerns to make 

sense to me. Pve looked at some of the other definitions; ecofeminism, 

deep ecology-some of the others-and they don't seem to ... resonate as 

clearly as Leopold's definition does for me. So that's why 1 

have ... focussed in on that, because that's a definition 1 can understand 

and 1 can relate to. 

On the first day of the trip, d e r  the vigil over lunch, Leo introduces the students to 

Leopold's ethicai h e w o r k  as a way for them to fiame the upcoming expenence. He 

mns a quick processing session after the vigil to help focus the students and sums it up 

with Leopold's (l949/ 1989) "A thing is right when it tends to preserve the integrity, 

stability, and beauty of the biotic cornmunity. It is wrong when it tends otherwise" 

(p.224-225). Leopold's and Lm's discourse of the land ethic focuses on placing humans 

as a member of a biotic ~mniunity. The vigil Leo has the group experhce is one way he 

tries to have the students begh to acquaint themselves with the land they are e n t e ~ g .  He 

asks us to spend sow time loolting at and experiencing what he calls the special place we 

are entering. He wants us to begin to value our place in it, not as conqueron, but as 

feilow inhabitants of the nanual worid. Accordhg to the land ethic, we share this biotic 

community with many other members, and Leo hopes that by spending some tirne away 



from other humans, we might begin to see in the a r a  we are entering, the diversity of 

memben in it as well as the wmections between those members. 

The biotic communitv. 

The biotic community has value for Leo not only because of what it can provide 

(spirituai and awesome expenences), but also because of what it Uiherently is. Leo 

exhorts the moral philosophy that we should seek only that which is good for us and 

nothing else @ustin, McAvoy and Schultz, 1991'). What distinguishes tbis moral 

philosophy firom othen is how "we" and "us" are dehed. Dustin, McAvoy, rnd Schultz 

(1 99 1) 

do not limit the 'we-ness' or the 'us-ness' to each individual or the 

human family as a whole. We extend the meaning of the tenns to 

include dl living things ... we are morally obliged to seek out those 

recreational pleasures which contribute to the physical and mental 

health, the sense of behg lover and loving, the feelings of belonging 

and ~ e ~ e s t e e m ,  and the growth and development of Me in its entirety 

(p. 100). 

This system of valuing the biotic cornrnunity, Dustin, McAvoy, and Schultz (1991) iink to 

Albert Schweitzer's reverence for We ethic. Leo supports an ethic, simila. to Schweitzer, 

' References such as this one to w r i ~ g s  that L a  co-authored or are older should not 
necessarily ôe taken as indicaton of what Leo believes now. 1 am making connections 
between ideas and noticing patterns in discourse, not performing a phenomenologicai 
study. Leo bas had an impact in shaping the discourse of outdoor recreation and 
education, and the patterns he help author aOst beyond his owm beliefk about thern. 



that reveres d things with a wiU to live (i-e., those entities that seek to realire a certain 

fonn-an acorn seeks to become an O& tree, an ecosystem seeks to remain homeostasis). 

It is a system or framework that values the cornrnunity of life in ail forni$ not just the 

human fonn (Dustin, McAvoy, and Schultz 199 1). 

Leo focuses on naturai and wild areas-biotic communities-and defhes the 

environment as "the classic definition that Leopold gave, which is the natural systems of 

earth, air, water, wiidlife, vegetation." The concept of biotic communities ties Leo into an 

ecological discourse that sees wilderness as larger than just a single river or 

tree-wiidemess consists of whole ecosystems. In ecological discourse, ecosystems often 

refer to interdependent entities in an interreiated homeostatic relationship (van Wyck, 

1997, Zimrnerman, 1994). To this understanding of nature, Leopold (1 9Wl989) added 

that ecosystem characteristics were valuable in thernselves (i.e., a homeostatic system has 

integrity, is beautifid, and should be vaiued for those quaiities). A discourse that values 

beauty in ecosystems fits well with Leo's love of vast wilderness areas. Much of what 

Leo reminisces about fiom his childhood can be descnbed as an ecosystem (i.e., a 

mountain range or a system of valleys and watersheds). Not surprisingly, Leo's ethic 

echos a discourse in ecology because it is through concepts Iüte "biotic communities" and 

"ecosystems" that Leo sees beauty and integrity in wilderness at a scale not visible at 

s d e r  levels. In Leo's words, wilderness (as composed of biotic communities) provides 

oppomuiities for the awe, majestic, spintual h d s  of overpowering 

feelings. And its caused by the vastness of the landscape, by the 

vastness and the power and the lack of human Muen ce.... to be 



paddhg down that river yesterday and look up and see a Bald Eagle 

with the sparkling blue water, the dark green trees, the perfdy blue 

sky and a Bald Eagle flying over, it just a very ... that's a very 

awesome experience, for me. Not everybody, but for me, it takes my 

breath away and 1 start to cry. 1 get emotionai, and when 1 have to 

speak about it in fiont of people 1 get emotional. 

A powerfùl testament to the strength ofemotions Leo has toward wildemess. The 

ernotions Leo feels when in these types of wildemess areas are in part created because of 

his discourse of the land ethic. Leo's discourse both mates these ernotions and is created 

by his emotions; they are mutuaily defining. The awe, majesty, and spitual feelings that 

Leo has when he is in wilderness areas fonn the drive behind his environmental ethic. Leo 

strives to protect wildemess areas because of the awe and spirituai experiences these areas 

produce in him, and these feelings, in tum, help mate the environmental ethic he holds. 

Protection of wilderness areas is also c o ~ e c t e d  in Leo's discourse to the benefits Leo 

sees these areas have for al1 of humanity. Valuing wildemess is more than simply a 

personal issue for Lm. Certainly there is a personal reason; Lm plainly states that he 

protects these areas in order that he can enjoy them, but his discourse is also about the 

value wildemess has for the human psyche. 

Wddemess provides a p o w d  metaphor of the fiontier. The image of the Bontier 

that Leo speaks of is mon than a physical &ontic, it is also a metaphysid fiontim. 

Wddemess areas are places that people can begin to get in touch with mythological 

aspects of what it meam to be a human. The metaphor of a joumey iato the human 



consciousness becornes central in the idea of an internal frontier. Wdderness is seen by 

Leo as a threshold where people can test themselves, corne to a Mer  understanding of 

themselves; it is the caii to adventure, jouniey, and odyssey. As Le0 says, " you are the 

wildemess you must explore" (McAvoy and Dustin, 1989, p. 40). The image of a frontier 

and a journey fits weki with large, uninhaùited areas; the journeyhg through the physical 

space is p d e i i e d  with an intenial one. 

For Leo these are the three main benefits that wilderness can provide (see McAvoy 

and Dustin, 1989 for a slight variation of these thernes). The fint is that the wilderness 

provides the opportunity for awesome, majestic, spintudy overpowering feelings. The 

second thing wildemess provides is challenge. Leo enjoys the feelings of competence and 

confidence he gets in knowing that he can exist with nature in dficult situations. He does 

not feei like he is conquenng nature; he is living with it. Lastly, wildemess provides 

opportunities for a joumey into both a physical and metaphysical frontier. Leo is drawn 

toward the metaphor of the journey, because it contains excitement, challenge, and 

discovery. The stages of preparation, travel, and recounting &envard provide 

opportmities to expenence challenges; awesome, rnajestic and spirinial feelings; and for 

exploring our very nature as hurnan beings. 

W e  important, these three things that wildemess provides are not seen by Leo as 

part of his ahic. They help in understanding Leo's passion for and vaiuing of the 

wilderness, but they are not the fiamework or guidelines Leo uses when malrllig decisions 

and taking d o n  with respect to the environment. As Le0 points out, "these three things 

are ... why 1 go to wilderness. 1 guess the ethic would go back to the issue of being 



concemed and caring about the beauty and the integrity of wiidemess, of the enviromnent 

in general." The benefits of wildemess areas provide are the drive and foundation for Leo 

to adopt an ethical framework, and in tum the framework that he adopts (the land ethic) 

re-enforces and defines the way he values the land. 

Minimum im~act. 

Mùiimum impact practices also result from the h e w o r k  Leo adopts in relation 

to the environment, but they themselves are not an ethicai fimework. Leo places a great 

emphasis on minimum impact, and this cm be used to gain îùrther insight into his ethicai 

frarnework. For example, prior to the trip, Leo had disaissed with the class the value of 

minimum impact around mealthes. He emphasued concepts such as leaving no trace and 

packing out whatever food was brought in rather than buxying lefioven. W e  on the trip, 

Leo left most of the decisions surrounding lunch and snack time up to the group. He 

interfered as littie as possible in the process of mealtimes. This approach lefl the group to 

monitor its own behaviour and actions. Leo did double checked each site before leaving t o  

rnake sure that no large food particles remained, but aside nom thiq he did not suggest to 

the group that it adopt any specinc minimum impact practices. As an outdoor leader 

myse& I was curious as to why Leo Iefi many decisions up to the group hstead of more 

overtiy enforcing certain practices. An understanding ofLeoYs &cd fiamework helps us 

to see how these actions are consistent with his ethic. For Leo, the environment consists 

of naturai wmmunities, wild ecosystems that humaris have had littie contact with, or 

interrelated wmmunities with minimal urbanization. While the individual elements that 



comprise these systems are Unportant, the system itself takes precedence. This is not to 

say that entities in a system are valueless, for as Leo rerninds us, "ifyou concentrate on 

preseMng the integrity of communities, which is what Leopold was taiking about, then 1 

think that ... moves you toward conside~g individuals also." An emphasis on systems and 

biotic communities provides the parameters for how much impact is acceptable. It is not a 

matter of eliminating impact entirely, because this is impossible. Rather, Leo is more 

concemed with impacts that threaten the integrity and beauty of the system. For example, 

he asked a group to rnove their cooking area away from the other groups because the 

congestion was damaging the area too much (i.e., tramphg the vegetatiori over a large 

area of a pristine site), but he feels the impact of a few food cnunbs around lunch t h e  is 

negiigible: "spreading a tarp out for a few cnunbs is going overboard and people rnay 

think this is 'b-S.' and begin not to w e  about minimum impact as a whole." A conneetion 

can be made in Leo's discourse between concern for these larger levels of impact and 

Leo's emphasis on the beauty and integrity of communities. Leaving a few c m b s  behind 

wiii do littie damage to an ecosystem, and, hence, Leo does not emphasize this as much. 

He wants people to care about the ecosyaem and work to protect and presene it and is 

womed that focussing on cnunbs at lunch tirne might overshadow the more important 

issue of impact at the community level (Le., people may fonis on spreading out a tarp to 

catch every iittie crumb, but miss the fact that in order to catch aü the rrumbs, bey need 

to al1 gather around the trap, thus concentrathg the impacts of trampüng). In addition, 

Leo's aperience with the students on his trips is that minimum impact issues can be 

overdone, which cm tum people off the concept entirely. Better to have conscious and 



conscientious individuals who drop a few cnunbs, than people who doa't care or are 

fiustrated with the whole minimum impact concept. 

Another example of how actions taken by La, can be comected to his ethicd 

fiamework occurred on a portage M. The traü ran dong an old miU and was used ofien 

by anders throughout the season. When our group aniveci at the portage head, Leo 

discussed some concems about carrying the equipment carefbiiy before we began the 

portage. His discussion focusseci rnainly on human factors iike safety. Leo and 1 taiked 

about this event, and 1 asked him ifhe was concerned with what had happeneci to the 

plants that were linhg the trail. He said that although plants are plants and we shouldntt 

trample them, in a month they would be ttampled by anglers anyway so there is not as 

much a need to protect them as if they had been part of a wild area. He felt that we should 

not add to the damage, but this portage traii is more like an urban area or a sidewalk. 

Although Lw's response was a direct response to my asking why he did not 

include de ty  for the plants in his pre-portage discussion, his dezision to focus more on 

humans than on the plants seems in keeping with a land ethic perspective. The discourse 

of ecology and the land ethic values a certain type of landscape (large, untouched land). 

As part of this discourse, Leo also emphasizes the value of interreiateâ, non-urbanized 

ecosystems. The individuai plants dong the portage traü are not readily included in this 

definition of wiiderness for two ressens: 1) the plants are not in an untouched area, and 2) 

they are not a biotic cornmunity, but individuai elements. Lm's ethical fhmework values 

communities over the individual elements in them and natural systans over urban ones, 

hence, it is a logid outgrowth of this discourse that he is more concemeci with impact 



that jeoparches the naturai biotic cummunity. Impact resulting fiom crumbs at lunch or 

tiom damaging plants dong a highly used portage traü bas little effect at the larger level of 

wildemess ecosystem integrity. 

The style of leaders)iip9 thaî Leo uses also factors into minimum impact practices. 

Leo stated that he was concerned at the put-in for the integrity of the river and 

surrounding area. His concem stemmed 60m his perception that students new to camping 

rnight not know the proper way to handle equipment or themselves, thus risking 

ecological damage. As an attempt to avoid damage to the wildemess, Leo tells me that he 

was quite clear at the beginning with where he wanted the group to put the wioes and 

where and how to set up camp. His actions support this view of his leadership style. 

Immediately upon getting out of the van at the put-in, he went dom to the river to direct 

the group to put the canoes and gear in one place and to set up camp in another area. He 

infonned me that he did this both for efficiency and to protect the river. "Its not fair," he 

tells me, "to not teil people how to do things at the start, and then when they make a 

mistake use it as a teachable moment." Not only wouid this put the student on the spot, 

but it also damages the environment. By taking more control at the start of the trip and 

giving clear directions to the group, Leo is acting out a discourse on leadership that helps 

to ensure that certain minimum impact standards are met. 

Le0 wnstructs leadership issues such that king more directive at the *art of the 

' Leadership, in this discussion, is presented as a straigbtforward, unproblematic concept. 1 
am simply outlining what Le0 indicates is his leadership style and the reasons he gives 
behind his choices. Leadership is a diswYve field unto itself that is not d o m ,  and an 
investigation of the effect of leo's construction of leadership encompasses a project 
distinct fiom mine here. 



trip is needed until people begin to undentand the Westyle ofwildem~ss trips, f ier  which 

he can move to a more democratic style and d o w  the group to negotiate and make more 

of the decisions. Leo describes the process he uses as a leader as first "laying the 

Motmation out, laying the procedures out, laying the expectations out for people, and 

then gradually . . . pullmg back and letting people pick up those responsibiiities and practice 

them and kind of intenialite that on their own." Slowly, over the duration of a trip, Leo 

backs off and eases the group into leaming about s a f i ,  leadership, and responsibility for 

both themselves and the environment. For example, toward the end of our trip Leo was 

less directive about doing a sweep of the campsite before we left every morning. He still 

watched to make sure someone was checking to see if anything was left behind, but he did 

not assign anyone to conduct the sweep, the group had to make that decision. Had Leo 

begun with this kind of stand-back behaviour, he womes that too often the sweep would 

not get done, or done weli enough, and stuff would be left behind that could darnage the 

environment. 

In regards to minimum impact, type and degree becorne important for Leo. It is 

not an ethic of eliminate ail impact; impact is inevitable, but there needs to be limits. As 

Le0 says, "1 think people are more important than particular pieces of environment. And 1 

think.. .it 's a matter of degree. 1 don't know that there's any area that is so sensitive that it 

can't take a few hours of people beimg on it and be able to recover." Ifit came down to a 

choice of saving someone's We or aitting down a tree, Leo says "it'd take me rnaybe a 

second to make the decision to get the axe out." 

In answer to the question of how much impact shouid a leader be dowing on 



trips, Leo is not willing to sacrifice a pason for the land, believiag that humans are more 

important than the land. More importantly, he feels to fiame the issue this way is to miss 

the point. Leo believes it is a very rare case where you would destroy an ecosystem sirnply 

by being on it. Awrding to Leo's ahicai framework, humans are not an anathema to 

wilderness; we do not pollute it by our very presence. In most cases the land wiil recover, 

and in a few weeks whatever traces were there Mli not longer be detectable. From this 

viewpoint, Leo is willing to chop down trees to Save a person ifneed be, because the 

ecosystern will likely stdi recover. 

If fiaming the issue in terms of either destroyhg the environment or saving a 

person's life misses the point, there is another situation that Leo feels is much more 

cornmon-How much impact should a leader be wiiiing to cause for the cornfort of the 

sudents? Leo's answer to this question is split. On one hand he says "I'm not really 

willing to cause hardly any damage in order to provide for the cornfort of people, because 

I thhk you can pretty well lead trips with people [who] are uncornfortable. That's ok." 

Part of the land ethic is caring for the land, and this entails learning to live in hannony with 

it. As Leopoid (1949/1989) stated, with the adoption of the land ethic, humans become a 

member of the biotic community, not masten over it. For Leo, becoming a memba of a 

larger community also means iimiting individuai tieedom of action. An environmentai ethic 

requires a denial of inmediate gratincation to serve the long-tenn 

needs of the environmentai cornrnunity. We are respoosible for the 

health of the biotic comrnunity and its capacity for self revivd. An 

environmenta ethic win simply add a duty not to cause harrn to the 



land (McAvoy, 199ûa, p.70). 

A recognition that humans are a member of a natural biotic commUNty extends existing 

Western moral b e w o r k s  of not harming members of the human curnmunity over onto 

the n a d  community (McAvoy, 1990a). Issues of comfoxt become indc ien t  reason for 

one member of the community to damage another mernber. 

According to the discourse Leo employs, in order to preserve any wildemess area, 

we must have an understanding of the processes that community uses in reaching and 

maintainhg a balance. Actions should be judged ethical based on whether or not they 

disnipt these naturai self-sustaining processes, and how much we Mght have been able to 

mitigate any disruptive effects (McAvoy, 1990a). It is through minimum impact that Leo 

attempts to mitigate some of his disruptive actions. Toward this end, leaders should 

attempt to limit any non-essential (i.e., purely for codon )  behaviour that disnipts the 

natural self-sustainhg processes of biotic communities. Because Leo loves wildemess, he 

works not only to protect it (i.e., advocacy work for wildemess organitations), but he also 

examines his behaviour while in wildemess areas and makes decisions based on preserving 

the beauty, integcity, and homeostatic processes of biotic communities. 

One of the se~nistaining processes of wildemess areas that the discoune on 

minimum impact often focuses on is the ability of these areas to recover Born the effects 

of tramphg on soil and vegetation (Cole, 19954 199%; Monz, Cole, J o b n  & Spildie, 

1994; Monz, Meier, Cole & Weiker, 1994). Leo hopes people on his trips and in his 

classrooms will corne to respect and value the wildemess, becorne more sensitive to issues 

such as trampling, and then take rrasonable steps to reduce these types of impacts. 



Reduchg this kind of impact sometimes requires a sacdice of personal cornfort. It might 

be easier and more cornfortable to set up the tent closer to the water and on flatter 

ground, yet if this places the tent in a sensitive a r a  Leo encourages people to think twice 

and opt for a less comfortable tent site that will have less impact and help preserve the 

integrity of the natural area. 

Leo's answer to issues of cornfort has another side to it. He writes: "People who 

are not cornfortable being outdoon wül have a very hard time focussing on anything other 

than thek own discornfort" (Schatz, McAvoy, and Parker, 1 993, p. 19). This means that 

poorly dressed people, lack of food, or poorly plaxmed trips can ofien make 

environmentally tnendly behaviour difficult . For example, students who are cold and wet 

may find it hard to suppori minimum impact practices such as reducing the use of fires. It 

is much easier to sit comfortable around the fire at night and discuss issues, than to be 

shivering in a tent in the dark. 

The approach to leadership that Leo takes is also related to minimm impact issues 

and anempting to ensure a certain Ievel comfon for the students. He was quite directive 

with the group at the start of the trip because he was concemed someone might go on the 

tip without the proper equipment. Here is another example of the concern Lm has for 

cornfort of mdents. A student without the proper knowiedge or equipment is a danger 

not only to thernselves, but also to the environment. Being uncomfonable without 

adequate equipment might lead to a compromise of some minimum impact practices (ide., 

a student rnay have to make a fie if she is cold or wet). IfLeo can avoid this by being 

clear with the requirements and procedures at the start of the trip, he feels he has a 



raponsibility as a leader to do so. 

Appreciating minimum impact pradces, then, may require a certain level of 

comfort, but it seems that the line between when codon  becomes uncornfort or a saféty 

risk is not always clear. Leo admits that it is a m e r  of degree. Somewhere in his head, 

he has a line that teils him how much is too much impact, but it is not something that he 

can articulate dom to the smallest detail. Issues of leadership, minimum impact, and 

comfort internuine together and inforin each other. The discursive fields on these topics 

are not uniforni either, and this helps us understand Lm's discourse. He i s  in part, a 

product of cornpethg discounes on what is good for the environment and how 

responsible leaders should act. 

Leo's emphasis on minimum impact reaches into more areas of his life than 

teaching and Ieading trips. Not only does he try to teach his students about various 

minimum impact practices, he also tries to incorporate these practices into his own iife: 

1 try to practice minimum impact camping techniques, not only when 

I'm with students, but also when I'm by myself. And so 1 try to be very 

carefbl with the kind of impacts 1 have on the environment. 1 try to be 

carefùi where 1 camp. 1 go to areas that do not get a lot of heavy 

use....I go Ui s d  groups to have less impact a h .  

Leo supports minimum impact policies because of the value he places on the environment. 

As he says, "1 have a responsibility to try to maintain the beauty and the integrity and the 

stabiiity of the environment that I take people into. And one way to try to do that is 

through minimum impact procedures." M'uiirnum impact is more than a set of practices for 



Leo, it is part of his Lifestyle. He caanot &ut it offwhen he steps out of a teaching role. 

The effort he takes to understand and foUow minimum impact practices stem not from 

pedagogical approaches for leading-bis pedagogicai approach stems from his basic 

liiestyle values, which include a commitment to minimum impact. 

The responsibility Lm feels to foliow and encourage minimum impact procedures 

is comected to his enVir0MIentd ethic, which in tum leads hùn to structure courses, trips 

and his own behaviour in such a way as to minimite the darnage done to the wiid places. 

As an outgrowth of his love and passion for wildemess areas, Lm's discourse privileges a 

certain way to treat biotic communities, a way that reduces the amount of impact he 

personally has on them. As an outdoor educator, the discourse Leo employs is comected 

to the style and type of leadership he assumes in an attempt to both protect the area he is 

in, and also to pass dong to his students a similar cornmitment to minimum impact 

practices. 



Chapter Five: 
Adysis 

Introduction 

Exploring some of the themes of Bob's and Lm's discoune was the subject of 

last chapter. In this chapter 1 d apply various critiques of environmental ethics to 

produce dEerent readings of how power is employai in Bob's and Lm's discoune. 

None of these readings should be taken as totalizing or normalinng acrounts; they are 

dinerent readings, not the oniy one. As Oriie (1997) states, power is a creative force that 

has many implications, and to s u g e a  one reading as the oniy possible one is to miss the 

complexity of the discursive worid we live in. As weil, the move to resolve perceived 

contradictions is a move that reduces the diversity and compiexiry of the world and has a 

normalhg  effen. There can be many different radings of discourse wirhour a need to 

resolve them into one. A varie- of implications can co-exist, and they become positive or 

neaative depending on how we position ourselves as readers. The point to remenber is 

that however we define positive and negative, both c u i  be read in discursive fields. As 

well, positives and negatives oniy hold their meaning when seen from a panicular 

standpoint. When power is seen as something that circulates through discourse, is 

exercised constantly, and creates meaning, everythllig becomes dangerous in that there is 

no parantee of oniy positive results. The challenge 1 am highlighting is to engage in the 

creation of discoune in mch a way that we use power carefuuy, not to remove aii the 

negatives implications, but to be conscious of as many of them as we can, so we can 

carefully choose which ones to suppodcreate. 



In the folowing sections, 1 take a number of different positions fiom which to 

view Bob's and Leo's discourse. ' k s e  positions wiU help to demonstrate that there are 

many possibly ways to read the implications of their discoune. These readings are not 

exhaustive of the possibilities. 1 offer them as some additions to the way outdoor 

recreation and education has traditionally been read (which has largely been as a field that 

does good for the world). The readhgs I offer are not to be taken as "eitherlor" (i.e., 

either the field does "good" or it does "bad"), but additions (Le., the field of outdoor 

education and recreation always creates both benefits and hanns, and the partidar 

configuration of benefits and h m  is discursively created). Whether or not people change 

their actions as a result of these readings is less a focus than opening the space in which 

additional readings can be undertaken. As long as the field of outdoor recreation and 

education remahs closed to other readings of its discourse, it will remain naive to the 

compiexity of the discursive world that it moves in, which will reduce its capacity to 

create and shape that world. 

Bob's Discourse 

The P u ~ ~ e t  and the Pu~~eteer: Ecological Ventri~oauism 

Van Wyck (1997) has critiqued deep ecology as per6orming a ventriloquism with 

respect to nature that masb bath the authority and the authorship of the human agent 

(see Chapter Two). He has dso read deep ecology's Self-identification, motivated by the 

will to totality, as a move to the outside that reduces diversity. Bob's discoufse is al50 

co~ected to the idea of Self-identification, and in this section I wül apply some of van 



Wyck's (1997) critiques to Bob's discourse to explore some less obvious implications of 

how discursive power as seen through Bob's discourse. 

Bob speaks of wanting the students to surface their relationship with the earth. He 

hopes that after (or during) the trip at least some of the students will begin to see the 

ways they are always, already interco~ected to the earth: the beginnings of Self- 

identification. Bob believes "that di people are already engaged with the earth, they jua 

need to peel off some layers of skin." He also says, "I'm r d y  routed in the idea that we 

can expand people's self identity, broaden people's self identities for a richer engagement 

with the earth. And that gets back to the thing and the device.. .and how we choose to live 

with technology-we have a choice." Not ody can people's selfidentity be expanded, but 

Bob feels that outdoor educators play a key role in this process. nYough providing an 

atrnosphere that is culturaily disorienthg and hopetlllly euphorie, Bob helps the eanh 

surface its relationship with the students. The trips Bob leads are designed to include t h e  

for the students to be alone with nature, to spend quiet tirne refkcting on and just being 

with nature. This mi@ take the form of a short solo on a me ,  or some quiet group t h e  

around a campfire in which Bob points out the beauty of the moon and beach. In these 

advities can be seen the deep mlogy notion that we are already ~ ~ e c t e d  to the earth; 

what is needed is an aîmosphere conducive to n-membe~g this comection. To realize 

bis comection is to begin to fom an Ecological Self. As Bob says, "1 definitely believe 

this rapport with the natural world is already witbin, and it needs to be drawn out. That's 

the central thing tiom ecopsychology that 1 tW is very valuable because I think t really 

influences how you go around teaching and M." 



This notion of wanting to surface a pre-existing relationship b e ~ e e n  the students 

and the earth can be read as a ventriloquism, because it reduces the importance of the 

human subject as agent. Neither Bob nor the students speak for the earbthe earth 

speaks for itself The earth is not seen as something in need of representation; it is 

something that represents itseif to us. From a discursive field analysis of deep ecology, 

the role Bob and the students play, their agency, is seen as masked. The students have an 

active role in interpreting the experience. They participate in the eqeriences to the extent 

that they are not passive vessels waiting to be filled with words f?om the earth. In Bob's 

case, he creates the space for the students to have these experiences. For example, he 

controls the location, the the ,  and the duration of the tea ceremony, as weil as the 

sequence of events that occur within it. Yet, as van Wyck (1997) suggests, this agency 

and influence is masked. The earth is portrayed as speaking on its own, as having agency 

in and of itself. Both Bob and the shidents are active CO-creators of experiences such as 

the t a  ceremony, and this agency is reduced or masked by a dixourse that sees the earth 

as speaking independently to the students. 

This masking efféct of deep e«>logy moves Bob to a position fiom which it is 

harder for him to acknowledge his agency, which makes, for Bob, a potentidy powerfil 

site for resistence. There are many ways to constnict the wodd, and for Bob to 

consciously engage the ways his relationship with deep ecology manoeuvres him would 

move him toward a celebration of that manoeuvting. When we adopt an ethic (be it deep 

ecology or any other), we of necessity trespass on other ways of making it in the worid. 

Deep ecology is not wrong because it trwpasses; it is not wrong at dl, in the sense that it 



should be abandoned. Rather, deep ecology is a partial discouc~e. It is limiteci, and it 

limits other ways. This is merely problematic (as opposed to wrong) and deep ecology 

needs to be engaged at this levei, not throm out. 

Ventriloquism does imply a tnck or type of deception, yet it must be noted that 

this analysis is a critique of the discursive field Bob connects with, not of Bob himself. 

The issue is not whether or not Bob (or Leo) are trichers, but how the discoune they 

aiign themselves with d e s  it easier to acknowledge somethuigs, yet harder to 

acknowledge others. The discursive field of deep ecology makes it harder to see and 

work with the ways that the author of the text constmas the experience, because it 

consmas the earth as author of the text. Bob's engagement of a particular type of  deep 

ecology discourse exerts an influence on how he constructs the world. It is a discursive 

field that attempts to reduce the agency of the human subject. Bob, as a leader and a 

scholar, works at achowledging the way(s) he constnicts the world to the extent that he 

is overt about tying into a deep ecology framework. The critique 1 am bringing in 

chailenges aii outdoor professionals (and even other professionals) to work toward 

various acknowledgrnents and celebrations of the ways they construct the wodd. It is not 

enough to say that one is a deep ecologist, a land ethic supponer, or any other 

environmentid ethical fiamework. AU of these ethics (and al leaders) have agendas. The 

chaîienge is to try and become aware of how our agenda positions us to sec certain 

things, to enable certain things, while ht ing  or exchiding others. 

As the leader of the group, Bob is author of the discourse in difrent ways than 

the students, yet the text he authors works to mask bis very authorship. One aspect of the 



authorship Bob has on his trips is his trip goals. Bob bas ideas about what he wants to 

happen overail and the kinds of experiences he is aiming for, and he stnictures the trip to 

a c h e  these goals. While Bob is not ignorant of bis goals, bis discourse about them does 

not M y  engage the issue of his agency. The goais Bob has for the trip (to surface a 

personal c o ~ e a i o n  between the students and the earth, to challenge the students 

cultwally, and to help the students leam to care about and for the earth) consma the trip 

in a certain fashion; they are prernised on certain notions of what a student is, what 

modem society is, and what nature is. These constructions of the wodd, which play 

through much of the discursive field of outdoor education, go unacknowtedged in 

outdoor education iiterature. 

According to Bob, the students need to expenence nature or experience a new 

way of knowing the world that is based on "physicalness," on hands on experiences, 

which will shifl the focus from how they normally exist. Ceremmies, an emphasis on 

body tirne, a distinction between w m  things and cold devices, and the use of words 

from other languages are d attempts to shift the students, to cuiturally challenge them, to 

mate  an atmosphere where ernancipatory euphoria can occur. However, d of these can 

also be read as ventriloquist manoeuvres. Bob acknowledges his role in providing an 

atmosphere in which the students can be nilhirally chaüenged (Le., he says he "provide[s] 

an ambiance, and the students will pick up what there is to learn out there."), but his 

discourse downplays the significance of this. He speaks of creating an atrnosphere and 

then laves it at that-"the students wüi pick up what there is to lem out there." Bob 

does bave an agenda (we aU do as leaders), and how he structures the trip and the class 



will largeIy detennine what is avaiiable "out theren to be learned. The chaiienge this thesis 

is hïghtighting is not to be "agenddess" (this would be the ultimate ventriloquist act-to 

believe we have no authorship), but instead to work toward an acknowledgement (and 

even a celebration) of the agenda we do have. In Bob's case- deep ecology exerts an 

influence toward a deniai of the agency in the agenda he bas. 

The discourse Bob employs constnicts wiiderness and nature as havhg some 

kind of Reality that contains cenain lessons. This is a type of ontological phenomenalism 

that gants a status to nature beyond human discursive construction. The discourse Bob 

uses casts the leader's role as creating an atmosphere that is conducive for nature to 

teach what is has to teach; the leader is not seen as creaWg the nature that in tum teaches 

certain Iessons. If nature was seen as not having any Reaiity, a shi f l  could occur in Bob's 

discourse that would take responsibility for the very construction of the earth as 

somethhg that could speak independently to the students. The ventriloquism would be 

replaced by a type of conscious tentativeness that cornes with the realization that our 

theories about nature are always constructeci. A tentativeness that, in tum, would loosen 

the grip of theory on T h .  

The ventriloquist nature of the deep ecologid discourse of Bob also reduces the 

divenity of both the students and the earih. AU of nature gets subsumeci in this discourse 

withh the organic whole of the earth, and every type of snident is caphired in the 

category of %tudent." That diffèrent people might have different relationships with the 

earth, that different aspects of the earth migbt be important in some situations and not 

others, or even that some people rnight not want any relationship with the earth becornes 



cMicuIt to promote with only two categories. Bob's overail gods are designed to ailow 

the relationship with the earth and students to surface. Bob hopes the students will begh 

to see that they already exist in a relationship with the earth, but what type of relationship 

is lefl unspoken. There is a type of âeedom in Bob's discourse in that the students are 

encouraged to develop their own relationship with the earth. It is the parameters that 

limit the range of relatioaships the shidents can develop that go unacknowledged. Bob 

embodies a discourse that speaks as ifthere were no parameters, and hence does not 

recognize the ways it conditions and directs the relationships the students can develop. 

Students who do not see themseives as part of the earih wiii have a hard t h e  sdacing a 

relationship that extends their self-identity to include aspects of the earth. Relationships 

that are based on ideas that the earth is only resource for human use are also more 

difncult to surface here. Not only is the view that humans can use the planet for economic 

resource difEcult to maintain, but so is the view that the earth is a recreational resource 

for humans. Much of what Bob does and how he speaks emphasizes the view that the 

earth is more than resource (no matter how one defines resource); the eanh becornes part 

of ourselves, and we part of it. The discourse Bob aiigns himselfwith moves alternative 

views out of currency. In the discourse Bob uses, nature becornes a solidified entity. it is 

not thought of as discunive, and because of this, the types of relationships we should 

have with it are presaibed a prion. 

The discourse Bob employs embodies an assumption: people already exht in a 

relationship with the earth. Those who do not see this are not ready yet to see it (which is 

al ri& Bob never overtiy forces this view ont0 others), but the relationship still exists. 



The asmption Bob works under results in a m o n  to the outside. Everyone is in a 

relationship, and it is with the totality of the earth. As the type of deep ecology that Bob 

engages wnstructs then bbeveryone" and "the earth" become complete; they are totais or 

wholes. In order to see either of these categories in their totality, the theoretical gaze 

must shift fiom being embedded within to being situated without. For the category 

"earth," the gaze gets sMed off the planet; for "everyone," the gaze shiAs to a meta- 

human level. Once the gaze is positioned outside, the inside has less geography, less 

relief Dserences on the inside becomes less important than ciifferences between the 

categones. The ody way the categories can exin is through the production and 

maintenance of intra-categorical clifference. Certainly there are differences between 

humans, however, these differences do not affect the "fact" that aü hurnans are aiready, 

always in a relationship with the earth. Local human distinctions and flavoun fade in 

favour of larger images, patterns, or forces. Likewise, the ability to perceive the earth as 

vast and différentiated is lost or at least downplayed when it is conceived of as an organic 

whole. Pictured f?om space, the earth is a single entity. Metaphors nich as "spaceship 

earth" speak to the power of this image. Students lying down during a mini-vigil 

exploring nature on their own are directed by the sub-text of Bob's discourse, which 

encourages them to try and relate to all of nature. It is not just the tree next to them they 

are relating to, but the totality of the planet. 

Bob uses lit& processing or debriefing of experiences like the mini-vigil which is 

in keeping with the discursive field he supports. Bob fiels that everyone is aiready 

comected to the earth and that we need to open oufseives to the possibility of exploring 



this C O M ~ ~ O ~ .  The connections we have with the earth are seen as arising 

spontaneously provided the right aîmosphere is created. The idea that the earth can speak 

to people in an unmediateci fashion is in keeping with a notion of ontological 

phenornenalism. Ifthere is an earth out there beyond our construction of it and ifwe are 

already always intercomected to it, then providing an atmosphere in which to explore 

this comection is what is needed. We do not, nor should we, try to dictate the fom of 

this relationship in a processing session; it is a personal relationship that arises fiom a 

communication between the student and the earth. 

That the earth c m  speak to people and introduce itself to us rnight in some ways 

be a metaphor. Ceriainiy Bob does not speak as ifthe earth taiks in the same way as 

humans, however, Bob does feel that the earth takes an active role in surfacing its 

relationship with people. The discourse Bob ernploys grants an ontological status to the 

earth that removes human agency f?om the equation. Bob sees the earth as being there 

and being able to speak to the students without any construction or mediation fiom 

humans, hence, he sees less need for structured processing sessions which attempt to 

extract (and even create) meaning fkom encounters with nature. He wants to let the 

experience (and the e h )  speak for itself. This idea is ventriloquist to the extent that it 

rnasks the non-verbal efms of Bob's goals, definitions, and structuhg of the trip that 

steer and guide the type of relationship he is promoting between students and the earth. 

Shiftiag to a more constructeci view of what nature and hwnnas are and how these 

definitions construct expenences, might help cnate the opportunity for the leader to set 

his or her infiuence on the experience beyond the leading of a processing session- Tbe 



idea that because tbere is no f o d  processing session and, therefore, the relationslip is 

open to interpretation is to mask the discursive nature and force of the experience. When 

humans and natureg interact, meanhg is produced, and the partidar meanings and 

experiences that are created are, fiom a discursive viewpoint, dependent on the 

perspectives taken and the definitions that are applied to the interaction, regardless of 

whether there is a processing session aflerward or not. 

Of Humans and Nature 

By tying into a discursive field of deep ecology, Bob's discourse positions the 

students who corne on his trip as having a shgular background. Bob indicates that 

knowing the students' entq point is an important element in determinhg how he 

structures his trips. For example, based on seing the midents as unfamiliar with body 

time, Bob structures his tnps as if ail the students will be disoriented. The students are 

cast as unfàmiliar with wiidemess tnps, unaware of the type of experience Bob is ahhg 

for, and generaiiy not having had the opportunity to live with the land the way Bob 

encourages on his trips. Bob thinks of the trip as getting 

people on the land reaiiy viscerally, in a sweat, bone and rnarrow kind 

of way that 1 think we dont get enough. So its son of a ieal initiation 

time with the land and its also a time with another style 

Even the megories of "human" and "nature" begin the process of c o m a h g  a certain 
experience. There is no wunediated or nonstnictured acperience; everything is 
constnicted. The task outdoor leaders and educaton fbe is not to elirninate the 
constructions, but to own whatever constructions they do promote. 



ofLepistemology, another way of knowing and being that we can 

eventually live. So its breaking out of cuiture a bit and into a bit of a 

subculture that 1 think has a lot to teach. 

Bob feels that the trip is an opportunity for the students to have an experience that they 

rnight not normaiiy get. According to Bob, his role in this experience is to "provide an 

ambiance and the students will pick up what there is to leam out there." The two mai? 

things Bob hopes the students pick up are a relationship with the earth that they might 

not know they had, and a relationship with a way of knowing, a way of existing, that is 

difEerent from the students' life outside the trip. As Bob says, "both these two things they 

typidy find very liberating if I've Iead the camp right. So the more the camp isn't like 

school in the city the better." One efféct of seeing the students as having a similar entry 

point is a reduction in the diversity of the human subject, and this aüows for a singular 

treatment of such subjects; aii the students need to surtace a loving (latent) relationship 

with the earth. Discunively constructing the students as a single category and the trip as 

being disorientkg to that category produces a duaiism between what the students expea 

and what the trip provides. Although Bob acknowledges that he does not know the entry 

points of the students in any definitive way, the discourse he aligns himseif with suggests 

othenvise, and his actions support a dualistic r e n d e ~ g  between the encuiturated human 

subject and the emancipatory nature of the types of trips he leads. 

In order to see the students as hahg a singuiar background, Bob also reduces 

the divenity in society. Society becornes unitary with its emphasis on a mechanical 

notion of time, a dualistic splittiag of the world, and a privileging of devices over things. 



The discourse Bob employs creates boundaries around what it is to be human and what 

counts for nature. For Bob, nature is a place where emancipatory euphoria can ocair. It 

is a place that is distinct corn urban settlligs and has speciai qdties .  Bob see most 

people as trapped in a world of mechanical the and surrounded by devices. Nature 

provides an expenence that is quaütatively dinerent. Bob's discourse suggests that 

people should try and re-member their relationship with the earrh, that it is good to do 

m. This constmcts nature as positive and urban settings as negative, which aiso 

prexribes the type of relationships that can surface. The students are not encouraged to 

explore the ways in which they might be comected to a c ig  for example. Bob's 

discourse inscribes ont0 human subjects a goal: surface theû relationship with the earth. 

In part the power of this discourse is to remake the human subject as a member of 

nature. Humans becorne pan of nature, a part that has recently become fdsely separated 

and unaware of its connedon, and urban life has contributed to this separation. 

Bob SQ&S of being surrounded by devices and Iocked into mechanical t h e ,  both 

of which are results of modem society and technology. Wke use of technology for Bob 

means not succumbing to the false idea that humans are unco~ected from nature. 

Technology and modem socieîy has misrepresented the human subject to itself as 

inherentiy separate from nature. Both deep ecology and Bob's discourse strive to break 

down this "false" barrier between the human subject and nature. The rernoval of the 

banier is a move toward a unity between the hurnan subject and nature that results h the 

move to the outside, which creates the totalized category of the earih. Humans become 

dierentiated in some ways 6om the earth, and both are normaiized or essentialized to 



some degree. 

Technology occupies a dangerous position in Bob's discourse. When technology 

becomes the yardstick for how close humans are to nature, then culture can be cast as 

unnaturai. The fewer technological advances a society has, the less culture it has and, 

therefore, the closer it is to nature. Under this system, humans can lose the ability to 

playfUy engage technology, to appropriate it for uses other than the destruction of 

nature. Unless specifically stated, the introduction of benign or 'nature fiiendly' 

technologies stiu dismpt nature. How, for example, can an outdoor leader use certain 

modem technological devices (Le., cell phones GPS, persod locator bacons) to 

enhance the quaiity or safety of the trip without detracthg fiom the feelings of "roughing 

it" or of "remoteness?" Any human technological influence is dangerous to wildemess, 

because technology and wilderness have been constructeci in some senses as opposites. 

Hurnanity is seen as having lost its originaf conneaion with nature through the 

promotion and development of society, culture, and technology. In promoting a re- 

membering of our original comection, what can count as beneficial aspects of technology 

becomes harder to see. There is a risk of tuniing to a nostaigic longhg for simpler days 

and simpler means. The image of the noble savage holds a currency above that of the 

urban dweler, because it is without technology, and hence, closer to nature. This danger 

is one thaî Bob faces and recogoizes. He is not anti-technology, yet he stniggies with 

some of the Unplications of his discourse in this regard. While he is not against 

teduiology, he does see it as the main source for humanity's Mse separation fkom nature. 

Negotiating his concem with the ecological crisis (Le., sometbing musi be done to 



protect the earth) and how (or whether) to embrace technology seems to be an 

unresolved issue for Bob. This is a complex situation because, on the one hand, the 

issues that Bob feels are pressing in society today (Le., air boni towis) are products of 

modem technology and ecclogical in nature. For example, Bob speaks of giving money 

to Friends of the Earth, a group that works to reduce air bom toxins, in an effort to help 

prevent cancer. For Bob, technology has created these t o h  and, hence, givhg money 

to Friends of the Earth is one way to help address the problematic aspects of technology. 

There is another side to this issue. The very howledge that air bom toxins are linked to 

cancer is something that results âom research and scientific study, which rests on the use 

of certain technological advents. in addition, Bob recognizes that his life is very 

dependent upon technology. He owns two cas; he uses the intemet; he is an avid music 

fan and has a large collection of compact disks as weii as a new s t e m  system. Many of 

the things that Bob values and the experiences he is able to enjoy are a direct result of 

technology. He does not wish people to turn their backs on technological development, 

and he himself is unable to live as he does without technology. Yet that sarne 

technologid development bas surrounded him (and others) with devices and entrenched 

him in mechanical notions of t i m d t h  ideas Bob resists. 

Of course it is not as simple as to suggest that the discourse Bob employs oniy 

mates organic totals that redua diversity and exercise hegemony over other views of 

what counts for m e  and human bangs. As Hanson (1996) says, discourse is the 

power to "extend visibility and legitimacy to a person as a politicai subject. On the other 

han& it also funaons normafively in language to both reveal and conceal, or distort that 



which is tme about the subject" (p. 6). Thus far. the analysis 1 have undertaken has 

foaissed on how Bob's discourse has normaiized nature as a certain subject and in the 

process has aiso normalized what humans are. There is another aspect of lob' s 

discourse-that of revealing a view of whM nature and hurnans can be as distinct fkom the 

maiasfream views of Western society. Bob's discourse can also be seen as an attempt to 

"promote the politicai visibility of nature and to seek representation for a subject that for 

too long was ... either misrepresented or not represented at di" (Hanson, 1996, p. 13). 

The discourse Bob comects with does move to the outside and create total organic 

wholes, yet it also attempts to extend not only visibility, but also vaiue, for nature and 

humans as subjects in a diierent way fiom what Bob perceives as the dominant view. At 

this level, Bob is engaged in a process of honouring and promoting a diversity and 

difFerence. 

For Bob, one important aspect of distilling the relationship people have with the 

earth is allowing some fieedom for this relationship to take dinerent foms in people. 

Bob's discourse does restrict the relationship people can surface with the earth to those 

that are loving, appreciating, and caring, but beyond this, he places no restriction on it. 

Even though his discourse does prescribe certain types of values toward the land, there is 

still room for some manoeuMing. He would be equaily happy with students who become 

advocates of wüderness areas aml saive to protect hem as he is with people who quietly 

vaiue the earth and plant a garden in their backyard. Bob's discourse is more about 

cr&g dturally disorienthg experiences, than producing wiklamss advocates or 

supporters of a particular perspective. For example, he spepks of seeking out and 



encuuraghg those students who are advocacy minded, but dso of b ~ g i n g  in trappers to 

the class to speak about the value of trapping animais: 

Before the tak starts the students are distraught to hear that they are 

going to have such a taik because it is a foregone conclusion what 

their position is. Mer the talk, they are not so sure anymore, they 

have learned a M e  bit more. So it is dl a linle more disorienthg than 

they thought, it is not as simple as they thought. 

The students are also asked to keep a journal throughout the course, and based on their 

entnes, Bob tries to encourage whatever type of relationship the students are developing 

with the earth. It might be advocacy; it might be learning to value a trapping Iûestyle. 

There is a tension in Bob's discourse around the issue of detennining the type of 

relationship students surface with the earth. On the one han4 Bob discursively conditions 

the experiences students have on his trips, but he also attempts to lave open some of the 

specifics of that relationship. The difficulty is that by rnaskuig the constructed nature of 

all  experiences, the discourse Bob aligns himself with attempts to position Bob in such a 

way that he loses much of the ability to promote or be open to aiternative consmictions. 

When human behgs and nature are set out a priori as given categories, only certain 

relationships between them are possible. Bob's discoursc is about helping the students 

surt;lce their relationship with the e a d .  It is not possible to have an awunt of the world 

that is not a construction or that does not foreclose on alternatives. Bob's way of putting 

together the world does leave open some alternatives. He hopes that the students wül 

discover the p d d a r  flavour of their own personal reiationobip with the earth. The 



difiicuity that arises when the ~nstiucted nature of o u  discourse is not engaged is two- 

fold. First, ifa student attempted to mobilize a discourse that was significantly different 

fiom Bob's, there is a danger of either re-casting it in deep ecology terms or f w g  to 

recognize it as legitimate. Second, denying (at some level) the iduences our 

construction of the world have on the ability of alternative constructions to d a c e  is to 

d u c e  our ability to both support alternatives and to work toward including those 

aitematives in our courses, trips, and writings. 

Discourse as Resistance-Exaeriential Education 

Power is something that constantly circulates through discourse. It is not 

distributed eveniy or democraticaily, but nonetheless it rnoves through ail discourses 

(Hanson, 1996). Power has more than just a prohibitive effect; it dso has productive 

aspects. As Hanson States, "Foucault argued that 'what d e s  power hold good, what 

rnakes it accepted, is simply the faa that it doesn't only weigh on us as a force that says 

no, but that it traverses and produces things, it induces pleasure, forrns knowledge, 

produces discourses' (1 979, p. 1 19)" (p. 5). If knowledge is productive, it is the 

production of alternative knowledge that can give power its resistive quality. Knowledge 

can be created that resists dominant notions of the wodd and extends legitimacy to 

subjects in various distinct ways. Bob's discourse uui be seen as resistive in this light. 

Bob is creating knowledge about nature and hurnans in the rnidst of larger forces and 

discounes. Thus far, this d y s i s  has stayed within Bob's discourse, critiquing it as ifit 

stood ody in relation to deep ecoiogy and was independent of other, larger forces and 



discourses in Western society. While this is a valid readllig in the sense that it shows 

some of the impiications of how power is deployed, there are other viewpoints fiom 

which to read Bob's discourse. 

Bob is a tenured professor at a Canadian university. There are many forces and 

patterns that Bob is subject to in such a world. By situating Bob in a university, we can 

begin to see how he c o m a s  an experience and a discourse that resists some of these 

forces and patterns. One of the patterns that Bob resists is the idea of testing. He speaks 

about the continual struggle he faces fkom other academics when asked about his 

courses. Bob says he feels a constant need to justify to the university what he does and 

how he marks his students. He says he has had an interesthg tirne trying to negotiate the 

evaiuation of his courses, because he feels testing is not the best means to evaluate his 

students, whiie other faculty did. "Interesting" is probably an understatement. Bob's 

discourse on experiential education is resistive of notions that knowledge is something 

that can passed fiom an instructor to a mident and then tested. Traditional education, 

Bob feels, has not been experiential. In this light Bob is going against the grain; his 

discourse is subversive in that it posits alternatives to the mainstream educational 

discourse. Going against the grain of more dominant discounes means Bob faces issues 

such as explainkg how he evaluates the "reaüy great positive sweeping the7'  that he 

hopes the students wiii have on his trips. These experiences that Bob hopes the students 

wiii have are comected to the dturaiIy disorienthg atmosphere he is creating; they are 

key experiences for Bob in detemiining whether a student is begianuig to make the shift 

to a new way of howing and king in the world. They are expenences of emanipatory 



euphoria and need to be evaluated at some levei, but what kind of test does one make for 

this sort of experience? Certainly the standard fair of multiple choice exams wouid not 

capture the type of learning Bob saives for, yet this is the larger discursive pressure he 

faces. The issue of examining and testhg is one that Bob faces regularly: 

it happens al1 the tirne in our field.. . you teach a programme 

e~perientially~ and try to create.. .community in your classroom and 

then you f d  back into the pitfds of evduating it ... with a midtem 

and a final because you have to Werentiate the grades. Weu, then 

what happens is you remove yourself, because your curriculum will 

aiways be secondary in the minds of students to the evaiuation, and 

so.. .you have to start with evduation because the cnix...is evaiuation. 

So if you want to run a class ... experientiaiiy where you create a 

classroom comrnunity that is diEerent from the norm, you can't 

evaiuate it by the nom. I've done a littie bit of writing about 

evaiuation. I've done some talks at conferences on evduation, 

and.. .[on] this idea that if you want to teach altematively, you've got 

to evaluate altematively. 

The larger discourse of what is acceptable and even required in a univmity course 

threatens to pull Bob into f o m  of evaiuation (tests rnidtermq and finals) that he 

othenvise would avoid. It takes streagth to embody an dtemative discourse within a 

more dominant one, and Bob struggies with this issue regulariy. 

In creahg a culhirally chdenging and disorienthg expenence that seeh to 



question some of the basic educational assumptions of Western sodety, Bob places 

himself outside the niainStream discwrse of what University and knowledge is. )iavùig 

people sit around a campfire at night, singing songs and t e h g  jokes, seems very 

Mereut eom sitthg in a classroom taking notes; yet there is valuable leaniing taking 

place. Bob recognizes this and States overtly "the more the camp isn't like school in the 

city the better." 

Alternative methods are the nom in Bob's courses. For example, sometimes he 

has the stvdents create the readings as they progress through the course, basing the 

course around what intrigues and motivates the students. He speaks of creating the 

passion first, and then moving to suppiy the information second. Rather than fi11 their 

heads with technical knowiedge, Bob offers an experience to engage the students and 

then lets them decide what to focus on. He wants the students to feel co~ected to the 

leamhg and so lets them decide where they want to go. He assigns joumals while on the 

trip and uses these to provide the basis for the assignments later in the course. Based on 

where the students feel drawn to, he asks them to research a topic and present it (ofien 

experientially) to the class. Exarnples of this inciude students who have learned to make 

snowshoes and brought in some of their creations or have developed a chariiaer such as 

a Voyageur and emcted an historical event. Lating the -dents choose what they are 

interested in is in keeping with Bob's philosophy of what experiential education is. He 

says, "1 don't say [to the students] you've got to be tested on it ... You've got to 

reproduced exactiy what 1 thought ... You've got to value it. I just throw it into the 

atmosp here. " 



Not only does Bob face the issue of how he conduas bis courses in relation to 

the acadenric world, he dso faces it w i t h  the pfacticai field of outdoor education. In 

one instance he speaks of creating a space for people to just "be" with nature, of 

spending quite tirne at night just Iooking amund. It is a very unstructureci t h e  that not aii 

outdoor educators see the vdue in: 

I've been out with other educaton [who say], "WeU this seems k e  a 

waste of the, you didn't use this space." And 1 go, 'Wo, this space is 

critical, this is space with night." Another kind of educator might say, 

"No we could use this session to talk about what's the best jackknife 

you've used, everybody could do a special little session, and we could 

fiil that space." And I'm saying.. .we're missing the space that's really 

there, which is what evolves naturally in a beautifûl evening. 

Hopefully its story telling; it could be just play; it could a long back 

rubbing session; it could be jus everybody stargazing, but those 

aren't wasted times, those are key pedagogicai moments. 

For Bob, key pedagogical moments can be quite different than in traditional education. 

Part of the reason for this is what Bob perceives as the entry points of his studentslO. For 

years Bob ha9 been leading trips and teaching outdoor education. Over the years he has 

been observing how students react to being out in nature* and he feds that he has a fairy 

'O Whiie entry points have already been discussed as totaüzing, this is not to say that there 
are no good points to Bob's use of them. FoUowing ûrik (1997), there can be multiple 
outcornes from aay action or discursive element, and entry points are M) different; they do 
both benefit and hm. 



good idea of the entry points of most of them. Based on this entq point, Bob tries to 

mate an atmosphere that is culhirally disorienting for the students. The way Bob' s 

discourse puts together the wodd seems to resonate with most students. Bob tells me that 

many -dents do find what he is trying to accomplish on the tnp disorienting; they find 

that Bob is asking them to step outside their habituai ways of being in and relating to the 

world. The deep ecological aspects of the discourse that Bob engages in constructs the 

habitua1 episternologid and ontological ways ofthe students as relating to nature as if 

humans were separate &om nature. From this Bob deduces that he is creating an 

altemztive to the dominant view in Western culturean alternative that is centred around 

experiential models of education. For example, traditionaily in ecology, midents would 

study about nature and leam the names of species and how various elements of an 

ecosystem interact and interrelate. In wanting to create a disorienting and challenging 

expenence, Bob resists notions of learning about nature as an unco~eaed object or 

dispassionately. He wants students to l e m  the names of plant species, not because they 

feel they have to in order to pass his course, but because they feel àrawn to do so. 

Teaching should stir the passions M. In a conference presentation to teachers, Bob 

refen to A h c i  North Whitehead's idea of education as being concernai with the creation 

of romance fmt, then movhg to precision, and W y  to generalization This discourse of 

education suggests that educaton should intrigue students first, then provide the daails, 

and foliow that with general principles. Bob explains that the dominant mode1 for 

educators goes the 0th- direction. Students corne to class and leam the taxonomy system 

of plants 6usl, then the spedcs of each one, and then perhaps they becorne intmsted, 



although this last step is not required. Under this dominant mode1 of education, the 

uninterestecl student can fair as weii as the engaged one. Bob resists this construction and 

prefen to begin with the romance. He first gets students interested, and when they corne 

to him asking for more information, he directs them to the knowledge they seek. From the 

engagement comes the spark to leam more. Students who travel by came for five days 

may develop the desire to leam more about the design and histoiy of canoeing. Bob takes 

this desire and focuses t toward a presentation in which that student would research and 

possibly leam to make a canoe or paddle for the class. From the romance comes the 

motivation to move to precision, which cm lead to discussion on the generalization of 

learning. This approach is different kom what rnany students are accustomed to in 

university and is an expression of a non-dominant dimurse about education. 

Aside fiom creating a totality based on a distinction between what humans and the 

earth are, Bob's emphasis on re-comecting with the earth is a view that does seem to be 

foreign to many of the students he teaches. There is a resistive quality to Bob's belief that 

humans are connectai to the earth and that we have removed ourselves fiom an 

awareness of this. Bob indicates that many of his students find the trip uncornfortable, 

because they are unafnistomed to this üfestyle. The idea of having to go to the washroom 

in the bush or using an outhouse are aspects that most are unîamiliar with. Bob challenges 

the students to try a Merent Mestyle fkom what they are used to. He tries to present an 

alternative to what most people are accustomed to and encounters resistence on the part 

of some students. When viewed fkom this perspective, Bob's discourse «in be read as 

promoting an alternative, not only to what traditional education is, but also to the 



dominant way people in Western society relate to the world. 

Bob relates a story of a canvasser coming to his door asking for money for cancer 

research. Bob's response was that he already does give money-he donates to Friends of 

the Earth who are fighting air-bom toxins-and the canvasser does not see the comection. 

This lack of co~ection, for Bob, is devastating. In Bob's view, we produce a toxin, we 

breathe a toxin, we become a toxh. The canvasser's lack of understanding of the 

connection Bob was making is evidence for Bob that modem society has become so 

removed fkom the earth that co~ections between cancer and environmental groups are 

difficult to see. Bob suggests "we dupe ourselves.. .Dy] thinking that.. .these things aren' t 

really there, or we haven't interndked them, or we don't live them in a deep knowing 

kind of way, so we objecte the world and so these things aren't r d . "  Bob creates and 

supports a discourse that fights the notion that things are unconnecteci. He sees ourselves 

as connected in rnany ways to the earth, and this view places him outside much of the 

dominant way of conceptuaking the world. 

Bob's views on what education can be, on the ecological crisis and how Western 

culture is duping people into seeing thernselves apart fiom nature have ramifications 

beyond the leading of the trip. As a professor at a univenity, Bob faces the daily challenge 

of living and working in a worid that he sees does not value body tirne. He hds  it very 

difncuit to waik the taik of embodying an alternative epistemological way of being with 

nature when in the City and immersed in his job. "So.. . Pt] becornes not the easiest thing in 

the world when you get r d y  busy in your job and you're advocating body tirne and 

here's something [your job] îhat.. .puts you in mechanical tirne, so you sec the 



pitfds ...y ou certainly don? go home and close your door on your job, it's a lifestyle." 

The sharp division between work and the rest of life does not hold true for Bob. What he 

engages in in his classes is not sornethllig uncomected âom bis Life-it is his Mestyle. As an 

example, Bob connects issues such as riding his bike to work with an internalization of the 

concept of ecological crisis. If he tmiy beiieves there is an ecological crisis today, then it is 

not something he can turn on only in his classrooms. His Miestyle reflects this embedded 

notion of who he is, what his responsibilities are, how he should be teaching, and how he 

should lead his life. Yet the discourse Bob supports is subordinate to the mainstrearn 

discourse concerning how people should relate to the world, and this contributes to Bob 

feeling like he is engaged in an uphiii battle to have his dixourse understood and accepted 

by society and in academic circles. 

The struggles Bob encounten illustrate some of the ways his dismurse is at odds 

with the more rnainstream elements in society. His discoune is an attempt to move 

people, to challenge the status quo. Bob's positioning of Western society as categorizing 

humans and nature as U ~ C O M ~ C ~ ~  does have some issues relatai to a will to totafity and 

a reduction of diversity, yet it also, when placed against the perceived entry points of his 

snidents and the pressures of working in an academic setting, has qualities of openhg up 

space for a dSerent type of rehtionship to emerge. 

According to van Wyck (1997), traditionafly environmetnalisnu have viewed 

nature as the silent, mute parmer that culture seeks to use to increase its material wealth 

through selective cornmodification. Now environmentalisms are slowly reversing the 

valencies of this duaiism. Instead of nature as other, cuihirr becornes other. "The 



ecological se& the self we would apparently encounter on the path not takm by 

contemporary Western society, becomes more than an authentic conduit for nature, it 

becomes nature (van Wyck, 1997, p. 77). Environrnentalisms, such as deep ecology, 

create an alternative for viewing nature and human beings where nature becomes the 

positive element. Bob's discourse endorses this alternative view. Nature becomes 

something positive, and culture is seen as harmtiil to the world. There are some inherent 

difllidties in reversing the valencies of this duaiism without chailenging the very root of 

the dualistic Mew of the world, yet even so, Bob is addressing what he sees as a 

fundamental problem in the world, and it is hard to ignore the clah that the earth is 

undergoing some grievous darnage fiom modem society. Certainly Bob feels this. He says 

that he has redy intemaiized the notion of an ecologicai crisis, and this motivates much of 

what he does both in the classroorn and beyond. In so doing, Bob suppons a discourse 

that creates an alternative, that challenges people, that disorients them and encourages us 

to re-think how we exist in the world. 

Leo's Discourse 

Even though Leo does not profess to be a deep ecologist as Bob does, the sarne 

type of aiticai analysis that was used with Bob can also be applied to Leo. Leo's 

discourse on environmentai &CS also creates boundaries around what nature is, and 

suggests what good behaviour toward nahm shouid be. Leo. like Bob, is dso engaged in 

other discursive fields that he must negotiate through. In addition to any sirnilarities, there 

are some ciifferences that wiii be highiighted as the analysis proceeds. 



The Land Ethic and Ecoloqy 

While one element in Bob's discourse moved to the outside by positing an organic 

unity of the whole earth, one of the elements in Lm's discourse creates biotic 

cornmunities and ecosysterns. L w  uses a particuiar discourse in ecology as a tool to 

descnbe nature. Ecology, as a science, bas much in cornmon with the rationaiities of other 

sciences. It appeals to the scient& method, Cartesian rationality, and constmas certain 

structures around and through which tmth and Iegitunacy are extended onto the natural 

world. Van Wyck (1997) points out that "there is a near universal assumption within 

environmentalism that scientific ecology provides both a reai mode1 of how the world 

actually is, and a prescriptive mode1 of how we as hurnans ought to fit in... and (therefore) 

legitimates various politicai, ideological, and moral positions with respect to the worlb7 

(P. 48). 

Ecology oEen up a very potent set of rnetaphon with which to speak about the 

world: the earth as a spacesfüp, or trees fomiing the lungs of the planet by providing 

oxygen, or marsfies and wetlands being kened to kidneys due to their filtering effêct. Al1 

of these metaphors have provd very potent Ui environmentai circles. Pm of their potency 

derives h m  their embeddedness h Western rational thought. (The scientific method and 

rational thought are two very powerful trends in the Euro-North American 

epistemological tradition, and ecology appeak to both.) An important distinction shouid 

be made between environmental thought and ecology: Ecology claims to present what is 

in the world, not what mght to be, while environmental thought is a moral stance with 

respect to the proper treatment of nature. To the degree that environmental thought 



suggests an 'ought'' âom ecology's "is", it steps beyond the boudaries of ecologicai 

thought. 

This is what &en happens; environmental discourse suggests proper ways of 

being in the world and grounds these daims quite ofien in one or another type of 

ecological discourse. Environmental thought ofieea uses ecology as "a device that, on the 

one hand, has the ability to claim the authority of sameness with science; this would be the 

daim to legitimation. On the other hand, it simultaneously asserts its Merence from 

science; a ciifference that founds and suppons its 'ethicd accomplishment'" (van Wyck, 

1937, p. 50). In this way, environmentai discourse steps beyond ecologicai discourse. 

Ecologicai insights often rest as axioms for environmental thought, yet these same axioms 

have become stripped of their discursive specifkity, their "locatedness" in ecologicai 

thought. They become fiee floating normative concepts with the stamp of scientific 

approval. 

While ecology offers litîie or no critique of the social order that produces it, 

environmentalism ofien does. Environmental ethics that tum to ecology (Le., the land 

ethic or ecosystems rights) suggest that because ecosysterns 'exist,' humanity can discover 

what is good for them, and fiom that determine what good human behaviour is. As a 

social and historical product, ecoiogy is located in modem science and rationai, Cartesian 

discunive fields. Ewlogy contains within it vestiges of power structures and patterns that 

permeate modern Western Society. Like al1 discourses, ecology ha9 an agenda; it enables 

certain things and conceals others. Environmentalisms that tuni to ecology have not spent 

much time uncuvering the ways in which ecology itseif, and by extension, much of 



environmental thought, is locateâ, has an agenda, and fùnctions to extend legitimacy ont0 

the world (van Wyck, 1997). 

Discourses of environmentalism that rely on ecology ofien emphask the 

importance of ecologicai balance and integrity. That ecosystems seek homeostasis is a 

claim in ecology of what exists in the world. That homeostasis is good and should be 

encomged or supported is a moral clah in environmental ethics such as the land ethic. 

An emphasis on ecosystem homeostasis gives legitirnacy and vaiidity to concepts iike 

balance, stabiiity, and integity over concepts Iü<e cornpetition, fluctuation, and change. 

The land ethic and other similar discourses exclude concepts that appear antithetical to the 

functioning of homeostatic systems. Furthemore, by giving an epistemologicai privilege 

to systems that svive for equilibrium, the land ethic has less ability to examine altemative 

models, competing frameworks, or comphentary schemas. This becomes more potent 

when one realites that ofien environmental thought positions itself in a paratheoretical 

stance with respect to science. 

A paratheroetical stance is one in which any argument that contradicts a theury 

becomes further fuel for the theory. Environmental discourses such as the land ethic can 

be paratheoretical in as much as claims to use other models and theories to view the world 

are discredited as 'kientific" while any scientific claim contrary to the aims of 

environmental thought is cast as "Unmoral." Because ecologidy grounded environmental 

ethics claim both legitimation fkom and a move beyond science, scientific critiques of 

environmentai thought serve to strengthen the claim that environmental thought has 

rnoved beyond science. Non-scientinc claims, because they cannot deploy the "anect" 



cultural capital (i.e., scientific discourse), becorne irrationd d e n t i f i c ,  or wrong, and 

their ability to manoeuver within the field of environmental discourse is curtailed and 

circumscribed. For example, environmental groups and developers in Banff National Park 

both use ecological discourse in their debates (Hanson, 1996). In cases where there is 

disagreement between developers and environmentai groups, the environmentalists can 

argue either the developers do not have a grounding in a moraiiy solid position or they are 

unscientific. Any study of ezological impacts of particular developments simply provide 

data to be used by either side of the debate. Environmentai groups take those data and 

suggest any view that uses the same data to support development instead of preservation 

is not constnicting the correct "ought" from the ecological "is" (i-e., is immoral). On the 

other hand, views that suggest development is gmd yet do not couch the answer in 

ecological language can be positioned by environmental groups as unecological. In 

essence, any pro-development view that lacks an ecological grounding becomes invalid, 

because to promote development with no understanding of the ecological impacts is 

foolish. In either case (ecologically grounded support for development or a different 

ideological support), both views that promote development re-enforce ecologically 

grounded environmental thought's hold on the Truth. 

The Demand of Minimum h m  

W~thin discourses iike the land ethic, human agency has inscribed ont0 it a goal: 

behave in ways beneficial for ecosystems. Humaas should try and preserve the integrity, 

stability, and beauty of ecosystems. Within outdoor recreation, one of the main ways to 



achieve such a goal is through minimum impact practices. M.nhnum impact practices rest 

on the assumption that once ecology bas determineci how ecosystems bction, 

environmental thought can prescribe the correct behaviour for humans to ensure the 

continuation of those ecosystems. Preserving stability, integrity, beauty, and harrnony 

becomes a moral order for humans within the land ethic discourse. 

Humans now have a unified goal, and fkom this perspective are reduced to a single 

category with respect to ecosystems. Minimum impact ideology rests on the notion that 

humans are essentiaiîy the sarne: we are aii potentiaiiy dangerous to ecosystems. If human 

action was constructed as a normal f'unction of the system, then the parameters of that 

system is would change to incorporate human action and behaviour. For example, human 

mations such as cities could be included in the definition of ecosystems and not seen as 

antitheticai to wilderness ecosystems and areas. When humans are positioned as outsiders 

to the ecosyaern, however, we need to be weful of our impacts. One result of this 

definition of human action is minimum impact practices, which attempt to regulate the 

damage of human action to tolerable levels. 

A reading of the discourse of the land ethic, such as the one I have outlined, that 

casts cities as  outside of ecosystems, and hence unnah>r& is not to suggest we see d 

human action as n a d .  This too is a politicai move and posits another totalistic rendering 

of the world. As Lyotard reminds us, we f d  into the trap of replacing modemity with a 

re-named version of itself when we respond "/O the &d of the hequished theorj~, and 

the demand is: put something in my place. The important thiag is this place, however, not 

the contents of the theory. It is the place of [totaiizing] theory that mua be vanquished" 



(quoted in van Wyck, 1997, p. 72). Mead of swinghg from one totahed view (di 

human action is unnatumi) to another (ali hwnan action is naturai), I am resisting 

constructions of the wodd that are normaüzing. AU views are constnicted, yet not ail need 

be totaiinng. AU environmental discourses are politicai and have agendas, but when they 

posit totaiized views of the world, as in the land ethic's ecosystexxî integrity, they lose the 

abiiity to recognize the constructed nature of their world. There is no inherent, 

ontologically absolute reason for excluding (or including) cities from ecosyaems 

(acymore than there is for constructhg ecosystems fiom which humans can be included or 

excluded), other than a preferencel' toward such a construction. There are no innocent, 

powerless constructions of the world and the land ethic, by grounding its discourse in a 

totalizing ontological p henornenaiism, obscures the discursive nature of the power 

circulating through its discourse. The power of such totalizing discourses is the ability 

they have to construct themselves as if they could accurately reflea the world, not 

actively construct it. 

What gives ecological discourse iike the land ethic its force in soaety (and 

contributes to its inability to see how it mobilws power) is a conventional level of 

discursive agreement that constmcts an inherent comection between ecologicai syrnbols 

and their referents. The force and pervasiveness with which society conmas ecology as 

Tmth gives ecology a powerfbl discursive presence, a certain solidness of being comected 

'' Preference here refen to more than a singie person's wants and desires. Preference 
refers to both the individuai le* but also the bistond and s o c i d  forces (conventional 
levei) that shape ow inâividuai perspectives. There are historical and social reasons why 
cenain totalipng views ofthe wodd have been comcted. 



to ontological absolutism. There is widespread agreement in modem Western society on 

the power of science to convey an accurate picture of the world. This agreement mates a 

conventional level of reality; people act as ifecology is really depihg the world and the 

effect of this agreement is that ecology bas the power to appear to do so. Given this 

conventional power of ecology to construct homeomorphic relations between theory and 

reality, the moral prescriptions of ethical hmeworks like the land ethic take on additional 

force. 

The Pano~tic Gaze 

The conventional force of ecologicaily grounded environmental discourse places 

human agency under a pervasive gaze. A gaze that is intemaiized. A gaze that subtiy, but 

powemilly, suggests to everyone to behave in certain ways with respect to the 

environment. Human beings begin to self-regulate themselves toward ecological niendly 

behaviour. A panoptic power structure is estabiished such that humans are surveyed and 

controiied by their own agency. This panopticon is a purely administrative structure 

whose a h  is to integrate the human being into the ecological world. This gaze originates 

fiom a transcendental point that is logicaiiy, moraîiy, and of administrative necessity, 

beyond the world. It is a gaze that drops a dernatic plan over on top of the wodd and, 

hence, needs to exist beyond the worid. It is not a physical structure, but rather a diagram 

of a mechanism or a schema of power. The human self becornes the interna1 regulator or 

police of the panopticon. We self discipüne ourselves toward cornpliance with the 

panoptic strictures ( see Foucault, 1977, and van WycL, 1997). 



Mobilùation of this panoptic stnicture can be seen in Leo's trip. By the end of the 

trip, Leo says he w longer needs to ask the students to foUow minimum impact practices, 

because his directive leadership approach has enforced these praaices enough at the start; 

now he lets "people pick up those responsibilities and praaice them and Aindof 

i n t e d i z e  thor on their own"(emphasis added). This is a discourse that enacts a panoptic 

gaze on the students, which moves them to becorne administraton of the minimum impact 

regulations on their own. This discourse suggests that the students will believe that what 

they are doing is good for the land and will alter their behaviour to fa11 in line with the 

prescripts of minimum impact practices. Leo's task on wilderness trips is not to convince 

people of the reality ofecosystems; this is already given in modem society. Leo's task is 

to convince people of the vdue of wildemess and eeosystems and estabiish a grounding in 

minimum impact practices as an expression of the value people have for wilderness. Leo 

States one of his goals quite clearly: "to create disciples that will want to protect it [biotic 

communities and ecosystems]." It is the tendency, in modem society, to constmct 

totalking accounts that has inscribed ont0 people the validity and reality of ecosystems 

and of science's abiiity to understand them. It is the power of the panopticon that 

disciplines the human subject into conforming to such a construction. Leo's job of 

teaching minimum impact practices becom that rnuch easier, ôecause his students 

already buy into the idea that ecology is correct, and we should be foiiowing any 

enwonmentaiism that extends an ecologicaiiy grounded moral "ought." 



Of Humans and Nature 

The discourse that Leo is engagad in is also a negotiation of what hwnan and 

nature mean. Leo speaks of nature as behg biotic communities and natuml communities 

and places less emphasis on h a n  cornmunities. He tells me that although he is concemed 

with urban nature (i.e., parks inside a city), he is not as concemed with this type of nature 

as he is with spaces that are outside the urban landscape. While he recycles and does al1 

the things that he thinks someone concerneci for the environment would do, he is "more 

willing to spend time and energy in trying to maintain that [wildemess outside urban 

space] than [he is] in getthg involved in urban environmental issues." Leo's discourse sets 

up a division between what is urban and what is wüdemess and places a value for each 

side of the duaiism. Like Bob's discourse, Leo's has a valency for each end of the dudistic 

split between urban and wildemess (wildemess becomes positive and restorative, while 

urban space becomes that space we need to escape fiorn in order to be restored). 

Running through Leo's discourse there seems to be two dinerent threads 

conceming the value of wildemess and humans' place in it. At one point Leo engages in a 

construction of wildemess as positive and down plays the value of urban environments. 

He says that he is concemed with urban space only to the extent that he has to live in it, 

but his passion is really for the places that bring forth feelings of awe and rnajesty. He 

speaks of aii the negative elements he sees in a city (Le., crime, pollution, fast pace), and 

says that this is why he cbooses to iive twenty-six miles outside the city: "The rmson that 

1 live where 1 do is because 1 don? iike living in real congested in urbm anas. It drive me 

completely crazy. 1 don't like living where 1 hear the constant hum of tmflic." He still 



recycles and tries to be c a r e u  of bis impacts when at home or work, but, as he says, "I've 

chosen particulariy just to concentrate on wildemess and more of the naturd kinds of 

areas for things that 1 do or don? do." 

Another example of the emphasis Leo has on wildemess areas is the courses he 

teaches at university. One of these is a wildemess course in which Leo teaches the 

midents about the value of wildemess hoping '?O make wilderness iovers out of 

them. ...rH e hopes] that they wüi be interested in wüdemess, that they will see its value, 

that they will becorne active in its prese~ation." Leo is very clear with the perspective this 

course is taking. He tells the students at the start of the course that it is not a bdanced 

approach, and if they are looking for a balanced view, they should take a different course. 

This course does not tak  about the econornic loss when a particular area gets nominated 

as wilderness; it only considers the value of having the wilderness area. 

For Leo, this pro-wildemess course is valuable for the studems, because they get 

the other side of the issue ail the thne in diferent courses. Courses in econornics and 

forestry do not present a balanced view; yet this is hardly mentioned. Leo is hoping to 

baiance the d e s  by providing an aitemative to the mainstream approach to land use and 

management. In this way Leo is working against what he perceives as the dominant 

discourse by providing an alternative for students. This alternative is one way Leo 

engenders a site of resistence. Both Bob and Leo are working with discourses that are not 

mainstream or dominant and are trying to promote alternative ways to think about and 

value the land. 

Lm recognizes that he makea a shPrp fision baween wiiderness and urban 



areas, overtiy States so, and then opposes this position to that of the minStream 

discourse. Because Leo is aware of both his own and the mainstream discourse, he is able 

to construct the ddemess course in such a way as to promote a view of humans' place in 

witdemess that is an alternative to what most students receive in other courses. Leo's 

emphasis on the land ethic and the value he sees in wildemess areas lead him to create 

courses like the wildemess coune, but because he recognizes it as an unbdanced view, he 

offers another course that is more balanced-the outdoor education course. 

In the outdoor education course, students discuss not only the value of wildemess 

areas but also the importance of these areas for namal resources. He gives an exarnple of 

wanting to protect a marsh ecosystem, and in the wildemess course he would be ail for 

protection, but in the outdoor education course he says that if building a factory on that 

land dl bring in five thousand jobs-"to heu with the marsh." Leo's discourse is not a 

simple fonnulae of wildemess always being positive and winning out over concems of the 

city. Certainly the main trend in Leo's discoune is that wildemess is a special place and he 

needs to do everythmg he can to protect, but this does not negate that there are pressing 

concems in chies. 



Know Thvself: The Discourse of the Mastefi SubiectL2 

Whether the discourse that Leo employs supports wilderness over urban space or 

urban concem over wilderness ones, it rests on the notion of a mastenul, rational, 

knowing subject. There is a certainty in the position Lm takes that works to deny the 

constnicted n u e  of discourse. The discourse on the land ethic that Leo employs does 

not reflect the Truth of what is actually there in the world; it mates the world around us 

in a certain way. The kind of tentativeness that cornes from a recognition of the power of 

discourse to create the world is rnissing nom the land ethic discourse. The land ethic rests 

on the idea that through ecology, humans are able to capture the wodd in an accurate 

fashion, which makes the human subject (as the creator and controller of the science of 

ecology) rational, knowing, and masterful. To use a science founded on rational thought, 

humans must be capable of being rationai as weU. In addition to casting ecology as the 

device through which an accurate picture of the natural world is taken, the land ethic also 

paints a picture of the human subject as rational and knowing. By casting nature as not 

human, we leam more about what it is to be human. The picture we get of what it means 

to be human is aiso cast as an accurate one+if hwnans can paint an accurate picture of 

what the world is, then we also paint an accurate picture of who we are as part of that 

world. 

l2 It should be noted that the rnasterful subject refend to pertaipls mainly to Western, 
Euro-North Amencan subjects. The effixts of culture and varying access to technology 
around the world adds another level of consideration not undertaken. As both Bob and 
Leo confine theù discourse to a r n d y  North Arnerican venue, a restriction of the analysis 
of that discourse to Euro-North Amencan culture is also required. Although it would 
Wrely prove iasightful to add the dement of cultural appropriateness to the analysis, this 
remains another projezt for another &y. 



It is through a centred, rational, howing subject that definitive, ontologicaliy 

privileged knowledge about the world arises. For example, the land ethic helps to create 

the very categories of "rnarsh" and "fhctory" as examples of ecosystems and human 

endeavours that are opposed to each other. Because of the way Leo employs the land 

ethic, his choices are more pre-determined as either support for the factory or support for 

the marsh. There is a privileghg of the created categories and particular constnrctions of 

the world, and it becomes difncult to remain tentative about the historicai, social, and 

cultural forces infiuencing those constmctions, or the effects those constructions have on 

available actions and choices in the world. 

Coniey (1997) suggests that the ttll rnasterful subject is anachronistic because of 

the long process of decentring that has taken place through the failure of rationalism and 

discoveries in both sciences and humanities of complex systems with no final solutions. 

Some ecological thinkers today "declare that hurnans have no claim to strive toward a 

priviieged position in the universe" (Coniey, 1997, p. 16). By basing its knowledge claims 

on a rational and centred subject with access to ontoiogical certainty? the land ethic 

positions humans in a privileged position within the universe. F~rthermore~ what we cm 

know about ouselves becomes privileged howledge that reflects what there actually is to 

know. on the other hand, knowledge about the world and ourselves is discursively 

created and is seen as an attempt to extend the legitimacy of certain configurations of the 

world, then one is lead to question what it is we think we know about omIves, and even 

what is the "we" that we think we know. if the Luies around humans and nature are 

constantiy negotiated, and each are attempts at pmmoting a certain constnicîion, then 



how we define ourselves and how we know ourselves aiso cornes into question. It is 

probably inevitable that humans seek to understand themselves, draw boundaries around 

what it means to be human, and hence exclude what is not hwnan. When these boundaries 

are reified and presumed to exist as a given that scientific thought can uncover, we lose 

the ability to ask how these boundaries were created, for what end, or to re-create them in 

new ways. With ontologically priviieged knowledge about the world, it becomes hard to 

investigate what boundaries where created in an attempt to better understand how power 

was used as an exercise at convincing people of a certain construction of the world, 

because the boundaries are not seen as poiitid. They simply represent what is "out there" 

in the world. The land ethic does not engage in investigations of how the borderlines it 

paints were fabricated, because, accordhg to the land ethic, there is no painter, the Ilnes 

already exist and are just being uncovered. 

Instead of seeing the human self as masterhl and rationai and nature as stable, a 

discursive anaiysis can suggest that nature is radicdy unstable, open for definition, and 

Mermore,  the definitions chosen are politicaily motivated. As Conley (1997) says, 

atoms coiiide by chance and form networks that canot be entirely 

controlled. Henceforth, no human order, no naturd order, is 

l e g i h t e .  Every configuration is but a temporary order that cornes 

out of disorder. Anything that justifies itself d a s  so by decree. No 

discourse is lasting or legitimate (p. 72). 

A recognition that it is power that decrees the existing order into king has various 

consequemes. It can lead to a hopelessness, because there is no longer a certainty of 



action or a firmness ofbelief that cornes with ontological phenornenalism. We might ask 

ourselves: Why try to understand our place in the world if the only place is whatever we 

mate? What does it matter, then, how we defme ourselves and nature? Power, though, 

does have effeas, and to say that the land ethic is dimively  created, is not to say that it 

mobiiizes power without pattern or reason. The discourse of the land ethic does enable 

certain things and eases others out of currency. When Leo speaks of the biotic comrnunity 

as being more important to h h  than natucal eiements within a city, there are 

consequences. In order to understand these consequences, we need to examine our 

discourses with the understanding that they are created and political before we can begin 

to see the effeas they have and work to change those effkcts ifwe wish to. This is the 

other benefit of decentring the masterfûl hurnan abject. The future now becomes 

something of near infinite possibiiity. It becomes a future not of a stable reality awaiting 

discovery, but one of becoming, where discourses mate the world we live in. We no 

longer think of oursdves as "self-ded, conscious subjects with projects, or subjecis 

endowed with stable identities and well-established customs, that is as citizens in the fold 

of a worid that we beiieve had been made for us7' (Conley, 1997, p.72). We now have the 

f?eedom to re-conceive ourseives in new ways and to ask ouseives not only who we are, 

but how we shouid be relating to an equally unstable nature. Uastable to the point that 

even the distinctions between nature and hurnan are questioned in the image of the 

cyborg. 



H o ~ e  and the cvborg 

Controhg boundary lines and border conditions is an exercise of power. How 

information crosses these lines, the rate, flow and direztion of that information is an 

important aspect of power. When the lines surroundhg human and nature are negotiated, 

information and howledge is steered in certain diredons with a certain force. A 

discussion of power in this context has more to do with the rate and flow of knowledge 

and information than with the integrity of the boundaries that are created (Haraway, 

1991). The boundaries are oniy perceived of as havhg a level of integrity based on 

exercises of power that permit cefiain information across the boundaries, and resist certain 

other information's passing through. The discourse of the land ethic that rests on notions 

of ecology, which in tuni rest on rational scientific method and thought, exercises power 

to make stable the boundaries between hurnans and nature in a particular configuration. 

That these boundaries are seen as stable (i-e., an ecosystem is seen as that which ecology 

claims it is) is a testament to the power of the discourse to fk meanings in stable 

constellations and direct the flow of information across the boundaries. For instance, 

withh the land ethic it becomes harder to open channels to discuss the importance of 

individual elements in an ecosystem, because the force of the border control is such that 

only sesregulating systems are seen as having disausive capital. A fom of bio-ide+ 

colonialism is exercised that favours systems over individuals. The outside, in the fom of 

an ecosystem, gets priviieged, wMe the contours of the inside, relations b-een 

individual elemaits in a systezn, are down-played. DEerences between categories take 

precedence over merences within the categories. Diffaence within that threatens to 



stretch the categories b o n d  recognition or uset'ulness is muted to the point of bang 

siient. Questions of whether humans can meanhBfuUy be classified as distinct fiom 

wildemess or what wilderness as opposed to society is did not enta into Lm's use of the 

discourse on minimum impact practices. This Mght be due to the influence that some of 

the streams in the land ethic disamive field exert on Leo. There is an assumed stability, in 

much of the land ethic discursive field, of the categories of human and wildemess that 

leaves minimum impact supporters discussing the various factors affecting the wildemess 

and the complications of trying to understand and measure dl of the conditions and 

variables, but not what the effects are of constniaing the category of wildemess as they 

have. 

The discourse of the iand ethic presupposes and reifies not only the division 

between hwnan and nature, but aiso the consteilations of"human" and "nature" that are 

then divided. This is a division that restrias the flow of any information or knowledge that 

might question whether or how humans and nature are separate, or suggest that 

distinctions between hurnans (i.e., cultural, gender, or class dserences) might be more 

important than intra-categorical ciifferences (i.e., between the categories of human and 

nature), or challenge the universaiity of the division between humans and wildemess. 

When the human subject is decentred and a certain ientativeness and playfulness is 

introduced into theory, we can begin to question pome of the very foundations ofour 

knowledge. The image of the cyborg is a discursive construction of the world that 

suggests dudistic renderings are problematic; the cyborg image works prior to distinctions 

and dualisms. The cyborg image does not posit, for example, human and machine and a 



combination of the two as possible categories. Mead, it questions the foundations of 

such categories in the nrst place. If none of thern exist as stable units to begùi witb, how 

can they be memingfidy combined in ody those three permutations? Cyborg imagery 

doesn't so much blur the boundary between humans and machines (or human and nature 

or physical and non-physical) as it blurs the ab+ty to make such distinctions in the first 

place. The creation of the categories "human" and 'Wdemess7' and a boun- between 

them is not impossible, but this boundary does not refiect what is really there; its creation 

is a political action laced with power. 

Leo uses a discourse that creates the divisions of human and nature, human and 

machine (or technology), and human and non-human. The discourse of the land ethic 

works to control information fiow around and across these hes. For example, one 

outgrowth of the land ethic is an alignrnent of technology with the city and a casting of 

wildemess areas as areas in which humans must attempt to minimize their impacts. Not 

leaving b e h d  any packaging fiom food, waiking lightly with hihg  bots to reduce 

trampling effects on mil conditions, or the use of stove to deviate the impacts that fies 

have are attempts to protect a certain construction of wildemess areas &om what are seen 

as the damaging effects of technology. The use of global positioning systems to locate 

oneself anywhere also becornes a dangerous type of technology that can be seen as 

adthetical to the notion of wildemess as a place with littie human activity and influence. 

In this respect, Leo has written on no rescue wildemess areas and the image of the 

wildemess as a aontier that provides a challenge for people. Under these defitions, 

wilderness is wmpromised when technology is allowed to invade it past a point. When 



wildemess is seen as a place of remoteness and difiïcult access, knowing that you have a 

ceîi phone avadable to c d  help at any moment or a GPS to pinpoint your location withli 

a few metres, takes away fiom feelings of remoteness and nsk. The cell phone and GPS 

threaten a concept of wildemess that the land ethic promotes. 

Cyborg imagery would question the very grounding for creating wildemess, 

humans, and technology as the land ethic does. How wi we know, with a certainty that 

forecloses on alternatives, where humans end and wildemess begim? What is the dividing 

iine? The closer one looks, the less clear the line becomes. The hurnan subject has 

inscribed on it the imprint of technology so deeply that to remove technology is to alter 

who we are at a very deep level. Ironically, the very way that land ethic supporters (and 

some other environmentaiists) conceptuaiize the eanh is based on that same dangerous 

technology. It was the advent of space flight that gave rise to the image of the earth from 

space-the idea of one planet, one life support syaem. Now when students are asked by 

Leo to take tirne by themselves over lunch to aqua.int themselves with the earth and the 

place they are in, they have access to this powemil image. Technclogy has inscribed so 

deeply ont0 Our psyche the picture of a blue-green planet floating in space that we take 

for granted its reality and our place on it. Yet none of the students have seen or ükely wiii 

see the planet f?om space. Moreover, the creation of the metaphor of a spaceship fiom the 

picture of earth as seen from space remallis a politicai move with ramifications not a 

neutral construction from a Reality independent of human endeavour. The power of 

technology to deeply inscribe onto the human subject the idea that the maaphor of the 

spaceship eanh exists is an example of how intertwined tecbnology and humans are. There 



is a powerful production of the human subject as crew member of the spweship earth. 

Who we think we are and how we feel we should relate to other crew mernbers are 

produced values and conceptions that are in part conditioned by technology's control of 

the flow and direction of information across boundaries. To ask what kind of ecologicai 

selves we could mate without the image of the spaceship earth is not just an academic 

exercise. Re-configuring how technology affects our seKperception (or embracing its 

effects on us already) could have profound effects on our discounes about who we are, 

what nature is, the place of technology in the wildemess, and even the stabüity of such 

categories in the first place. 

The Land Ethic as an Embedded Discourse 

Like Bob's dixourse, Leo's can also be seen in a broader context. As a member of 

a university community for over twenty-five years, Leo is nibject to various other 

dixourses, all of which exercise power to mate various categories and constructions of 

the wodd. For example, the general discourse of outdoor recreation and land management 

has certain trends and ideas of what acceptable knowledge is. As a member of such a 

community and discourse, Leo needs to write and speak dong certain lines to gain and 

maintain status. The majority of Leo's publications stay within the bounds of this 

discourse; if they did not, he rnight have a dificuit t h e  publishing or reaching a 

practitioner audience. 

There are, however, some notable exceptions to this. One publication, discussed in 

Chapter Two, outhes an ethical fhmework for park and recreation pradtioners in the 



fom of a "Worth ethic" (Dustin. McAvoy, and Sch* 1995). The worth ethic and Leo's 

ventures into more philosophical journais to examine differing ~ e w o r k s  for 

conceptuahhg nature are examples of discourses the Leo supports and helps mate that 

depart fiom the more dominant discourses in outdoor recreation (Le., minimum impact 

studies, user satisfaction issues, and various types of wiidemess experiences). In one 

particular article, Lem writes about applying "two contrasting principles of human 

workmanship, the principles of design and eolithism, to the issue of responsible 

environmental stewardship" (Dustin and McAvoy, 1984, p. 16 1). This article suggests 

that there are Mering perspectives that can be taken toward issues of how humans should 

be conceptuaiiig themselves in relation to the environment. Such writing is a departure 

Born the standard fare of land management commonly seen in outdoor recreation joumals. 

Leo, by engaging in such discussions, is offering alternatives and suggesting that how we 

view the environment is up for negotiation at some Ievel. Seen fkom the perspective of 

much of the writhg in outdoor recreation, publiations of this nature are more radical, 

because they move people to consider how they conma themselves in relation to the 

environment and begins the process of decentring the dominant notions of many North 

Amencan views toward wildemess space and its use. As weli as developing an eolithic 

ethic, Leo has dso written on Native Amencan land ethics (Jostad, McAvoy and 

McDonaid, 1996; and McDonaid and McAvoy, lm), which opens up space for 

discussion of various culturai elewnts in environmentai ethics. Leo, as a promùient 

member of outdwr recreatioa, plays a role in shaping the discourse of the field. These 

writings help to bring a diversity of viewpoints and voices that othenvise might r d  



mainly silent. 

Another discursive force that Lm is abject to is the American system of 

wildemess designation. Unlike Bob, who works and &tes mauily fiom a Canadian, 

camping, and outdoor education perspective, Leo is embedded in an American discourse 

on what wildemess is. Ln 1964 the Wilderness Act was passed in the United States of 

Amenca, which set out the definition of what could count as wildemess areas, and hence, 

what could and should be protected under such a definition. Leo designs his trip to focus 

on some of these issues of land designation, because he feels it to be an important issue in 

contemporary land management in the United States of Amenca The trip and the course 

on outdoor education that Leo teaches both have a focus on the history and development 

of the wildemess system of protected areas in the United States of America The trip that 

Leo lads follows a river system and traverses some of the distinctions in land 

classifications. He concludes the trip by invithg the group to reflect on their expenences 

dong the river and to begin to understand the effécts and effons it took to have the later 

section of the river designated as a protected area. In the course, Leo outlines some of the 

developments in ment Amencan political history that have contributeci to certain 

attitudes in the govenunem toward land use and designation and the effeas of this on 

outdoor education modeis. In contrast, Bob's trip moves through Crown land: an am 

designated as such by the govement, but 0 t h  not devdoped as 'Wdemess." There are 

less restrictions on the types of development that can occu in it, yet it remallis reiatively 

undeveloped (in part because the developmentaî potential of the Canadian Shield is low). 

Bob sees less need to engage in discussion of the impacts of wildemess designation 



because the issue is not as pressing in the area he moves through on his trip. The land that 

Bob travels through is not wildemess in the same sense that the land Lm uses for his trip 

is; the Canadian govermnent does not designate land as Wdemess" in the same way or 

with the same force as the American govemment does, and Bob's discourse reflects this. 

Leo's emphasis on wildemess ecosystems as weU as his writings on frontier values, no 

rescue wildemess areas, and the benefits that wildemess can provide for people arises in 

an historical context of Amencan efforts to preserve land deked in a certain way. 

Leo's Wnting on the frontier metaphor (McAvoy and Dustin, 1989) for wildemess 

is m example of kow the American vision of what counts as wilderness has influenced his 

perception of landscapes. Bob engages in d8erent discourses, because, in Canada, the 

emphasis on opening the West and exploring and populating the wildemess takes a 

different spin. It was factors such as the fur trade and the drive to uniS. the country by 

railroad as an assurance against the perceived threat of the United States of America that 

Iead to much of the exploration and population of Canada. Situating Bob in Canadian 

historical settings adds another level of understanding to why, in his discourse, land use 

and designation take a backseat to issues such as images of Voyageurs, historical readings 

of Canadian explorers, and figures such as Grey h l ,  which fit with a partidar 

construction of how Canadian landscapes were explored and the motivations for travel 

through such landscapes. 

Seeing Bob's and Lm's discourses as ernbedded within the larger field of 

historical exploration and the system of govemment designation helps us understand some 

of the forces they have to wntend with. Bob or Leo c a ~ o t  simply ignore these historical 



forces because not oniy are they a product of that system, but so to are the students each 

teach, the joumals they subrnit to, and the other members of the parks and recreation 

profession. Writing on outdoor recreation that does not deal with or address how 

wildemess or the environment has been historically and politicdy defined and constmcted 

would have a hard time gaining mency.  For example, Leo may challenge various 

definitions of how people can and should relate to the environment, yet he dl couches 

the environment in tenns of wildemess areas, because he is a product of that system, and 

it is through the mobihtion of such a definition that Leo's discourse more easiiy gains 

acceptance and credibility. 

Seeing Bob's and Leo's discourses as hiaoncaly situated is not a deterministic 

c l ah  that denies any agency to either of them. They can challenge the dominant views, 

suggest alternatives, and help shape the field in the future; yet even as they do, they mua 

contend with forces that are larger than the individual. No matter what they do, they 

cannot alter the processes that gave rise to the system of discourses in the United States 

of Arnerica or Canada. In many ways, both must work within their respective system 

even and when, they wish to challenge it. 

In the course that Leo teaches on outdoor education, he outhes some of the 

historid processes that have occmed in the United States of America toward 

enWoMKntai education. He emphasizes to the -dents that in the 1980's there was 

pressure f?om the govemment to alter the goais of enviromentai education. The feeling in 

Coagress was that environmental education produced 

flaming environmentalists who feel that no econornic development 



should happen because of the damage to the environment. And so 

there's been some major politicai pressure placed on environmental 

education to change that mode1 so that its not responsible 

environmental behaviour that's the outcome, its critical thinking skilis 

is the outcorne. 

The result of this historical development is that Leo now presents students with models 

that encourage responsible decision making as the outcome. His course on outdoor 

education models and perspectives traces hiaorical developments that saw the fist 

models of outdoor education as an attempt to protect wildemess areas against 

development, 

but then the industry folk got a look at it, and the department of 

naturd resources forestry f o k  got a look at the model for how 

environmentd education should be implemented in schools and boy 

scouts and camps ... And now you're seeing a lot more infusion of 

considering the resource.. . the benefits of natural resources iike thber, 

and so its not jus environmentai, meaning nature, but its also 

environmentai, meanhg the built environment and farrns. ..Because 

again there's a potiticaî backlash agallist environmental education 

gohg on in this country ... rnany people are feeling that the 

environmentai educaton were tuming kids into envkonrnentahsts who 

were going to be going to city cound rneetingsaud other meetings 

carrying signs saying "don't b d t  the factory outside of town because 



its gonna harm the ma&." 

Lm's discourse promotes an understanding of ddemess use as a movement f?om pro- 

wildemess to a consideration of the economic value of such land, and, hence, Leo must 

negotiate through this issue. Bob does not engage in any such discussion, nor does he 

indicate that it is an issue in need of attention. The historical processes in Canada are 

distinct fiom those in the United States of America to some degree, and both Bob and 

Leo are affected by the history of each country. 

Leo sees a danger in offering a course such as the one he does that is pro- 

wiidemess. He says that some university professors have been forced to drop any course 

that has the word "wiidemess" in its titie because of pressure from other departments like 

forestry and economics. He says that he is lucky that he can still offer a course that is one 

hundred percent pro-wildemess, but this is the exception. In this light, Leo has 

constnicted himself as engendering a discourse that is resistive of some of the recent 

developrnents toward what can count as acceptable environmentai education. It is mt an 

easy line to waik for Leo, and he is concemed about the direction of future developments. 

In part, this concem might be motivating him to structure his coiuses and undertake the 

writing he does as a way of countering some of the developments he is not entuely 

cornfortable with. 



Chapter Six: 
Conclusion 

Introduction 

This thesis is an examination of the effects of power as manifesteci in and through 

the discourse on environmental ethics of two outdoor leadedscholars. The two 

participants in this study (Bob Henderson and Leo McAvoy) were selected, because they 

are prominent members of the outdoor education and recreation field and have made 

si@cant contniutions to the formation of the discursive field of outdoor education and 

recreation. In addition, they both have long histories in this field and clearly reflect some 

of its main cuments, texts, complexities, and depths. The focus of my analysis has been on 

the discursive fields of outdoor education and recreation as reflected through Bob and 

Leo; it should not be seen as an analysis or critique of either Bob or Leo as individuais. 

The position 1 have taken to view the discursive field of outdoor education and 

recreation is, &st off, a recognition that any negative or positive results of power are 

discursively positioned as such by the viewer; they are not absolute. Second, 1 aimime that 

decentring notions of the stable, masterfiil subject or of discourses that are premised on a 

one to one conneaion to Reality can lead to a playful freedom of choice that is denied or 

curtailed when discourses are not seen as arbitrary human constructs with no necessasr, 

given, or inherent comection to Reality. This fkeedom and the correspondhg ability to 

create and re-create both our fttw and owelves thmugh our discourse 1 take as good. 

That this hedom and creative ability is good forms a grounding assumption thaî lads to 

my attempts at decentring discourses in outdoor education and recreation that deny or 



mask their arbitrary and constructeci naturc 

It was in Bob's discourse that the attempt to unmask the agemy of the human 

subject in creating and constnicting itself and the worid can been more clearly seen. The 

discursive field of deep ecology that Bob aligns hirnseifwith constructs the human self as 

already in a retationship with the earth and seeks to uncover or surface that relationship. 

Through cultural disorientation, Bob hopes to challenge the students to move beyond 

what he perceives as their entry points toward a recognition and a celebration of their 

connedon with the earth. This is a discourse that works to deny the agency of human 

authonhip. The earth is constructexi as active agent in the surfacing of the relationship, 

while Bob is cast in a minor supporthg role. One of the e f f i s  of so doing is to reduce 

the ability of the human author to embrace the construaed and politicai nature of 

discourse. The discourse on deep ecology that Bob employs works to deny his agency, 

which, in tum, construas him out of the power to alter or engage in the ways he 

constmcts and negotiates the ünes around what humans are and what nature is. 

There are also resistive elements in Bob's discourse. He engenders a particular 

view of the world that is, in some ways, at odds with the view of many others in the 

outdoor education perspective. Due to Bob's emphasis on emancipatory euphoria, he has 

a difncult t h e  negotiaîing in an academic world that constructs knowledge to be 

something that can be passed dong to studeats and then replicated on tests. Bob's view of 

the relationship the students have with the earih is dso resistive at some levels. Bob feels 

that most of the students on his trips are endturatai into Western society to such a 

de- that they caanot easily see how they are comected to the earth. His discoune on 



dacing this w ~ e c t i o n  is framed (by Bob) to be disorienthg for the student. Bob feels 

that the students on his trips will be challenged in ways they might fkd unsettling. Bob 

positions his view as chaiienging to the more dominant view(s) of society as reflected in 

the students. In this way, Bob engenders resistive sites where he hopes to create both 

alternative f o m  of knowledge and experiences. 

Leo's discourse connects more with some elements in the land ethic discursive 

field. Leo's discourse brings to  the fore notions that the wildemess is a specid and 

valuable place that consias mainly of biotic comrnunities. It is these biotic communities, 

which exempli@ traits of stability, integrity, and beauty, that are valuable. For Leo, 

wildemess is a place of vast vistas that can provide benefits for people not easily gained in 

urban settings. In this notion of what wildemess is can be seen some of the resistive 

elements in Leo's discourse. Leo positions his view as less dominant than the view the 

wildemess is valuable for econornic resources. Leo attempts, in his course on wiiderness 

and on his trip, to introduce the students to this aitemative notion that the wildemess is 

vduable, because it offen oppominities to experience awe, beauty, and majesty; it offers a 

challenge; and it provides a metaphor for a journey-both physical and meta-physical. 

Lw's constmction of wildemess as a place where the beauty, stability, and 

integrity of biotic communities can be encountered leads him to support various minimm 

impact praaic+s. Efforts such as reduciag the damage caused by excessive trampling are 

seen as good, because they prottxt the wildemess as Lm defines it. Leo places more 

emphasis on minimum impact than Bob does, in part because of his definition of 

wildemess as comprised of biotic comrnunities. Both Bob's and Leo's discourse 



constnias various definitions of wbat the environment is and, hence, wbat counts as good 

and proper behaviour in it. Through these definitions and constructions, both Bob and 

Leo position the human subject in relation to the worid and this positioning has effects. 

Who We Are and Who We Are Not 

One of the main effects of the discursive field of outdoor education and recreation, 

as representedcreated by the two participants, is to create particular meanings for what is 

human, what coms as non-human, and how the two should interact. The environmental 

ethics that the field produces most oAen construct nature or wüdemess as a positive place 

where humans can receive certain benefits such as leamhg more about themselves or 

corning to an understanding of humanity's place in the universe-an understanding closely 

comected, for one of the participants, to notions of Christian spiritudty. In addition, the 

discursive field of outdoor education and recreation's positioning of nature or wildemess 

often constructs it as a place separate from human conaruned environments such as cities 

and urban spaces. 

Positioning nature or wildemess as distinct fiom urban space and as a place where 

insights into the human seif can be gained leads to the pnviieging of certain behaviours. 

nie non-human world that is coriscted by ethicq such as the land ethic and deep 

ecology, becornes positive and contains certain benefits in proportion to the Iack of human 

interference within it. Hence, humans must be careful of their impact when out in 

wildemess so as not to negatively impact it. When bockcountry users, Iüre Leo or Bob, 

venture out into wildemess, they expect certain thinp. Their discourse suggests that they 



both expect an absence of excessiveU impacts in wilderness areas. Because of such a 

construction of wildemess, minimum impact practices become a set of behaviours that are 

prideged in the enviromentai etbics discourse of Bob and LW. The discourse of 

minimum impact practices that arises out of a construction of nature! or wildemess as non- 

urban and positive becornes a powerfùi self-regulating panoptic administration that 

inscnies cornpliance onto the human subject. We begin to see ourselves as damaging to 

an environment that we value, therefore, we discipline ourselves to reduce Our impacts. 

Within the discourse of Bob and Leo technology ocnipies a dangerous position. 

When non-urban environments are seen as places without hun-un influence, technology 

can be seen as damaging to wildemess. Leo's emphasis on no rescue wildemess areas and 

Bob's distinction between things %id devices are two examples of the field's ambiguous 

relationship with technology . Arnbiguous because, on the one hand, out door education 

and recreation discourse oflen advocates nostalgie renderings of wildemess use (i.e., a 

retum to simpler days when technology was not so dangerous), yet the technology 

involved in accessing many wildemess areas is enomous (Le., long drives or flights to the 

area and high-tech equipment). Ironicaiiy, accessing these areas often results in high 

impact as weii, which makes an interesthg conflict with the minimum impact practices. 

Issues surrounding technology and minimum impact cm create a division of the 

world into two types of places-those areas ( u d y  dehed as 'tuban") that impact is 

acceptable, and those areas (usually defined as "wiiderness") that impacts need to be 

" "Excessive" bemg a somewhat subjective notion thai is dependent upon how one defines 
not only wildermss but also on the value one places upon that wildemess. 



reduced. Ushg a stove, for example, is often promoted as appropriate in wildemess areas, 

because it does not impact that area; yet a stove does have impact in terms of fossil fiels 

and the materials used in its cons~ruction, but this impact occurs in areas in which impacts 

are deemed acceptable (i .e., outside wildemess areas). 

How issues of impact and technology are negotiated, and what is promoted as 

"bette? or privileged, is an area that deserves more attention. Who benefits fiom the 

discursive constructions of who humans are, what theu place in the world is, and what 

khd of world humans inhabit all have political implications and consequences. This is one 

a r a  that this thesis begins to explore, but to understand the compiexity of the issues will 

require more research and study. For example, it would be useful to interview more 

outdoor leaders and explore more of the discourse created by the field of outdoor 

education and recreation in relation to the negotiation of the h e  between acceptable 

impacts, what it might rnean to engage technoiogy in a playful manner, and how outdoor 

leaders might begin to appropriate technology in a productive manner. 

Future Research Directions 

The possibility for the playful engagement of technology has been taken up by 

Haraway's (1991) image of the cyborg. The three boundarïes that Haraway suggests are 

transgressed by the cyborg open up other possîbilities for discunively creating the world 

we live in. Haraway suggests that the distinctions between what is hwnan and what is 

machine, wbat is nature and what is non-sature, and what is physieal and what is non- 

physical ail begin to blur when exynined closely. She suggests that a stable human sel f  as 



distinct from technology does not exist for a cyborg, and rather than baag a despairhg 

death of a distinct human subject, suggests a proliferation of possibly identities of human 

subjects waiting to be created and exploreci. Human abjects are Uiscribed by history, 

politics gender (among others), and are seif-çfeated or discursively-created M p t i o n s  of 

power that can generate new subjdvities. Confionthg the discursive nature of the wodd 

and our role in it, forces us to confront the ecological problernatic in new ways. The 

ecological crisis, however dehed, becornes more cornplex, open, conflicting, and 

ambiguous. Decentring masterfiil narratives is to resist the pu1 of simplicity and engage in 

confirming acts of self-creation. A recognition of the boundary transgressions suggested 

by the cyborg image is not to forego knowiedge, but to locate and situate it. It is not that 

the boundaries between nature, humans, culture, and technology do not exists, but that 

they are produced. As Conley (1997) says, "nature is not there as a handrnaiden for 

humans, but humans none the less organize it through their social organization; through 

everyday life, that is, prllwiiy through a funaion of the agency offered by language [and 

discourse]" (p. 43). This productive notion shiAs attention ffom dualistic renderings of the 

world to the process of how duaüsms are produced, positioned, and negotiated. 

In other words, if we ounelves are the produas of both technology 

and cuiture, or more potently, compounds of the organic, technical, 

mythicai, textd, and political, what novel modes of action can this 

facilitate? [If al is disfursiveiy created] it affords one the observation 

that the contemporary condition is not about the denatudation of 

'nature', as deep ecology [and the land ethic] would have it, but ratfier 



about the partidar kind of production of nature that has taken place 

(van Wyck, 1997, p. 119). 

Human agency plays a more central role in this decentred configuration of the world. 

Humans are now seen as being active aeators (or co-creaîors) of the boundaries and as 

organizllig the distinctions between the worid and ourselves. These boundaries are 

necessary, but arbitrary, and we have the ability to re-configure them in myriad ways. 

Stones and images, like the cyborg, that eist in the destabilized zone between 

ontologically grounded dualisms have the potential to seize the tools for re-crahg 

ourseives and recoding our bodies into new identities that lack closure or completeness. 

We must survive, but we must survive with the recognition that we are partiai, incomplete, 

and without closure. It is to resist the pull not only of simplicity, but also of the mythic 

reunion of the Garden from which we supposedly feu. It means "embracing the skiW 

task of reconstructing the boundaries of daily life in partial connedon with others, in 

communication with al1 our parts" (Haraway, 199 1, p. 18 1). The funire is unknown, open 

for negotiation, and discursive. Outdoor leaders and scholars can embrace this decentred 

future, engage it playfùlly to explore our role as humans in creating a world we wish to 

live 4 and in the process mate ourselves in relation to that world. 

Re-creating ourselves and our fiiture is not a simple task Our embeddedness and 

position in the world is a powerfùl inscription upon our bodies and subjectivities. How we 

define ourselves is not just a matter of personai choice. The image of the cyborg suggests 

that it is a constniction, but this does not reduce the power of that construction. We are 

who we believe we are because of powemil and eampkx processes that work beyond a 



single person's agency. Changing and nsisting these views of ourrelves, the environment, 

and how we should relate to that environment is dEcult process. 

This thesis has engaged, in a particular way, the question of how power works to 

position human subjectivities and the natural environment. There are other ways to engage 

this question of the ecological problematic. Some ftture directions to pursue this issue 

include an examination of other perspectives fkom which to illustrate the eEects of power. 

For exarnple, the history of parks in Canada and the United States of Arnenca are 

different, and this thesis oniy partialiy engages how these differences work to exen 

influence on 00th participants. As weli, both participants are male, North-Amencan 

academics, so the breadth of perspectives they engender are limited by their demographics. 

Inciudiig other cultural perspectives, gender Merences, or issues surrounding integrated 

wildemess use, for exarnple, have the potentiai to broaden understandhg of the ways 

environmental ethics are constmaed and performed, and the discursive effects of those 

constructions. 

Lastly, this thesis opens the door to the potentially empowering possibiîity of re- 

creating ourseives in new aibjectivitieq but what those subjectivities might be and the 

effècts that would have on how outdoor professionals lead trips' write, and mate 

knowledge is beyond the scope of this thesis. It wouid prove to be an interesthg and 

engaging enterprise to follow this r-ch with an exploration of what the consequences 

are of living and workhg as an outdoor professional in a world that is recognized as more 

discursive. 
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